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Dear guests of airBaltic,
The Latvian aviation strategy for 2021–2027 was 
recently presented to the industry. It aims to further 
improve the mobility of Latvian inhabitants and 
businesses by ensuring the sustainable development of 
the industry, thus increasing its impact on the local GDP.
 As the largest Baltic airline, not only do we support this 
strategy, but, due to the increasing number of passengers 
carried, we are also the strongest driver behind the 
strategy. As we aim to continue our sustainable growth 
path and ultimately connect the Baltic capitals with 
one stop to almost any destination in the world, we will 
support this development further. Already today we 
provide the best connectivity to and from the Baltics and 
offer services to over 70 destinations.
 Today, aviation contributes 3.3% to the Latvian 
GDP, with a signi�cant percentage of it provided by 
airBaltic. There are 3.1 passengers carried in Latvia per 
each inhabitant, which is already 35% more than the 
EU average.
 We have been successful in maintaining double-digit 
growth in the number of passengers we carry each 
month for the last several years. Our operational results 
have grown signi�cantly alongside this statistic. In May, 
for the �rst time ever, we achieved a record 60% of the 
market share in Riga.
 Going forward, we will continue to introduce a 
single-type �eet of up to 80 Airbus A220-300 aircraft 
and further improve our offer not only from Riga but 
also from Tallinn and Vilnius, fostering better business 
relations and more leisure travel opportunities to and 
from the Baltics. For you as our guests on board, this 
will mean more �ight frequency on the busier routes, 
more interesting travel destinations, and a higher level of 
comfort for a better price.
 Hope to see you on board Europe’s most punctual 
airline again soon!

We provide the best 
connectivity to and 

from the Baltics 
and offer services to 
over 70 destinations

MARTIN ALEXANDER GAUSS
Chief Executive Officer, airBaltic

Yours,
Martin Alexander Gauss
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4 all adventures count

An adventure doesn’t have to be so complicated.
So time-consuming. So big. It doesn’t have to be extreme
or far away. Because once you put your foot on the pedal,

you’ve already made the first step. And sometimes, 
not knowing where to go is part of the adventure.

So embrace the imperfect plans and the quick getaways.
The sudden detours and the spontaneous road trips. 

The moments that make the world a little more interesting.

No matter the destination or direction. Big or small. 
Known or unknown. Maybe it’s just around the corner.

All adventures count. 

INTRODUCING THE NEW VOLVO V60 CROSS COUNTRY

VOLVOCARS.COM
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radissonmeetings.com/extra-value

PERSONAL |  PROFESSIONAL |  MEMORABLE

Save up to 15% when booking a meeting 
or an event before 14 June, 2019, at any of our 

Radisson Hotel Group participating venues. 

And as a bonus, we also o� er you 10,000 bonus 
points from Radisson Rewards for Business.

EXTRA
VALUE 

MEETINGS

Terms & conditions apply
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LIFE BY THE SEA
The swelter of summer is the right 
time to swap the capital city for the 
beach. Those who like historical 
charm and being around people 
should head for the seaside resort 
city of Jūrmala. Its unique wooden 
architecture calls to mind the spa 
culture of the 19th century, and the 
white-sand beaches stretching for 
almost 26 kilometres are full of life 
and energy in the summer. Those 
who prefer solitary spaces and 
unspoilt nature will enjoy Latvia’s 
western coast and the open Baltic 
Sea. Many visitors are surprised by 
the shore’s untamed character but 
also by its diversity – from smooth 
pebbles to sandy beaches at the 
foot of tall bluffs and surrounded by 
aromatic pine forests.

MUST-SEE EVENT
Meet the tennis stars

Summertime is tennis time. No 
matter whether you’re just thinking 

about learning to play or are a 
seasoned expert in the sport, don’t 

miss the prestigious WTA Baltic 
Open (formerly the Moscow River 

Cup). This international-level 
women’s tennis tournament will be 
staged on July 22–28 at the National 

Tennis Centre Lielupe on the 
shores of the Baltic Sea in Jūrmala, 
Latvia. Players will be competing 
for USD 250,000 in prize money 

and 280 ranking points.
balticopentennis.com

FASHION
Fragile beauty

For a long time, fashionistas considered 
the one-piece swimsuit a retro element 

best left hidden deep in one’s closet. 
But this piece of summerwear is �nally 
enjoying a deserved renaissance, and 

fashion experts declare there’s no time 
like the present to invest in a classic 
one-piece bathing suit. The Latvian 

swimwear brand Collar has long held to 
the belief that the female body has been 
hyper-sexualised, and therefore it strives 
to bring back covert, concealed intimacy. 

The label expresses this respectful 
outlook in the design of its swimwear.

collar.lv

DESIGN
Clean lines

At the height of summer, when we’re 
pampered with a big variety of fruit, 
berries, and vegetables, all one needs 

to do is serve them on beautiful dishes. 
The bowls and plates of Vaidava’s 
‘Earth’ collection re�ect Latvian 

ceramic traditions and minimalist 
Nordic design. Handmade of Latvian 
red clay, the bowls are glazed with a 
lead-free glaze on the inside, while 

the unglazed outside has simply been 
polished smooth. The natural tones and 
soft silhouettes frame foods beautifully 
in both daily and festive table settings.

vaidava.lv

Words by Zane Nikodemusa
Publicity photos and by Shutterstock 

The ultimate 
  July checklist

Jūrmala
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Dace Lielā. August. 2018
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Words by Līga Vaļko and 
Zane Nikodemusa
Publicity photos

Quote of 
the month / /

My face is almost more important 
than the baton, because I can 
use it to express atmosphere 
and mood. But it has to happen 
intuitively and naturally.

Mariss Jansons, world-famous Latvian-
born conductor, known for his expressive 
interpretations of classical music. He is the chief 
conductor of the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra, and together they will perform in 
Riga on July 19 and 21 as part of the Riga Jūrmala 
Music Festival.

July 2019
 / RIGA

DACE LIELĀ: PAINTINGS
Until July 27
Dace Lielā, who creates large-format landscape 
paintings, is one of the most renowned painters 
of her generation in Latvia. ‘What I can say 
about my paintings is that I paint the state 
of aggregation and the mood of water,’ she 
comments on her current exhibition at the 
Daugava Gallery. Art lovers have already called 
the show a meditatively existential answer to the 
hurry of contemporary life.
galerijadaugava.lv

ED SHEERAN CONCERT
July 12
The British artist Ed Sheeran 
is not only one of the most 
successful recording acts and 
songwriters ever, but also 
one of the world’s most in-
demand live acts. It is not an 
overstatement to say that he is 
the number-one artist in the 
global music industry at the 
moment. This megastar has 
chosen to include Riga on his 
newest tour, and the concert 
will take place on Lucavsala, 
a charming island in the 
Daugava River.
Tickets at bilesuserviss.lv

EXPOSING THE HIDDEN 
EXHIBITION
July 11 – September 15
In honour of its 30th anniversary, the 
Museum of Decorative Arts and Design is 
hosting an intriguing exhibition dedicated 
to a lesser-known part of the museum – 
its collection. Most of the pieces in the 
exhibition are being shown publicly for 
the �rst time, and the show also tells 
some of the fascinating stories behind 
how those items found their way to the 
museum. It’s a must-see event for people 
who love discoveries.
lnmm.lv
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Last year, the 
Riga Football 
Club became the 
Latvian Higher 
League (Virslīga) 
champions and also 
won the Latvian Cup. 
This year the club continues to 
�ght to defend both of those titles. 
The team’s main goal is to secure 
a spot in the group stage of the 
UEFA Europa League, but this 
month the club makes its debut in 
the quali�cation stage of the UEFA 
Champions League. Riga FC plays 
its home games at Skonto Stadium.
rigafc.lv

Did you know?
Superbly designed by landscape 
architect Rob Swedberg and 
located on the shores of Riga’s 
Ķīšezers Lake, the Ozo Golf Club is 
one of the most modern, high-tech 
golf courses in northern Europe.
liveriga.com

Juris Bergins.  
The Former Swineherd 

and Times. 2002. 
Porcelain
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JŪRMALA
LAIMA RENDEZVOUS 
JŪRMALA MUSIC 
FESTIVAL
July 18–21
For the �fth year in a row, 
popular Latvian diva Laima 
Vaikule is bringing together 
her friends and colleagues to 
appear on stage together at 
the Dzintari Concert Hall in 
Jūrmala. Hear performances 
by Intars Busulis, Grigory 
Leps, Sergey Lazarev,  
Valery Meladze, and  
many other stars. Carefree, 
relaxing, and  glamorous!
Tickets at bilesuserviss.lv

JOMAS STREET 
FEST
July 6

This festival celebrates 
Jūrmala’s main street, 

Jomas iela. As every 
summer during the 

Jomas Street Fest, this 
popular place for leisurely 

strolls turns into an exciting 
platform for entertainment 

and cultural events.  
There’s something  

for everyone, including 
young children.

jurmala.lv

JŪRMALA FESTIVAL
July 22–28
This year’s Jūrmala Festival will begin 
with a concert at dawn by famous 
Latvian organist Iveta Apkalna (4 
am on the Dzintari beach). This will 
be followed by six more concerts 
featuring prominent local and guest 
artists. The programme will include 
Tchaikovsky’s Piano Concerto No. 
1, Broadway musical melodies, 
Mascagni’s opera Cavalleria 
Rusticana, and more.
jurmalasfestivals.lv

Did you know?
Jūrmala is the only spa city in Latvia and 
the first Latvian city to be admitted to the 
European Spas Association.
jurmala.lv

LEARN ABOUT THE SPA’S 
HISTORY
Throughout July
The Jūrmala City Museum, which is 
one of the most modern museums 
in Latvia, contains many items that 
tell about life in this legendary spa 
town from the late 19th century up 
until the present day. Of particular 
note is the swimsuit collection, 
which mainly focuses on women’s 
swimwear from the 20th century.
jurmala.lv

Юрмальский 
Фестиваль

22-28 
July

23.07. 2000  Dzintari Concert Hall 
OPENING CONCERT. BORN IN LATVIA

24.07. 2000  Dzintari Concert Hall 
PIANO CONCERTO BY TCHAIKOVSKY AND 
VIOLIN CONCERTO BY MENDELSSOHN

25.07. 2000  Dzintari Concert Hall 

3 OSOKINS

26.07. 2000   Dzintari Concert Hall 
PERFORMANCE “CAVALLERIA RUSTICANA” BY 
PIETRO MASCAGNI

27.07. 2000   Dzintari Concert Hall 
BROADWAY NIGHT
 

28.07. 2000   Dzintari Concert Hall 
GALA CONCERT. ITALIAN OPERA ARIAS

22.07. 400   Dzintari beach                   
SUNRISE CONCERT

Aleksandrs Antoņenko (tenor) 
Deniz Uzun (mezzo-soprano, Germany) 
Jānis Apeinis (baritone) 
Alisa Zinovjeva (soprano) 
Andžella Goba (mezzo-soprano) 
Jūrmala Festival Choir
Jūrmala Festival Orchestra
Conductor Vello Vello V Pähn (Estonia)

Jan Virgo (United Kingdom) 
Damian Humbley (United Kingdom) 
Sarah Fox (United Kingdom) 
Jūrmala Festival Orchestra
Conductor Robert Purvis (United Kingdom)

Georgijs Osokins, Andrejs Osokins and Sergejs Osokins (piano)
Chamber orchestra Sinfonietta Rīga

Intars Busulis (soloist)
Iveta Apkalna (organ) 
Aleksandrs Antoņenko (tenor)
Vestards Šimkus Vestards Šimkus V (piano) 
Latvia's Youth Youth Y Symphony Orchestra 
Conductor Ainārs Rubiķis

Iveta Apkalna (organ)
This year’s Jūrmala Festival will kick off with an unusual event: at 4 a.m. everyone 
is invited to watch the sunrise on Dzintari beach. The world-renowned Latvian 
organist and honorary artist of Hamburg’s Elbphilharmonie Iveta Apkalna 
will perform a special concert, which will reach its culmination along with the 
rising sun at 5.05 a.m. The event can be enjoyed from the water by arriving 
by boat. Event is free of charge.

Kristīne Balanas (violin)
George Harliono (piano, United Kingdom)
Jūrmala Festival Orchestra
Conductor Ainārs Rubiķis

Aleksandrs Antoņenko (tenor)
Deniz Uzun (mezzo-soprano, Germany) 
Alisa Zinovjeva (soprano) 
Jūrmala Festival Choir
Jūrmala Festival Orchestra
Conductor Vello Vello V Pähn (Estonia)

Biļetes “Biļešu paradīzes” un 
Dzintaru koncertzāles kasēs

Turaidas iela 1, Jūrmala, LV-2015
Tālrunis: 67762092

Tickets at “Biļešu paradīze” box offices 
and at Dzintaru Concert Hall

Turaidas Street 1, Jurmala, LV-2015
Phone: +371 67762092

Билеты в кассах “Biļešu paradīze” и 
в кассе концертного зала “Дзинтари”

Turaidas iela 1, Jūrmala, LV-2015
Телефон: +371 67762092

Biļetes “Biļešu paradīzes” un 
Dzintaru koncertzāles kasēs

Turaidas iela 1, Jūrmala, LV-2015
Tālrunis: 67762092

Tickets at “Biļešu paradīze” box offices 
and at Dzintaru Concert Hall

Turaidas Street 1, Jurmala, LV-2015
Phone: +371 67762092

Билеты в кассах “Biļešu paradīze” и 
в кассе концертного зала “Дзинтари”

Turaidas iela 1, Jūrmala, LV-2015
Телефон: +371 67762092

AFTERPARTY

AT DZINTARI BEACH

 23.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
FRANK SINATRA & 
FRIENDS

 24.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
RAIMONDS PAULS’ 
MUSIC NIGHT

 25.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
ELVIS PRESLEY & RAY CHARLES

 26.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
CHAMPAGNE NIGHT 
WITH “MOËT” 

 27.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
TANGO, LATINO, RUM 
AND TEQUILA 

 28.07. 2300 X.O at Dzintari beach
JŪRMALA FESTIVAL 
GRAND CLOSING 
AFTERPARTY

Performers: Daumants Kalniņš & 
the Beach Band, DJ
Programme: Louis Armstrong, 
Frank Sinatra, Ray Charles & others

Performers: Kristīne Prauliņa & the 
Beach Band, DJ
Programme: Music by Raimonds 
Pauls

Performers: “Big Al & The Jokers” 
soloist Aļģirdas Šuminskas & the 
Beach Band, DJ
Programme: Elvis Presley, Chuck 
Berry, Ray Charles & others 

Performers: Dināra Rudāne & the 
Beach Band, DJ
Programme: ABBA, Beyoncé, Lady 
Gaga & others

Performers: Aija Vītoliņa & the 
Beach Band, DJ
Programme: Astor Piazzolla, 
Selena, Julio Iglesias & others

Performers: Framest & the Beach 
Band, DJ
Programme: Louis Armstrong, Stevie  
Wonder, Earth, Wind and Fire & others

Tickets - www.jurmalasfestivals.lv | www.bilesuparadize.lv 
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Did you know?
Almost every church 
in Tallinn’s Old Town 
boasts an organ 
with an enchanting 
sound.
visittallinn.ee

TA
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BEACHTIME IN TALLINN
Throughout July 
Head to Pirita Beach, by far the largest beach in 
town, to enjoy a day by the sea. Here you’ll �nd 
locker rooms, playgrounds for kids, beach volleyball 
courts, equipment rental, and other facilities. Relax 
in a clean and environmentally friendly setting 
guaranteed by the Blue Flag eco-label.

VEGFEST 
July 27 
The team of Tallinn Vegan Fair introduces the �rst-ever 
vegan festival in Tallinn. This event will take over Tallinn 
Creative Hub with a wide selection of vegan food and 
products. With many stalls and entertainment both 
indoors and out, the summer bash is an opportunity to 
meet like-minded vegans or just have a great time with 
family and friends.
tallinnvegfest.ee

MARITIME DAYS
July 12–14 
The biggest sea-themed event in Estonia features 
all sorts of sea-related activities: ships and sailing 
vessels on display, boat rides, sailing championships, 
water attractions, concerts, and performances. 
Sea taxis will shuttle passengers back and forth 
between the harbours, and visitors will also be able 
to explore the harbours and sea at their own pace 
on paddleboards.
tallinnamerepaevad.ee

July 4–7
The Tallinn Song Festival 
Grounds will festively host the 
150th anniversary of Estonia’s famous song 
celebration. This year also marks 20 years of 
the dance celebration. This regular cultural 
phenomenon brings together amateur 
choirs and folk dance groups from all over 
Estonia and around the world to keep the 
local culture and traditions alive. Join the 
celebration and catch the festival parade or 
one of the many other events and concerts 
during the �rst weekend of July.
2019.laulupidu.eeSO
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Welcome to 

TALLINN 
ZOO!

tallinnzoo.ee

STORIES FROM NATURE

Come with your 
whole family!
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CHRISTOPHER SUMMER 
FESTIVAL
Until September 8 
As it celebrates its 25th season, this 
festival takes locals and guests into the 
church vault and into nature to hear 
jazz and classical masterpieces as well 
as various experimental and traditional 
music projects. This summer’s festival 
features several new events, including 
musical breakfasts and the stories of 
Hans Christian Andersen. 
kristupofestivalis.lt VIL

NIU
S

Did you know?
Hot air balloon flights are available in Vilnius, so take the 
opportunity and enjoy a peaceful ride over the Lithuanian 
capital this summer.
ballooning.lt

Exhaust system for Mercedes-AMG GT (C190) / GT Roadster (R190) / GT S (C120)

Estonia: MRT Tech OU / Latvia: VĀĢI SIA / Lithuania: Skubos Marketingo Grupe VSI

Enter a new dimension with the Akrapovič Evolution Line for your 
car. Innovative design, improved performance, and a truly captivating 
sound reflect Akrapovič’s uncompromising quality and provide a 
superb driving experience. Such a small change, yet such a huge 
difference – that’s the power of Akrapovič exquisite craftsmanship.

100-KILOMETRE RUN
July 21
To celebrate the 100-year anniversary of 
Lithuania and promote an active lifestyle, 
Vilnius is hosting a 100K ultra marathon. 
There will also be a 50K distance and 
a 10x10K relay for teams of ten people. 
In addition, Vingis Park will be �lled 
with all kinds of educational, sports, and 
entertainment activities for people of all 
ages to enjoy.
100kmrunning.lt

STREET THEATRE FESTIVAL ‘SPOT’
July 11–14 
The second international ‘Spot’ festival will be held in the 
streets, parks, and squares of Vilnius. Come and watch 
how contemporary street theatre has turned the city’s 
conventional spaces into places to play. The live and 
interactive performances and installations are all free of 
charge and open to the public.
menuspaustuve.lt

VILNIUS 
BURGER FEST
July 25 
When summer is 
in a full swing, this 
burger �esta takes 
over the city with 
an incredibly varied 
choice of gourmet 
burgers available 
only at this event. 
For one whole day, 
the courtyard of 
the Lithuanian 
Theatre, Music, and 
Cinema Museum 
is dedicated to 
exceptional burgers 
made of fresh, 
high-quality, locally 
sourced ingredients.
FB/vilniusburgerfest
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Oriol Maspons: The Useful Photography is the �rst 
retrospective of the renowned Catalan photographer 
who was one of the brightest names in the cultural 
history of Barcelona and the patriarch of Spanish 
photographic language. The major exhibition takes 
place at the National Art Museum of Catalonia and 
covers Maspons’ 40-year career. Having worked with 
reportage, street photography, portraits, fashion, and 
advertising, Maspons’ (1928–2013) artistic language 
developed in his hometown and later evolved in 
mid-1950s Paris, where he contributed to such 
magazines as Paris Match and Elle. Still, Barcelona 
remained his main inspiration. Maspons is famous 
for his photos of the slums of Barceloneta Beach 
and other poor neighbourhoods of the city; his later 
work also featured the dazzling 1970s, bohemian 
parties on Ibiza, and the left-wing intellectual 
community. (Palau Nacional, Parc de Montjuïc; 
museunacional.cat; July 5 – January 12, 2020)
 Inspired by the narrow streets, arches, and curves 
of the Gothic Quarter, the new burger restaurant 
Bunsen welcomes diners with a bright, sun-kissed 
interior and an unusual corridor-like layout that 
calls to mind the passageways of Barcelona. The 
Mesura studio designed the space for this branch 
of the originally Dublin-based burger joint to re�ect 
the relaxed bar-culture atmosphere that Barcelona 
is so well known for. The organic shapes of the 
ceiling arches call to mind the city’s exteriors and 
interiors, the walls are adorned with sand-coloured 
curtains, and the curvy ceramic bench along the 
wall steals the show. There are only four ‘burgers 
without complications’ on the menu, so whatever 
you choose will hit the spot. (Carrer de Ferran 46; 
bunsenburger.es)
 The Sala Montjuïc Open-Air Film Festival takes 
place by the walls of picturesque Montjuïc Castle. 
It follows in the best traditions of outdoor cinema 
and has one of the largest screens in Europe. The 
programme presents an excellent selection of 
classics and the most recent �lms, and live concerts 
and picnics take place prior to evening screenings. 
On July 5 see Martin Scorsese’s Goodfellas (1990) 
and rhythm-and-blues band Alice & the Wonders. 
Later this month, Pain and Glory (2019), the brand-
new but already critically acclaimed �lm by Pedro 
Almodóvar, will be screened with English subtitles. 
And on July 29, it’s a real Hollywood treasure with 
Some Like it Hot (1959) starring Marilyn Monroe 
double-billed with a performance by French 
bluesman Alexis Evans. (salamontjuic.org; until 
August 2)

Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photos

Barcelona
from

round trip
€129

Fly to
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Set in an active laminated plastics factory, the 
Street Art Museum multi-format public space 
displays expressive murals by modern street 
artists and holds regular thematic events. Its sixth 
summer exhibition season has opened with a new 
project re�ecting on the shock that people often 
feel regarding the chaos of the modern world. The 
idiom ‘rooted to the spot’ can mean that something 
renders us speechless or we cannot believe our ears. 
This idea unites the 45 international artists who are 
expressing their positions via street and public art 
as well as audio and video installations displayed 
throughout the more than 9000-square-metre 
area of the museum. Local street artist Maxim Ima 
curates the Rooted to the Spot event, mixing genres 
and building bridges between renowned gallery 
artists and graffiti professionals as well as the global 
and local context. (Shosse Revolyutsii, 84; until 
October 13; streetartmuseum.ru)
 Dive into the thrilling atmosphere of musical 
Saint Petersburg with the 18th edition of 
Tinkoff Stereoleto 2019, the city’s main open-air 
summer festival. Moving its location every year to 
unveil unexpected parts of the city, this year the 
festival’s two explosive days of music take place in 
the creative space of Sevkabel Port on Vasilyevsky 
Island. Headliners include Rag’n’Bone Man and 
local favourites Mumiy Troll as well as Son Lux, 
Norwegian singer Aurora, and Russian millennial 
star Monetochka. Stereoleto is the place to discover 
emerging Russian and foreign performers and a 
versatile and sometimes unusual contemporary 
music scene. More than 50 bands will occupy �ve 
stages over the course of two days. Sevkabel Port 
guarantees an inviting atmosphere, delicious snacks 
from the food court, a local design market, and 
relaxing waterscape views. (Kozhevennaya liniya 40; 
July 6–7; bestfest.ru; tickets RUB 2800–4800)
 The exquisitely theatrical Albora Boutique 
Hotel is a new �ve-star property in an Eclectic-style 
19th-century building. The romantic atmosphere of its 
rooms has been inspired by the surrounding artistic 
neighbourhood, where the mood is set by the iconic 
Mariinsky Theatre. Thirteen of the hotel’s 29 rooms 
even look like settings for the world’s most famous 
operas and ballets. The Romeo and Juliet duplex 
suite, created with a touch of Art Nouveau style in 
velvety shades of green and pink, has two levels and 
a panoramic glass roof to enjoy the Saint Petersburg 
sky on these white nights. The Nutcracker room is 
dressed in deep shades of red and emerald, while the 
Sadko attic room immerses guests in a underwater 
fairytale with �owery turquoise walls and bright 
orange accents. The Laardo restaurant overlooking 
Griboyedov Canal indulges guests with conceptual 
seasonal dishes and eye-catching ceiling decoration 
(Griboyedov Canal, 133a; albora-hotel.ru; prices 
from EUR 200)

St.Petersburg
from

round trip
€129

Fly to
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On a warm summer day, take a bus or passenger 
boat to Värmdö, a part of the Stockholm Archipelago 
that’s only 20 minutes from the city centre. 
There, the Artipelag hub for arts, concerts, social 
activities, and gastronomical pleasures stands 
beside breathtaking views of the sea. This summer 
it’s hosting Fornasetti: Inside Out Outside In, a 
major exhibition showcasing paintings, drawings, 
and many other items by Italian visionary and design 
icon Piero Fornasetti (1913–1988), who left a lasting 
mark on the design world with his versatile work in 
furniture, tableware, and graphic design. Known for 
his successful collaboration in furniture design with 
another Italian star, architect Giò Ponti, Fornasetti 
gained world-wide fame with the Themes and 
Variations (1951) series of plates. The collection of 
350 pieces depicting the face of Italian opera singer 
Lina Cavalieri is adorned with various ironic and 
optic motifs, including butter�ies, a moustache, 
skulls, and masks. (Artipelagstigen 1, Gustavsberg; 
artipelag.se; until January 26, 2020)
 Gina Tricot is a major Swedish fashion brand 
featuring affordable, trendy clothing. Its spacious 
new �agship store right in the heart of the main 
shopping street on Södermalm Island has been 
designed to make the retail space a gripping social 
destination and the shopping process a memorable, 
comfortable, and aesthetically pleasing experience. 
The open-plan interior spread across three levels of 
a historical building was designed by Note Design 
Studio and Open Studio. The whole space is an 
interplay between tinted screens, mirrors, coloured 
glass, and terrazzo and marble surfaces. The large 
cash desk is framed by a silvery metal screen, the 
spacious �tting rooms are equipped with powdery 
orange sofas, and the top �oor offers a relaxing 
juice and snack café with a view. (Götgatan 30; 
ginatricot.com)
 A former warehouse for Philips built in the 
1930s has been transformed by Swedish architect 
Gert Wingårdh into Blique by Nobis. Showing 
reverence for the past, the industrial mood 
expressed in exposed concrete, metal, and steel 
surfaces serves as a framework for the hotel’s 
minimalist and hip design. Its 249 rooms and suites 
are light and contemporary, and the industrial 
rawness is balanced with �ne accents of wood, 
leather, wool, and velvet together with the best 
Scandinavian- and Italian-designed furniture. A wow 
effect awaits in the bathrooms, where patterned 
terrazzo tiles stretch from �oor to ceiling. Among 
its special selling points, Blique also offers small 
rooms with no windows for guests who desperately 
need a proper sleep, a private 20-seat cinema, 
a spacious lobby for exhibitions, and the Arc rooftop 
restaurant overlooking Stockholm (Gävlegatan 18; 
bliquebynobis.se; prices from EUR 83).

Stockholm
from

round trip
€79

Fly to

STOCKHOLM
Fornasetti. Wallplate 
from the series Tema 

e Variazioni, from the 1950s 
up to today. Porcelain, 

diameter 26 cm.
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Nestled on the southern tip of the Cap 
d’Antibes between Nice and Cannes, the 
two most glamorous destinations on the 
Côte d’Azur, the Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc 
has been telling a story of re�ned elegance 
for 130 seasons in a row. Overlooking the 
picturesque landscape of the French Riviera 
and surrounded by century-old pines, the 
Villa Soleil – once a retreat for writers and 
the creative elite in seek of inspiration – was 
built here back in 1869. With a magni�cent 
22-acre park full of palms, parkland adorned 
with rose bushes, and the fragrance of 
Mediterranean herbs spiced with the salty 
breeze from the sea, what could be a more 
inspiring location for a literary masterpiece?
 Soon after, in 1889, the villa was 
transformed into a hotel with a private bay 
and thus became even more alluring to the 
rich and famous, royals and bohemians. If 
by any chance you have F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 
Tender is the Night (1934) on your 
bookshelf, open to the beginning of the 
novel, where he describes the hotel as 
‘a summer resort of notable and fashionable 
people’. Then catch the romantic wave 
and look up the Miss Dior fragrance 
commercial starring Natalie Portman, which 
depicts the full splendour of the hotel and 
its surroundings.
 The sophisticated property with 117 suites 
is composed of three buildings and two villas. 
But the alluring surroundings do not let one 
stay indoors for too long. The hotel’s pride 
is its legendary open-air pool. Nested on 
the edge of the cliff, it resembles a precious 

pearl resting in a shell. Filled with warm 
saltwater, it was carved out of the basalt rock 
by dynamite more than a hundred years ago, 
in 1914, and the hotel’s tradition of hosting 
dazzling summer seasons has continued 
ever since. The pool overlooks an amazing 
waterscape and the Lérins Islands, and it has 
witnessed plenty of legendary vacationers as 
well. Pablo Picasso wandered around here 
in his espadrilles, Marc Chagall sketched the 
cliffs, Madonna enjoyed a moment of solitude 
in one of the 33 beach cabanas, Bruce Willis 
held a wild all-night pool party here, and 
many other Cannes Film Festival stars have 
adored this remote piece of paradise over 
the decades. 
 Likewise, the Hôtel du Cap-Eden-Roc 
has witnessed some of the greatest love 
stories of the 20th century: Marlene Dietrich 
and Erich Maria Remarque, the Duke of 
Windsor and Wallis Simpson, Elizabeth 
Taylor and Richard Burton. Its walls keep 
some of the most notorious secrets, but 
even if they don’t reveal those secrets, as a 
guest you will still be welcomed to become 
a part of the family here. Rates are pricey, 
but why not allow yourself to celebrate a 
special occasion in this legendary place? 
Not surprisingly, the Hôtel du Cap-Eden-
Roc is strongly linked with the arts, and 
this summer �ve monumentally abstract, 
swirling sculptures by world-famous artist 
Tony Cragg are exhibited on the hotel’s 
grounds (until October 16).
Boulevard J. F. Kennedy 167-165, Antibes; 
oetkercollection.com

Words by 
Olga Dolina
Photo by Alamy

A Mediterranean jewel
There are many luxurious hotels in the 

world, but only a few of them manage to 
leave their mark in history.

Nice
from

round trip
€129

Fly to

Luminor Bank AS* is the financial services provider. 
Before signing each contract, please review the terms 
and conditions on www.luminor.ee and consult an 
expert, as necessary.

*Luminor Bank AS (credit institution, incorporated under Estonian 
laws with registration No. 11315936 and legal address: Liivalaia 
45, 10145 Tallinn, Republic of Estonia), represented within 
the Republic of Latvia by Luminor Bank AS Latvian branch 
(registration No. 40203154352; legal address Skanstes iela 12, 
Riga, LV-1013, Republic of Latvia, www.luminor.lv) and within the 
Republic of Lithuania by Luminor Bank AS Lithuanian branch 
(registration No. 11315936; legal address  Konstitucijos ave 21A, 
03601 Vilnius, Republic of Lithuania, www.luminor.lt).

Choose your destination, 
more info on our websites:

luminor.ee/investeerimislaen
luminor.lv/biznesam
luminor.lt/verslui

Dare to fl y.
We’ll be
your tailwind.
Investment loans for your business.
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The sea
The sea in Liepāja is special at 
any time of year. And it doesn’t 
matter whether you decide to 
become acquainted with it in the 
harsh but beautiful Karosta area (a 
former closed military zone) on the 
northern edge of town or on the 
Northern Jetty constructed in the 
late 19th century, which is a favourite 
place to watch the sunset. The sea 
has most definitely left a mark on the 
character, lifestyle, and thinking of 
Liepāja’s residents. Just remember to 
always have a windbreaker along – 
after all, this is ‘the city where the 
wind was born’.

Liepāja Olympic Centre
The Liepāja Olympic Centre is the 
largest and most modern swimming 
and spa centre in Latvia’s western 
region of Kurzeme. It also has a new 
tennis hall, several gyms, a public 
ice skating rink, and the Great Arena 
for basketball, floorball, and large 
concerts. It’s the perfect place for 
people who like to get up and move 
around. Head to Liepāja to also give 
wakeboarding or SUP boarding a 
try, not to mention beach volleyball 
and beach tennis combined with 
just some lazy lounging around 
on the beach. Beach tennis is one 
of the favourite summer hobbies 
of Renārs Kaupers, Brainstorm’s 
lead singer.

The place to enjoy culture
Known not only for its clean, white 
beaches, Liepāja is also the home of 
high-quality cultural and art events. 
The Great Amber Concert Hall 
regularly hosts high-level classical 
and popular music concerts, and 
the city’s theatre (Latvia’s oldest 
professional theatre, established 
in 1907) offers a diverse programme 
of events for the young and old 
alike. Also check out the Wiktorija 
alternative cultural centre, a former 
cinema turned into a theatre and 
concert venue with an inspiring 
aura. It’s a wonderful place to hold 
creative retreats!

Early mornings
Liepāja is beautiful in the early 
mornings. Enjoy the city as it wakes 
up, before the streets fill with cars 
and people. Stop by the market, buy 
some locally grown strawberries and 
tomatoes, and then have a cup of 
coffee right there at a nearby stand 
or at one of Liepāja’s great cafés.

Words by Zane Nikodemusa
Publicity photos and by F64

Pop-rock act Brainstorm 
(a.k.a. Prāta Vētra) – the 
most popular band 
in Latvia by a long 
shot – has a special 
relationship with 
Liepāja. The city, which 
charms visitors with 
sandy white beaches 
and lots of culture, is not 
only a favourite place for 
the band members to 
relax in summer; it’s also 
one of their favourite 
places to perform. 
No wonder then that 
Brainstorm’s only 
concert this summer in 
Latvia will take place 
here, on July 20 at 
the Daugava Stadium. 
Brainstorm talked with 
Baltic Outlook about a 
few of their best-loved 
places in Liepāja.

MY LIEPĀJA

Liepāja
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Fly to
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YOUR 24 HOURS / July

Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photos, by 
iStock and Alamy

WHERE TO SHOP
A classical carnival mask or Murano glass is 
always a decent choice for a souvenir, but consider 
bringing home something different and modern 
from Venice, something you could use and wear 
every day. Declare is a Venice-based accessory 
brand that creates fashionable high-quality leather 
goods: bags, backpacks, clutches, and tri-fold 
wallets, which are the signature must-have from 
its look book. A symbol for contemporary Italian 
design and handcrafted excellence, Declare stands 
out with its particular eye for detail, �ne couture 
standards, and functional approach.
Calle Seconda dei Saoneri 2671, San Polo; dclr.it

WHERE TO STAY
The ambience at the Hotel al Ponte Mocenigo 
is just what you’d expect from a classic Venetian 
hotel. This intimate palazzo located in the 
less-crowded Santa Croce area of the city 
welcomes guests with rooms furnished in a 
richly decorative 18th-century style. The interiors 
shine with antique furniture, original Murano 
glass chandeliers, and large beds with patterned 
baldachins and headboards. This, together with 
all the necessary services a modern traveller 
expects, puts the hotel amongst the best choices, 
with a balance between relatively inexpensive 
rates and an exquisitely chic atmosphere. Prices 
from EUR 154.
Santa Croce 2063, 30135; alpontemocenigo.com

A CLASSIC NOT TO MISS
Stop at the Libreria Acqua Alta, the world’s most quirky 

bookstore. Acqua alta means ‘high water’ and is a reference 
to the disturbingly high tides that �ood Venice almost every 

year. Ironic as it might seem, books at this truly one-of-a-
kind bookshop are stored not only on shelves but also in an 
old gondola and bathtubs. From travel guides and maps to 
photo albums, vintage books, literary classics, and unique 
postcards, the narrow space is stuffed from �oor to ceiling 
with stacks of books, all guarded by a couple of �uffy cats.

Calle Longa Santa Maria Formosa 5176b, Castello 

WHERE TO EAT
Let’s be honest – in terms of �avour and price, grab-and-

go street food in the central neighbourhoods of Venice 
leaves much to be desired. So the Neapolitan pizza chain 

Rossopomodoro is a real salvation. It’s a delicious, stylish, and 
cosy place just a couple of minutes from St. Mark’s Square, and 

its key to success lies in the hands of professional pizzaiolos 
and a proper wood-�red oven. As true pizza lovers know, only 
oven-baked pizza is considered genuine. At Rossopomodoro, 
the oven is even clad in shiny golden mosaics. Buon appetito!  

Calle Larga San Marco 404, San Marco

Here are some pit stops to 
put on your map and make 
the Venetian experience 
even more pleasing.Venice IN 24 HOURS

Venice
from

one way
€65

Fly to

VINCENTS INSPIRA  |  K .ULMAŅA GATVE 1 14/2 ,  RĪGA,  LATVIA
VEPSÄLÄINEN STORE  |  L I IVALAIA 53,  10145 TALLINN,  ESTONIA
HÄSTENS VILNIUS  |  RŪDNINKŲ G.  16 ,  VILNIUS,  L ITHUANIA

Will you 
own your 

new Hästens 
before the price 

increase?

An o� er 
that tops all 
of the rest.
Receive a free BJ Top Mattress when 
you become a new Hästens bed owner.

This special opportunity is available with Hästens Superia, 
Adjustable, Novoria, Maranga, Eala, Herlewing and 2000T 
models. Price of BJ Top Mattress can be applied toward the 
purchase of BJX or BJX Luxury Top Mattress.

O� er valid until August 11 2019.
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Words by Ilze Vītola
Publicity photo

Green and 
sustainable
The capital of Norway 
has been named the 2019 
European Green Capital.

Losæter urban farm
Instead of strolling around one 
of the city’s parks, visit the 
Losæter urban farm. Located on 
the waterfront in the Bjørvika 
neighbourhood, the former 
container port has been transformed 
into common land. In addition 
to a number of farming projects 
producing a profusion of flowers 
and vegetables, here you can also 
find a therapeutic sensory garden 
created by people with dementia, 
the Flatbread Society, a field of 
ancient grains, a bakehouse, and 
more. Losæter is an ever-evolving 
place dedicated to a wide range of 
eco-friendly activities and urban 
food production.
Kongshavnveien, Bjørvika; loseter.no

This title comes as little 
surprise considering that 
working on climate change is 
a high priority for Oslo. The 
city aspires to cut emissions 
by 50% by 2020 and to be 
carbon neutral by 2050, and it 
is toiling away to achieve those 
goals. In fact, Oslo has already 
become the electric vehicle 
capital of the world, with 30% 
of all vehicles now sold in the 
city being electric. Every new 
urban development is built in 
an environmentally conscious 
manner, and the central 
streets of the city are now 
traffic-free and lined with eco-
friendly gourmet restaurants.
 Oslo is also literally 
brimming with nature. The 
city is surrounded by the vast 
Marka Forest, a nationally 
protected area, and Oslo 
Fjord provides plenty of 
opportunities for a refreshing 
summer swim. Several rivers 
zigzag through the city, such 
as the Akerselva River, which 
teems with salmon, cray�sh, 
and waterfalls. Naturally, the 
Norwegian capital takes good 
care of maintaining these 
natural wonders.

CHECK OUT OUR GREEN GUIDE TO THE CITY

Rest restaurant
‘No ingredient left behind.’ 
That’s the credo of the Rest 
restaurant, which tackles 
one of the maladies of the 
restaurant industry – food 
waste – by turning surplus 
food and unsaleable produce 
into an unforgettable 
fine-dining experience. The 
serene dining space lined 
with timber and concrete 
serves as a stage for the 
visually arresting dishes. This 
is Nordic fare with a whiff of 
Asian, French, Italian, and 
other influences.
Kirkegata 1-3; 
restaurantrest.com

Vulkan
This former industrial area 
on the western banks of the 
Akerselva River has been 
reimagined as a sustainable 
urban project called Vulkan. The 
well-thought-out architecture 
of the neighbourhood features 
a local energy centre with 
300-metre-deep geothermal 
wells, an office building with 
an extensive solar water-
heating system, and other 
eco-friendly ventures. Among 
the inhabitants of Vulkan are 
hotels, schools, Oslo’s first food 
hall, offices, cultural venues, 
restaurants, and even beehives.
vulkanoslo.no

Oslo
from

one way
€29

Fly to
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Words by Līga Vaļko
Photos courtesy of 
Mery Lairén

Where to go in Menorca, according to 
in�uencer Mery Lairén

My secret spot
‘It’s very difficult to choose only one 
place, because the island has so 
many great, unspoilt places to offer. 
There are secret, locals-only places 
hiding all over Menorca. Cala 
Macarella, Cala Pregonda, and the 
Punta Nati Lighthouse are a few of 
my favourite places. I recommend 
trekking and discovering the 
island by following the Camí de 
Cavalls (Path of Horses), an ancient 
horse trail. Nowadays, you can 
literally do this scenic route on 
the back of a horse. If you want 
to discover the trail on foot, go 
ahead and explore – �nd your own 
secret spot!’

Other locations to check out:
• Favàritx Lighthouse is the most 
beautiful lighthouse on the island, and 
it’s also a spectacular sunrise spot.
• Cala Pilar is a very special beach. You 
have to take a very long path to get 
there, but it’s oh-so worth it.
• Rels Restaurant is the place to go if 
you want to try some local food in the 
heart of Ciutadella.

Mery Lairén
instagram.com/lairen
Number of followers: 2.1k
Mery Lairén is 28 years old. 
She is currently working 
and gaining hands-on 
experience in social media 
and communications at one 
of the biggest companies 
in Barcelona. Lairén also 
holds a ManIGer role and 
oversees the Instagramers 
Menorca (@igersmenorca) 
account, which now has 
over 14.8k followers. In 
her free time, she enjoys 
being in nature, travelling, 
and spending sunny days 
by the sea. These are the 
three things she truly loves. 
Photography is another 
passion she has discovered 
over the years. That’s why 
Lairén is very active on 
Instagram and shares posts 
in which Menorca is the star 
of the day.

Point of view

Pispala

Favàritx Lighthouse

Menorca
from

round trip
€159

Fly to
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Nestled between two lakes, Tampere 
has long been famed for its industrial 
heritage. However, these days the 
Manchester of the North – as it used to be 
called – has turned into a child-friendly 
place that offers plenty of activities and 
attractions to keep kids of all ages busy. 
And the city’s compact layout means that 
everything is within walking distance, 
making it easy to get from one place to 
the next.
 There’s a wide range of museums in 
Tampere for the whole family to enjoy. 
The world’s only Moomin Museum 
(muumimuseo.�), located in Tampere 
Hall not far from the railway station 
(Tampereen Rautatieasema), is a great 
starting point. The non-traditional 
museum with nearly 400 original 
illustrations and about thirty 3D tableaus 
takes visitors on a journey into a fairytale 
world. Also check out the Natural History 
Museum of Tampere (vapriikki.�) and Spy 
Museum (vakoilumuseo.�), which is an 
excellent choice for older kids and teens.
 For the best amusement park 
experience in Finland, head to 
Särkänniemi. Whether you spin, swing, 
swoosh, or splash, Särkänniemi is a fun 
experience that brings out the inner child 
in all of us. Hype and Tornado are some 
of the wildest rides, while the Piggie 
Train will de�nitely please younger park-
goers. When in Särkänniemi, also visit 
the Doghill Fairytale Farm and Angry 
Birds Land to experience the magic and 
thrill otherwise seen only in cartoons. 
With real animals, including miniature 
pigs, sheep, and goats, Doghill invites 
families with children to experience 
the 19th-century world. To �nd out what 
piranhas eat or how chameleons change 
colour, visit Särkänniemi’s aquarium, 
where you can see over 200 species of 
�sh and aquatic animals. During the 
summertime, feeding shows are held 
every day at 11.30 am and 2.30 pm.
 The cherry on the cake is the nearby 
Näsinneula Observation Tower with 
its observation deck and rotating 
Restaurant Näsinneula. Take the 
lift up to the top of the second tallest 
observation tower in the Nordic 
countries, and 32 seconds later observe 
the city’s panorama. In good weather, you 
can see up to 20 kilometres away.
visittampere.fi

Words by Līga Vaļko
Photos by Laura Vanzo 
(courtesy of 
Visit Tampere)

Take your kids
                                   TO TAMPERE
Dominated by child-friendly attractions 
and sights, Tampere is a much sought-after 
destination for a family holiday with little ones. Tampere

from

one way
€59

Fly to
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Floral bikini, H&M –  
top EUR 17.99,  
bottoms EUR 9.99

Reading material 
for lazy moments, 
God Save Sex 
Pistols, Rizzoli 
International, 
Yoox.com, EUR 54

Rainbow travel pillow, H&M, 
netaporter.com, EUR 9.99

Comfortable and stylish 
sneakers for summer, Nike, 
netaporter.com, EUR 161

Italian-style top 
with bare shoulders, 
store.dolcegabanna.com, 
EUR 495

Here comes 
the sun!

Style by Ieva Čečina
Publicity photos

It’s the middle of summer – time to 
celebrate life! On the hottest days, 
we’re allowed to laze around on the 
beach and spend our evenings at 
romantic beach bars...

The dream 
dress: floral, 
long, and 
pleated, Marella, 
EUR 362

Eco-tested sun 
protection for 
passionate 
swimmers, Biotherm 
Waterlover Sun Milk, 
SPF 30, EUR 36.99

Here comes 
Ieva Čečina

Publicity photos

Round sunglasses with a sunny 
outlook on life, Acne Studios, 
mytheresa.com, EUR 295

Pearly beaded bag, 
& Other Stories, 
EUR 49

Smooth lotion 
for an instant 
tan, Australian 
Gold Self Tanning 
Lotion, EUR 20.99

Yellow high-heel sandals 
for summer dancing, 
Max Mara, EUR 137

Earrings with sky-
blue stones, Marni, 
mytheresa.com, 
EUR 250

TC GALERIJA CENTRS
Audēju iela 16

Riga,Latvia
+371 62502827

ÜLEMISTE KESKUS
 Suur-Sõjamäe 4 
Tallinn, Estonia
+372 54572240

FOLLOW US
CAMPDAVIDSOCCXBaltics

     WWW.LIFFASHION.COM

Jar and straw 
for a secret 
beach cocktail, 
Zara Home, 
EUR 5.99
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Created by German landscape architects 
Latz+Partner, this roof garden with capacity 
for 200 visitors is located at the top of the 
One Fen Court office and retail building. Take 
the lift up to the 15th �oor and enjoy glorious 
views over London’s modern and historical 
architectural landmarks. Visiting the garden 
is free and lets you relax from the hustle and 
bustle at ground level.
 The building itself, which looks as if it 
consists of two volumes placed one on top 
of the other, was designed by Eric Parry 
Architects. It stands out among its peers 
with an upper level covered in multicoloured 
stripes and is surrounded by its much taller 
neighbours, including the so-called Walkie 
Talkie skyscraper (home of the famous Sky 
Garden) and the iconic Gerkhin. The cupola 
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, the towers of Canary 
Wharf, and Leadenhall Market are also among 
the snapshot-worthy sights you can see from 
The Garden at 120.
 But the relaxing journey begins long before 
you reach the top. A magni�cent digital 

experience awaits visitors beside the elevator 
that leads up to the garden. The ceiling in the 
black-walled ground-level space is covered 
with an enormous LED screen that projects 
beautiful shots of nature at various times of 
the year. These are combined with impressive 
views of London live-streamed from the 
same rooftop.
 Once you’re up on the roof, the water 
feature zigzags through the 2800-square-
metre mid-level roof garden and also serves 
as a bench. The garden is composed of four 
different areas. Eighty-�ve dreamy, violet-
blooming wisteria trees will soon grow to 
cover the steel pergola canopy that shelters 
most of the platform. These are accompanied 
by 146 linear metres of wall plantings with 
climbers, apple and pear cordons, and fan-
trained �g trees as well as 353 square metres 
of bulbs, grasses, and perennial borders. 
Obviously, the summer months are the best 
time to visit the garden, because that’s when 
everything is in full bloom.
120 Fenchurch Street; thegardenat120.com

In the 
glass 
jungle
The Garden at 
120 is a brand-
new rooftop oasis 
sprouting through 
the iconic glass 
façades of the 
City of London’s 
skyscrapers. 

Words by Olga Dolina
Publicity photo
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ISOLATE ALUMINIUM
Protect your ears
When it’s �nally time to rest and 
you want to turn off the outside 
world, you’ll need earplugs to 
block out the party that you 
probably started yourself. These 
reusable ear plugs are not 
only light and stylish but also 
very effective at keeping the 
noise away.
flareaudio.com
EUR 34.99

Words by 
Viesturs Kundziņš
Publicity photos

Festive gadgets

Be it a wild-party open-air 
music festival or a calm 
cultural event, here are 
some gadgets that will 
enhance your experience.

MAXOAK K2
Massive battery backup

Don’t be left without 
power for your laptop and 
avoid the queues associated 
with charging your mobile 
at festival charging stations. 
This portable power bank is 
the ultimate festival gadget. 
With 50,000 mAh reserve and 
six charging ports, it should 
keep all your devices running 
for days without needing to 
charge at a plug socket. This 
will be your best friend!
maxoak.net  
EUR 139.99

TP-LINK M7350
Personal mobile hotspot
If there’s no Wi-Fi connection at 
the location, you’ll need a mobile 
hotspot. This compact mobile Wi-Fi 
router provides internet for up to 
ten devices and has a battery to keep 
it going for ten straight hours of 4G 
connectivity. An artful little gadget 
for life on the go.
tp-link.com  
EUR 85

Be it a wild-party open-air 
music festival or a calm 
cultural event, here are 
some gadgets that will 
enhance your experience.

 be left without 

KABUKI GLASSES
Closer to the action
If you’re attending an opera 
festival or maybe just got 
stuck in the last row of the 
Glastonbury headliner show 
and want to see a bit more, 
you’ll need binoculars. Not 
just any, though, because 
these binoculars will keep 
your hands free to express 
your excitement. Originally 
designed for the theatre, 
these lightweight binocular-
type glasses provide a 
wide-angle view and 
4x magni�cation.
kabukiglasses.com
USD 299 (approximately EUR 268)

Every house party comes to 
the point were the best party 
is in the kitchen, not the living 
room. The same applies to music 
festivals, where parties in the 
camping zone go that extra step 
further. And for that you need 
a good portable speaker such 
as this one, the world’s loudest 
battery-powered speaker. With 
the battery pack it has, you’ll be 
partying for 40 hours. 
soundboks.com
EUR 849

TP-LINK M7350

ISOLATEISOLATE ALUMINIUM ALUMINIUM
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The hour of 
vermouth

Once considered an old man’s 
drink, today in Madrid vermouth is 
experiencing a triumphant return.

It’s noon on a Tuesday, and the bodegas 
of La Latina neighbourhood are bursting 
with people. A get-together of elderly 
friends, a father-daughter rendezvous, 
a couple of girlfriends catching up... The 
crowd is diverse, but what they all have in 
common is the tipple – a glass �lled with 
an opaque drink garnished with an ice 
cube and orange zest.
 Today l’hora del vermut, or ‘the hour 
of vermouth’, is a quintessential aspect 
of Madrileño life. But that has not always 
been the case. Spanish vermouth – a 
forti�ed, aromatised white wine – traces 
its roots to the 19th century and the 
town of Reus in Catalunya. Originally 
enjoyed after church and before lunch on 
Sundays, by the end of the 20th century 
drinking vermouth, like everything 
associated with Francoist Spain, was 
deliberately avoided. But recently the 
tradition has experienced a revival, 
especially in Madrid. New-generation 
wineries are giving vermouth a fresh 
spin, and a wide range of taverns have it 
de grifo, or on tap.
 Today vermouth can be savoured on 
any given day and at any time. Paired 
with a tapa, which in many places comes 
automatically as you order a drink, the 
idea is to prepare your belly for the 
upcoming meal. While vermouth goes 
well with any kind of salty snack, the 
usual stalwarts are olives, boquerones 
(fresh anchovies in vinegar), tortilla de 
patatas, and fried calamari.

Words by Ilze Vītola
Publicity photo 

New-generation 
wineries are 

giving vermouth 
a fresh spin

THE BEST PLACES TO 
SAMPLE MADRID’S 
FAVOURITE DRINK
Gran Clavel
A food house, a vermouth bar, and 
a wine bar all in one, Gran Clavel is a 
place where you can linger for hours 
while gazing out the large windows 
that open on to the busy Gran 
Vía. Reminiscent of 1960s Spanish 
elegance, the establishment looks like 
a Wes Anderson movie set. Settle in 
at the vermutería, savour some of its 
refined selection of vermouths from all 
around Spain, and treat yourself to a 
plate of traditional tapas that has been 
given a sophisticated spin.
Calle Gran Vía, 11; granclavel.com

La Hora del Vermut
The Hora del Vermut stall has inhabited 
the Mercado San Miguel since the day 
it opened in 2009 and was one of the 
first in the city to offer a wide selection 
of vermouths on tap from all over 
Spain. It also has a stand-alone venue 
in Madrid’s Retiro neighbourhood 
that boasts a spectacular tiffany-blue 
bar counter and shelves laden with 
vermouths of all kinds. Accompany 
your drink with some of the bar’s 
signature banderillas – toothpicks 
skewered with olives, cheese, and all 
kinds of pickled produce.
lahoradelvermut.wordpress.com

Casa Alberto
The alarming red façade of Casa 
Alberto celebratorily announces 
‘Vermut de grifo’. Opened in 1827, this 
is the place to get your classic Spanish 
taberna experience. Stand at the 
marble bar counter or cosy up in one 
of the timber-lined seating nooks and 
feast on the tapas that have made this 
place famous as being one of the best 
tapas bars in the city.
Calle de las Huertas, 18; casaalberto.es

Madrid
from

round trip
€175

Fly to

Gran Clavel

Gerli Valgma

+372 5688 6388
gerli@novira.ee

Taavi Reimets

+372 5858 0906
taavi@novira.ee
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‘MALTESE PEOPLE ARE NEVER IN A HURRY. 
What’s the reason for hurrying on the island? If a 
Maltese is two hours late for work, he doesn’t worry 
about it. Next time he’ll be three hours late.’ That’s 
a joke I once heard from someone describing the 
Maltese mentality. I remembered it when I arrived 
in Valletta, the capital of Malta, where dense crowds 
of people �ll the narrow streets. I could easily 
distinguish the tourists from the locals, who seemed 
much more relaxed and tranquil than the visitors.
 I �rst visited Valletta, the smallest capital city in 
Europe, around ten years ago. And now, strolling 
around the Old Town, it feels like nothing has 
changed. The narrow sand-coloured streets amaze 
me the same way they did the �rst time. I believe 
they still look like they did in the 16th century, when 
the city was founded. The colourful windows and 
balconies resemble joyous dabs of brightly coloured 
paint on the pale yellow walls, and even the worn 
façades seem just as charming as they did a 
decade ago.
 And yet, seeing as Valletta was a European 
Capital of Culture last year, the city has gained 
some contemporary appeal as well. The redesigned 
entrance to the city de�nes the new-look Valletta. A 
few years ago, the area surrounding the City Gate 
was busy and noisy with traffic until late at night. 
But now the bus station, with its famous old vehicles 
and loud drivers, is gone. Every taxi driver I meet 
during my trip says that the transformation is too 
innovative for the Maltese. They would have all 
preferred to preserve that Mediterranean buzz at 
the pedestrian entrance to the city.
 But I presume a year might be too short a period 
of time to get used to the new traffic-free terrace 
and city gate designed by Italian architect Renzo 
Piano. He also created the new, high-tech, limestone 
Parliament building rising just in front of the city’s 
walls. The disconnect between the 21st-century 
square and the 16th-century Old Town behind it is 
even bigger.
 While tourists dive into Valleta’s past, devouring 
its Baroque architecture and heritage of knights, 
children jump in the water from the port’s pier, 
laughing and splashing and not really caring 
about the world around them. I, for my part, 
am on my way out of the city to dive into Malta’s 
natural wonders.

MALTA – 
THE SOUTHERNMOST HIDDEN 
JEWEL OF EUROPE

Words and photos by Natalia Maiboroda
Illustration by Agnese Tauriņa
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of blue. The result of this tremendous work of nature 
can be appreciated from the sightseeing point or on 
a 20-minute-long boat trip that runs daily between 9 
am and 5 pm.
 However, if you’re an experienced diver, there 
is the extra option of enjoying the underwater 
treasures of the Blue Grotto. The warmth of Malta’s 
waters means that you can spend hours in the sea, 
enjoying what the crystal-clear water hides further 
below. Malta is a well-known destination for divers, 
who come here from around the world to discover 
the stunning marine life, underwater geological 
formations, and also shipwrecks.
 Just a couple of kilometres from the Blue Grotto 
is another spot worth visiting, especially if you’re 
a history buff. The megalithic temples of Ħaġar 
Qim and Mnajdra are some of the world’s oldest 
prehistoric sites and are included on the Unesco 
World Heritage List. This area is part of a chain 
of megalithic temples on Malta that also includes 
Skorba, Ta’ Ħaġrat, Tarxien, and Ġgantija on Gozo 
Island, which is supposedly one of the oldest free-
standing stone buildings in the world.

 The Neolithic remains at Ħaġar Qim and Mnajdra 
have stood here for more than 5000 years and are 
some 15000 years older than the stone circle at 
Stonehenge in Great Britain. The stones are located 
on a hilltop overlooking the small uninhabited island 
of Fil�a in the ditance. The �rst temple I arrive at 
is the round-shaped Ħaġar Qim; it also features the 
heaviest stone, weighing more than 20 tonnes. No 
one knows who brought the stone here or why. Also, 
it is not known how many people were involved in 
the construction of this massive work.
 Some �ve minutes away is the Mnajdra temple, 
a complex of three buildings built side by side over 
the course of 1000 years. When looking at these 
impressive constructions, one cannot but admire 
the work of the civilisation of that time, nor can one 
help but wonder what happened to that civilisation. 
After the excavation of these ruins in the early 
20th century, a theory suggested that the island 
had been facing environmental decline and climate 
change, which led to a lack of food and the vanishing 
of the entire culture.
 This so-called Temple Period civilisation is 
famous for having built the oldest free-standing 
stone structures in the world. It covered Malta and 
Gozo with more than 30 temple complexes over its 
1100-year history. But more recent studies seem to 
suggest that the Temple people did not suffer from 
any obvious disease, lack of food, or invasion. One 
theory is that environmental stress and religious 
extremism somehow killed them off. In any case, 

the Temple people came and left; ‘we cannot �nd 
a successor,’ Anthony Bonanno, a professor in the 
Department of Classics and Archaeology at the 
University of Malta, has stated.
 A short distance from the megalithic temples is 
another breathtaking place, the Dingli Cliffs. These 
dramatic 250-metre-high rocks are the highest point 
on the Maltese Islands and also provide a striking 
view of Fil�a, the uninhabited island. Just be careful 
when standing on the edge of the cliffs – it’s more 
than 200 metres to the bottom.
 The Dingli Cliffs showcase the geological layers of 
Malta’s sedimentary rock and are a great way to see 
how Malta was formed. The island looks like a pie 
made of countless layers of limestone. These were 
created by foraminifera, tiny microorganisms that 
live in a shell. When you touch a Maltese rock, you’re 
left with the remains of thousands or even millions of 
these tiny crustaceans on your �ngers. Foraminifera 
shells are made of calcium carbonate, which is 
the basic element of limestone, the most common 
building material in Malta. Houses, churches, 
pavements – basically everything on the island – is 
made of this rock. That’s why every town and village 
in Malta has the same cream-coloured ambience. In 
fact, limestone is one of the few natural resources 
the country has.

HONEY AND SALT ARE TWO OTHER RICHES 
OF MALTA. THE COUNTRY’S NAME IS EVEN 
SAID TO HAVE DERIVED FROM THE WORD 

THERE ARE MANY SPECTACULAR NATURAL 
WONDERS SPREAD AROUND MALTA’S ISLANDS, 
AND, CONSIDERING THAT THE COUNTRY 
IS ACTUALLY QUITE SMALL, THEY’RE ALL 
EASILY REACHABLE. According to the latest 
Eurobarometer survey, the Maltese have the highest 
positive opinion of their own country in the entire 
European Union. And I can understand why. For one, 
Malta offers a great climate year round and one of the 
Mediterranean’s most stunning landscapes. There are 
also numerous hiking trails offering everything from a 
bird-watching tour, a pleasant walk by the seaside, or 
hiking along dramatic cliffs.
 In fact, cliffs are what Malta is famous for. For the 
most stunning views, head to the southern coast and 
the iconic Blue Grotto. The fame of this picturesque 
rock formation, named after the Grotta Azzura in 
Capri by a British soldier, has only grown after the 
crew of Troy starring Brad Pitt chose it as one of the 
�lm’s locations. The natural 30-metre arch is located 
near the village of Wied iż-Żurrieq. In fact, the azure 
colour of the water is re�ected by a neighbouring 
system of caverns and showcases numerous shades 

Malta offers one of the 
Mediterranean’s most 
stunning landscapes

The Inland Sea is not actually a sea but a 
landlocked lagoon that is connected to the 
Mediterranean Sea by a narrow, natural tunnel. 

Manmade salt pans on Gozo Island 
near the village of Marsalforn.
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FOR HONEY, WHILE SALT WAS AN ESSENTIAL 
TRADING ITEM. The ancient Greeks called the 
island Μελίτη (Melite), or ‘honey-sweet’, from μέλι 
(meli), their word for ‘honey’. The sweet delicacy was 
produced by Malta’s endemic honeybees, which are 
found nowhere else in the world. The archipelago 
is cut off from mainland Europe and Africa, which 
guarantees that Maltese honey is pure and made 
only of local �owers and plants. In May and June the 
bees collect nectar from red clover, thistle, citrus 
trees, and borage. Later in summer, the base for 
the honey is Mediterranean thyme, a plant with 
tiny violet �owers that grows all over the rocky 
coast. Autumn is the season of honey made from 
eucalyptus and carob trees.
 The salt from these islands is rich in natural iodine, 
magnesium, and calcium and is also connected to a 
very old Maltese tradition. Salt production here has 
a long history dating back to ancient times, when 
it was a very important trading item between the 
countries in the Mediterranean. It was even called 
‘white gold’. In fact, the word ‘salary’ comes from the 
Latin word salarium, or ‘salt money’. Salt was also 
used to preserve food and meats in the hot climate. 

birds interrupt us with their lovely 
songs. ‘We have a number of endemic 
species here,’ continues Mallia. ‘One of 
them is the Maltese killi�sh, a small �sh 
endemic to Malta. It’s also the national 
�sh of Malta. This protected species 
has been in decline recently due to the 
destruction of its habitat. There are only 
a few places in Malta where you can still 
�nd it. And we’re very proud to have a 
strong presence of killi�sh here that has 
not been mixed with other strains of the 
species, so it could be called purebred.’
 Another rare �sh that has been spotted 
in Salina is the European eel. This �sh 
is a critically endangered species whose 
numbers have declined by around 90% in 
all of its European stocks. ‘The European 
eel has suffered much, because it is 
considered a delicacy and an aphrodisiac 
and has therefore been caught a lot. But 
I hope we can preserve it for the future 
generations,’ Mallia says.
 The Salina Nature Reserve has both 
shallow and deep salt pans to satisfy a 

Needless to say, salt also gave extra �avour to food.
 To learn more about salt production, I head to 
the Salina Nature Reserve, a protected area that’s 
part of the Natura 2000 network and a Special 
Area of Conservation managed by the BirdLife 
Malta organisation.
 BirdLife Malta was granted the management of 
this reserve just last September. The reserve consists 
mainly of old salt pans established by the Order of 
St. John in the 16th century with the aim of building 
the largest salt pans in the country. The handmade 
pans were used for salt harvesting until the late 
1990s. Now the reserve strives to preserve this 
tradition by keeping two of the salt pans in operation, 
and this small area generates about ten tonnes of 
salt annually. However, the reserve has no plans for 
commercial salt production; instead, its priority is to 
preserve the rare ecosystem here. In fact, Salina has 
one of the last and largest remaining salt marshes 
in Malta, which is home to numerous rare and 
endemic species.
 ‘Birds like the marshlands and brackish water. 
So do �sh,’ explains Manuel Mallia, the manager 
of the Salina Nature Reserve. And while we chat, 

Honey was produced by Malta’s 
endemic honeybees, which are found 

nowhere else in the world

Famous Maltese honey is 
produced from thyme.

Blue and yellow are the most 
widespread colours in Malta. 

The Maltese rarely 
close their doors, 

especially on Gozo 
Island. Very often you 
can even find a key in 

the lock.
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wide variety of species. For example, 
the European eel prefers deep salt pans, 
while �amingos like the shallow pans. The 
colour of the water also differs, from dark 
grey to white depending on how salty the 
water is. There are even pink-coloured 
salt pans in the reserve, but these have 
nothing to do with �amingos, which visit 
the reserve from July to December. The 
pink colour of the water is instead due 
to the algae that bloom when the water 
becomes very salty. In fact, these pink salt 
pans are the saltiest bodies of water at 
Salinas. But even without this knowledge, 
you’ll know you’re in a saline marshland 
by the peculiar smell alone.
 Salt has been collected in about 
40 places along the Maltese coast. The 
most spectacular of these can be found 
on Gozo, Malta’s sister island. It takes 
around half an hour to get to Gozo by 
ferry, and once there, I head directly to 
the village of Marsalforn to �nd one of 

the most breathtaking salt pans I’ve 
ever seen. The road makes a turn, and 
the series of man-made platforms are 
down below. The dark, rocky pans cut 
into the rock to collect sea water make 
an amazing contrast to the azure sea 
and sandy limestone.
 On hot summer days the water dries 
quickly, although it nevertheless takes 
about seven or eight days for all of it 
to evaporate, leaving behind blinding-
white pyramids of salt. Local producers 
can collect up to two kilograms of salt 
from a small pan. To see how farmers 
have been harvesting salt the way their 
ancestors did some 350 years ago, 
arrive here early in the morning, when 
the sun is not so intense. In fact, this 
piece of advice works for any place in 
Malta. Due to the high temperatures 
and UV rays during summer, it’s best 
to schedule all hikes and walks before 
11 am or after 4 pm.

A VISIT TO GOZO WOULD NOT BE COMPLETE 
WITHOUT VISITING THE AREA AROUND DWEJRA 
BAY. It’s famous for the Inland Sea, Fungus Rock, and the 
Dwejra Tower, which used to guard the area. Now the 
tower is open to visitors. Mario Gauci has been working 
here for the last 12 years.
 ‘It’s not the only tower in Gozo or in Malta. You’ll �nd 
them distributed all along the coast,’ Gauci tells me. ‘They 
date to when the knights came to these islands. To protect 
the area, they built a system that consisted of towers, 
batteries, entrenchments, and so on in very vulnerable 
places. Most of them were built between 1603 and 1660.’
 Dwejra is one of four towers still standing on Gozo 
today. The watchtowers were constructed to watch for 
enemy pirates as well as people trying to avoid quarantine 
or attempting to smuggle contraband onto the islands. 
However, the Dwejra Tower had another function. It was 
here to watch over Fungus Rock and protect the plant 
called Maltese fungus. People believed it grew only on this 
rock, hence the name Fungus Rock. Used primarily for its 
medicinal properties, the Knights of Malta even gave the 
prized plant as gifts to European royalty. Punishment for 
illegal harvesting of the plant was rowing on the galleys...
another reason why the fungus was so valuable.
 ‘The “fungus” was used to treat blood disorders and 
infertility problems,’ says Gauci, ‘but the irony is that 
the Maltese fungus is a parasitic plant. And, in fact, it 
is not endemic to Gozo. It is rare but widespread and 
found in desert conditions from the Mediterranean to 
western Asia.’

However, nature made it and  
nature took it away. So I believe we 

should just leave it as it is

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IS HARMFUL TO ONE`S HEALTH.  
THE SALE, SUPPLY AND PROCUREMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

TO MINORS ARE AGAINST THE LAW.

craftersgin.com              craftersgin 

The Wied il-Mielaħ Window is the new 
Azure Window. It stands near the village 

of Għarb on the western coast of Gozo.
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 From his office at Dwejra Tower, Gauci 
can see not only the roaring waves and 
dramatic Fungus Rock; until recently he 
could also see the famous Azure Window, 
the island’s major tourist attraction. 
This coastal formation consisting of 
a natural stone bridge was one of the 
�lming locations for Game of Thrones. 
But news of its collapse sent shock waves 
around the world a couple of years ago. 
The natural arch had grown thinner 
each year, and its destruction had been 
forecast for a long time already. Gauci 
was at work that day, but he did not see 
the exact moment of the bridge’s collapse. 
The sad news came via a phone call.
 ‘They called me and asked if the 
window had disappeared. I went to 
the tower’s window and didn’t see the 
Azure Window – the arch was not there 
anymore. I’ve never seen so many people 
at Dwejra. Reporters from all around the 
world came to see what was not there,’ 
Mario recalls.
 ‘We expected it to collapse in �ve to 
ten years. It was eroding very quickly. 
The rock had to fall, because it was too 
soft and was facing northwest, where you 
always have strong waves. So, that day 
�nally came, and the arch slipped into 
the sea. Now divers can see the remains 
of it some 20 to 30 metres under water.’ 
After the collapse, the number of divers 
dramatically increased. According to 
the latest statistics, about 80,000 divers 
come here annually, mostly during the 
summer months.

 After the archway fell, discussions 
took place about replacing it. One of 
the proposals came from the Russian 
architectural �rm Hotei Russia, which 
designed the Heart of Malta made of 
mirrored steel. I wonder what the locals 
think about this idea?
 ‘Lots of people have come up with ideas 
to reconstruct the Azure Window,’ Gauci 
tells me. ‘However, nature made it and 
nature took it away. So I believe we should 
just leave it as it is. In fact, the oldest 
reports about the arch are from about 150 
years ago. It didn’t even exist before that 
time. Besides, we have another arch of 
the same size just around the corner.’
 That twin arch is called the Wied il-
Mielaħ Window. It is as large as the Azure 
Window but made of stronger rock. It 
stands near the village of Għarb on the 
western coast of Gozo. I’ve seen both – 
the Azure Window a decade ago, and the 
Wied il-Mielaħ Window this time – and I 
can con�rm that the lesser-known arch is 
even more spectacular. It can be viewed 
from above, which gives an idea of the 
tremendous size of the rock. Besides, the 
‘frame’ of the window is still thick.
 Surprisingly, not many people know 
about this natural wonder. The Malta 
Tourism Authority only began promoting 
it after the collapse of the more famous 
window. Which gives me reason to 
believe that Malta has many more 
hidden treasures.

Dwejra is one of four  
towers still standing  

on Gozo today

With special thanks to the Malta 
Tourism  Authority.

Dwejra is one of four  
towers still standing on Gozo 
today. It was constructed to 
protect the Maltese fungus 
growing on the small islet nearby.
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WHERE TO STAY
Pergola Hotel 
and Spa
Located in calm and 
tranquil Mellieħa on the 
north side of the island, 
this hotel has a great 
view overlooking the 
Mediterranean Sea and 
Malta’s sister islands of 
Gozo and Comino. The 
hotel’s outdoor infinity pool 
with the Cave Bar right next 
to it is just the right place 
to chill out after a hot day.
Adenau Street, Mellieħa
pergolahotel.com.mt

Domus Zamittello
This boutique hotel right 
in the heart of Valletta 
is situated in a restored 
17th-century palazzo. In the 
past, the building served as 
a residence for knights of 
Italian descent. The hotel’s 
21 rooms feature wood-
effect floors and marble 
bathrooms.
7 Republic Street 
domuszamittello.com

WHERE TO EAT
Gululu
This local favourite and 
one of the best places in St. 
Julian’s offers traditional 
Maltese food. Among the 
local dishes worth trying 
are aljotta (fish soup) and 
fenek stuffat (slow-braised 
rabbit in white wine). 
For an excellent dining 
experience, choose a table 
by the water.
133 Spinola Bay, St. Julian’s 
gululu.com.mt 

L’Agape
This elegant osteria is 
situated within walking 
distance of the famous 
Silent City of Mdina. In fact, 
it’s hidden away from the 
crowds of tourists in a cosy 
plaza next to the Parish 
Church of St. Paul and 
the catacombs. The great 
food with Italian flavours 
made from seasonal local 
ingredients will steal 
your heart.
25 Triq San Kataldu, Rabat 
lagapemalta.com

Bistro 516
This restaurant is a couple 
minutes’ walk from the 
heart of Valletta, but it’s 
ideally located by the 

How you would describe the 
mentality of the Maltese people?
We tend to re�ect that typical 
southern European character you 
come across whilst paying a visit 
to southern Italy, Greece, Spain, or 
Portugal: kind but loud, people who 
make good hosts and good friends. 
I’d say that Malta’s accession to 
the European Union together with 
the country’s exposure to different 
cultures has led to a gradual 
mutation in mentality. People, 
especially the young generation, 
now tend to be more open-minded 
and adhere to a more liberal 
approach on key issues, including 
gender, race, and religion.

What do you love most 
about Malta?
I’m a strong believer in the principle 
that small is beautiful. The more 
I travel, the more I realise what 
a special place the island is, with 
its unique culture, history, and 
people. Distance is not an issue, 
with everything from beaches to 
historical sites accessible in a short 
span of time. The food is good, the 
people are great, and the social life 
is amazing. Malta is indeed a great 
place to live!

What is the true gem of Malta?
Malta has often been described as 
one big open-air museum. What 
makes it unique is that so much 
of the past is visible today. Every 
corner of the island holds a piece 
of Malta’s rich history. Valletta is 
certainly one of its major treasures. 
Malta’s capital city is a perfect 
marriage between busy everyday 

life, with its shops, offices, and 
food outlets, and its rich history, 
which you come across in the city’s 
imposing museums, churches, 
and palaces.

How do the people of Malta 
spend their free time?
That’s a pretty tough question, 
because it depends on the age 
group you’re referring to and 
the tastes and habits of every 
individual. It also depends on the 
season. Nevertheless, the Maltese 
love travelling, dining out, and 
enjoying time with their loved 
ones on Malta’s famous beaches, 
such as Golden Bay, Għadira Bay, 
and Ramla l-Ħamra on Gozo. For 
those who are not too fond of sand, 
the rocky inlet of Għar Lapsi is 
the perfect place. In winter, Malta 
offers a vast range of options, from 
trekking across the Dingli Cliffs to 
a family walk through the narrow 
roads of Mdina.

Which are your favourite 
restaurants and cafés in Malta 
and why?
Whether for a lavish meal or a 
light snack, Malta offers a vast 
selection of eateries to choose from 
at very reasonable prices. For a 
good meal, one of my favourites is 
certainly Ali Baba, which offers a 
genuine taste of Lebanese food. For 
something wow, I’d go to Bahia in 
the quiet village of Lija, The Fork 
and Cork in Rabat, or Tartarun 
in the �shing village of Marsaxlokk. 
For a quick bite, I’d recommend 
La Giara or Emilia, both 
in Valletta.  
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city wall near the Grand 
Harbour and overlooking 
the grandiose cruise 
ships. The seafood is 
excellent here, especially 
when you add a glass of 
Maltese wine.
Vault 5, Valletta 
Waterfront, Pinto Wharf 
bistro516malta.com 

WHERE TO SHOP
Marsaxlokk Fish 
Market
Marsaxlokk, a picturesque 
little village in the 
southeast of Malta, is 
known as a seafood lover’s 
paradise. Every Sunday, 
local residents hurry to its 
market for the freshest 
seafood and fish.

Ta’ Qali Crafts 
Village
This is the place to find 
local crafts, handmade 
filigree jewellery, Maltese 
lace, and ceramics. After 
buying a souvenir, watch 
the demonstration of 
glass-blowers at work.

DON’T MISS
Ghost watching
Spend a night in the Silent 
City of Mdina, the old 
capital of Malta. It is said 
that this old medieval town 
is downright haunted. 
Even if you don’t believe 
in ghosts, the spooky 
atmosphere will tickle your 
nerves.

Band clubs
Almost every Maltese town 
and village has a so-called 
band club, a meeting point 
for locals to exchange 
gossip, eat, drink, and 
dance. When the feast day 
of the local patron saint 
arrives, the band club is the 
place to be. If you want to 
feel like a local, find a sign 
on a door saying Il-Kazin 
tal-Banda (‘band club’ in 
Maltese) and just enter. bo

MARVIN GAUCI is a Maltese 
chef, restaurateur, and official 
ambassador of Maltese cuisine and 
gastronomy. He was named Chef 
of the Year by the De�nitive(ly) 
Good Guide to Restaurants, 
Malta’s most authoritative and 
popular survey-based restaurant 
guide. Gauci recently expanded his 
gastronomy business and opened 
the Caviar and Bull restaurant in 
the Hungarian capital of Budapest, 
where he has also received awards 
for his skills. In Malta, Gauci 
runs such successful restaurants 
as Tarragon, Buddhamann, 
Caviar and Bull, and offers 
an unusual experience in at 
Dinner in the Sky.

Look for prices with 
cherries on airbaltic.com

Malta
airBaltic f lies to

twice per week

from €109 round trip

or 21 000 pins round trip 
for airBaltic Club 

members
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It was an August evening over 15 years ago. It had 
been a cloudy day, but the weather was hot and 
sticky, and somewhere in the distance the thunder 
rumbled. I had a ticket to see Mischa Maisky with 
his daughter, pianist Lily Maisky, perform in the 
Small Hall of Dzintari Concert Hall. It began to 
rain. The rain started coming in through the leaky 
roof, right onto the stage and the audience. The 
two of them got up and moved the piano. The 
woman sitting next to me opened an umbrella. I 
looked over my shoulder and saw that many others 
had opened umbrellas, too, but we continued 
listening to the programme of Russian romances to 
the accompaniment of a �ne rainfall. I felt almost 
like I was in an Antonioni �lm with a wonderful 
soundtrack. But this was real. I was there.
 Since then, I’ve realised that being present is a 
unique experience that no recording can rival; it 
has become crucial. Next month, Mischa Maisky 
will perform at the Dzintari Concert Hall again, 
this time in the Great Hall, and I will be there.
 The Small Hall, which was built in 1936, has now 
been impressively restored. Yet it still retains its 
aura of history. Concerts of classical music were 
organised here long before the Dzintari Concert 
Hall existed, back when Jūrmala was just a string 
of ‘swimming villages’ (the city of Jūrmala was 
established only in 1920). This area was known 
throughout the Russian Empire for its resorts and 
medicinal mud baths; in the late 19th century local 
industrialists and merchants as well as aristocrats 
from Russia came here to spend their holidays. 
And already back then, orchestras from Berlin, 
Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Prague, and Warsaw 
performed here. Jūrmala has always been �lled 
with music.
 The Great Hall at Dzintari was designed 
by architect Modris Ģelzis and built in 1962. 
The open-air concert hall seats more than 
2000 concert-goers, and the metal construction 
with wooden siding has wonderful acoustics. 
Nowadays hardly an evening in summer goes by 
at the hall in silence, without a performance. And 
right on the other side of the dunes and pine trees 
is the beach.
 For many of us Latvians, Jūrmala holds warm 
memories. Arriving on the train, sunbathing on the 
beach, long walks along the sea, lazy afternoons. 
Having dinner at a restaurant on the beach. 
Listening to music at Dzintari. Classical, jazz, or 
even stand-up comedy. Trying to catch a train or 
taxi back to Riga. Or walking along the beach back 
to a rented room, or a summer cottage.
 And this summer will be no exception. But, 
in a sense, it will be. Because, although they 
have experienced very much, the cities of Riga 
and Jūrmala have never before seen such a 
concentrated programme of stars as they will this 

NEXT TO THE SEA 
OF MUSIC 

Words by Ilze Pole
Publicity photos, courtesy of 
Martin Engstroem, Riga Jūrmala 
Music Festival, and F64

Martin T:son Engstroem, the artistic director 
of the Riga Jūrmala Music Festival and founder 
of the legendary Verbier Festival in Switzerland, 
talks to Baltic Outlook about why he accepted 

the challenge of directing a new music festival in 
Latvia and bringing some of the brightest stars in 

classical music to Riga and Jūrmala.

Jūrmala has always been 
£lled with music

summer during the Riga Jūrmala Music Festival. 
Over four weekends in July and August, this new 
festival will feature the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra with conductor Mariss Jansons, the 
London Symphony Orchestra with Gianandrea 
Noseda, the Russian National Orchestra with 
Mikhail Pletnev, and the Israel Philharmonic 
Orchestra with Zubin Mehta. The duo of violin 
virtuoso Julian Rachlin and legendary Austrian 
pianist Rudolf Buchbinder will perform at the 
Latvian National Opera and Ballet. Pianists Lukas 
Geniušas, Martin James Bartlett, Jan Lisiecki, 
Denis Kozhukhin, and Lucas Debargue, classical 
guitar player Miloš, and cellists Edgar Moreau 
and Mischa Maisky with his daughter, pianist Lily 
Maisky, will delight audiences in Dzintari and 
Riga. The amazing duos of Joseph Calleja (tenor) 
and Vincenzo Scalera (piano), Benjamin Appl 
(baritone) and Simon Lepper (piano), Ying Fang 
(soprano) and Ken Noda (piano), and Alexandra 
Conunova (violin) and Denis Kozhukhin (piano) 

will present new interpretations of classical music 
for audiences to appreciate.
 The festival programme has been put together 
by Martin Engstroem, who is a legendary �gure 
in the world of classical music. It is also due to his 
personal efforts that the festival was able to attract 
such an amazing array of artists. Engstroem was 
born in 1953 in Stockholm, where he later earned 
a degree in music history and Russian. In 1975 
he moved to Paris, where he became a partner 
at the artistic agency Opéra et Concerts, and for 
many years he worked closely with Herbert von 
Karajan. From 1999 to 2005 Engstroem worked 
for Deutsche Grammophon, where he was 
responsible for signing many young artists now at 
the peak of their careers.
 But it was in 1991 that Engstroem founded the 
Verbier Festival and Academy in Switzerland, with 
its �rst edition taking place in 1994. Now the event 
attracts around 60,000 listeners from all over the 
world in a place once known only as a famous 
ski resort. In fact, some no longer associate the 
name of Verbier with skiing, only as a synonym for 
the festival.
 Engstroem now lives in Switzerland, but he 
visits Sweden a couple of times a year. He still has 
family there and a little summer home next to a 
lake. ‘A very typical, red, Nordic little hut,’ he says, 
‘with not very much comfort, but it’s a wonderful 
way to spend the summer.’
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 There are many ways you can do a music festival, 
and we’ve started at the top here. The Bavarian 
Radio Symphony Orchestra and Mariss Jansons – 
they’re all very, very exclusive orchestras, and I really 
hope that the audiences will appreciate that. I also 
hope that there will be a lot of visitors from abroad 
discovering Riga and Jūrmala.

But this won’t be your �rst time in Jūrmala.
The �rst time I came to Jūrmala was in 1978. Back 
then, as I realised, it was a place for vacationing 
Russian musicians, who could apply for a couple of 
weeks of vacation in Jūrmala or in Sochi, in Russia. 
What I remember from 1978 was the concert hall 
on the beach, the long promenade. I didn’t spend 
very much time in Riga then, but I adored Jūrmala. 
What’s funny for me on the personal level is that, as I 
read a bit about the history of the place, it turns out 
that Riga was actually the biggest Swedish city in the 
middle of the 18th century!

When the Riga Jūrmala Music Festival’s board 
members approached you about becoming the 
artistic director, did you have to think long about it? 
What intrigued you about the job?
First of all, I was very impressed by the chairman 
of the board, Petr Aven (Chairman of the Board 
of Directors ABH Holdings S.A. – Ed.). To be more 
precise, I was impressed by his reasons for making 
such an investment in the festival. Also, we had many 
things in common in our lives – on a personal level, 
we hit it off. The fact that I had been in Jūrmala 
when I was 25 for my honeymoon and hadn’t been 
back since then... Lots of memories came back.
 I didn’t really know Riga, although as a Swede I 
was always interested in visiting the city. Many things 
came together at that time, as I was considering 
and accepted the board’s offer. Petr said, ‘Come and 
visit! Come and take a look at the place!’ And when 
I did come and visit, I really fell in love with the 
place again.
 When you’re passionate about something, you 
want to share it, and when I saw Jūrmala again and 
walked around the streets in Riga, I said to myself 
that I’d really like my friends to come here. I’d really 
like the public to come and see this place, and I feel 
I’d like to share my passion, especially for Jūrmala, 
with everybody!
 There are many ways you can develop a music 
festival. If you don’t have big means, you usually 
start with what you have – if there’s a church or 
a little concert hall somewhere, you start doing 
chamber music or recitals. If you want to start big, 
then you have to start with orchestras, because 
that’s what brings people in, that’s what attracts 
people’s attention. 
 When I came up with the proposal of not creating 
a whole summer festival over three months, but 
instead starting with three weekends and orchestras 

in residence, meaning two performances for each 
orchestra, it was a new concept, and I don’t know 
of any other festival in the world doing that. On top 
of that, to have some of these orchestras come back 
in four years in order to establish a relationship 
between the orchestra and Jūrmala, and between 
the audiences in Jūrmala and the orchestras... It’s not 
just creating a list of concerts, but trying to do it very 
intelligently with a goal in mind.

You didn’t have much time to put the 
programme together.
We had the board meeting in early September 
of last year, and that’s when I got the green light. 
Everything happened pretty fast.

Somebody told me that it happened because of you 
and your magnetic personality and your ability to 
bring so many amazing musicians to Latvia.
I’ve been in this business for so many years, and I 
know most of the musicians performing on world 
stages today. But I’m always very careful in asking 
for favours, because I believe you should not abuse 

friendships – you can ask for a favour once, but 
perhaps not twice. In this case it was quite tricky, 
because, for example, the Israel Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra were both on holiday. We had to convince 
them to change their holidays a bit and come to Riga 
and Jūrmala for a long weekend. That was made 
possible because of personal relationships. With 
the Russian National Orchestra and the London 
Symphony Orchestra it was a bit easier.
 For me it was important that the �rst festival is 
a success. That it raises some eyebrows and that 
people travelling by airBaltic and reading Baltic 
Outlook say, ‘Wow, the London Symphony Orchestra 
is in Jūrmala for two concerts in the middle of 
August. Let’s go!’
 I’m really hoping that these weekends of music 
will act as a sort of magnet for foreign visitors to 
come and discover the region.

Are you planning to come to Latvia yourself during 
the festival?
I’m coming for the three last weekends. Classical 
music is often a reason for people to travel. 
We’re seeing that more and more. If somebody’s 
curious about Latvia and sees that Zubin Mehta is 
performing there, that’s a reason to �nally catch a 
�ight to Riga.

I said to myself 
that I’d really like my  
friends to come here

I wanted to start our conversation by asking your 
thoughts about some research done by Scala 
Radio, a new classical radio station founded in the 
United Kingdom this spring. It found that there 
is a considerably growing audience of under-35-
year-olds for classical music, with almost half of 
them saying that they see classical music as an 
escape from the noise of modern life. Likewise, 
The Guardian has reported that Classic FM 
in the UK has experienced a 30% increase in 
listeners under 35.
This sounds like music to my ears! It’s so difficult 
for youngsters nowadays to get familiarised with 
classical music, because if they don’t hear it at 
home or at school or on TV, where else are they 
to get it from? Sometimes you may have friends 
who are interested in it, but you have to have 
courage to listen to classical music. Because in the 
teenage world it’s not cool, and if you’re not strong 
enough to say that it actually is cool, then it’s 
really difficult.
 I see all around myself how difficult it is to 
get kids into classical music. The way I sort of 
managed it at Verbier is that two of the Verbier 
Festival concerts held in the main venue are world 
music or pop music. So, for two evenings we have 
music that’s aimed at a younger audience. I think if 
you mix it up a little bit, people might come to the 
concert hall and perhaps they’ll say that it’s nice 
here and will maybe come back for something else.
 It’s no longer a question of price, because 
classical music is more affordable everywhere 
now. But it’s a question of courage and 
challenging yourself.
 My experience is to go to the people! In Verbier, 
we’re mainly squatting in a place that’s not ours. 
We’re coming to the people with classical music. 
For some, this might not feel as threatening 
as going to an opera house, where you don’t 
really know what you should wear and how you 
should behave.
 There are more and more people attending 
music festivals, and, because there are more and 
more of these festivals taking place everywhere, 
audiences are naturally growing bigger. And I do 
believe that people like this sort of more relaxed 
way of listening to classical music. It’s imperfect, 
though, and for an acoustic snob it’s horrible!

In that sense, the Dzintari Concert Hall in 
Jūrmala is an amazing venue.
It is an amazing place! It’s really a dream venue. 
I’m happy for Riga and Jūrmala to have these 
people on the board of the festival who all have 
strong emotional ties with Latvia and who have 
made it all possible. In that sense, the Riga Jūrmala 
Music Festival is getting served a real luxury. 
All these big orchestras, they require a major 
�nancial commitment.
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The open-air Dzintari Concert Hall (1962), which underwent 
a major reconstruction a few years ago to make the space 
more comfortable for both audiences and artists.

The Small Hall at Dzintari, built in 1936, also 
reopened in 2015 after a reconstruction.

The Latvian National Opera and 
Ballet in Riga
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 That’s also happening in Europe more and more, 
especially in regions that don’t have concert halls. 
It’s a bit like in Verbier, which is a skiing resort that 
had nothing going on in the summer until we came 
(laughs)! Last summer we had over 60,000 people 
there, and these are all people who eat there, they 
need to sleep there, they shop there. So, for the 
economy it’s fantastic.
   
When you started the Verbier Festival years 
ago, there were not that many music festivals 
around. But the number of festivals has increased 
considerably in recent years. Is there competition 
between festivals to attract listeners?
I don’t see it as competition, because audience 
numbers are also growing. All of us who run music 
festivals, we have to work very hard to sell tickets. 
Because, as the saying goes, people don’t buy tickets, 

we sell tickets. We have to go out and �nd people who 
we hope will buy tickets to our events. And because 
of the work we all have to do, I think we’ve managed 
to �nd and actually expand the audience who are 
interested in classical music festivals.
 Returning to the �rst part of your question, I used 
to have a concert management company in Paris, 
which I started in 1975 and ran until 1987, and it 
became one of the biggest agencies in Europe. We 
specialised in working with singers and conductors, 
and after having worked for 12 years as an agent, 
I wanted to create something for myself. To create 
a platform where I did the programming, where 
I decided who would sing or perform. I wanted to 
create something of myself.
 I discovered Verbier through skiing. What 
really struck me was that it was a cul-de-sac. So, 
I thought, this is very challenging. It seemed like 
there was nobody living in Verbier who’d want to go 
to a classical music concert. There was a bunch of 
farmers, restaurant staff, ski instructors. And nobody 
arrives in Verbier by mistake. You really have to make 
an effort to get there.
 So, having that challenge and turning it into a 
positive thing – meaning that the public who would 
come up to Verbier would probably not come for just 
one evening, because it’s such a drag to get there. 
They would probably stay for a couple of days, which 
meant that I would have them captive for a couple of 
days, I could offer them all kinds of events during the 
day! The volume of events we put on grew very, very 
quickly. Now we have about four concerts per day, 
plus other events going on, and free events, too.

We’ve managed to expand the 
audience who are interested 

in classical music festivals

Austrian piano legend Rudolf Buchbinder 
will perform together with violin virtuoso 
Julian Rachlin on July 20.

Maestro Mariss Jansons and the Bavarian 
Radio Symphony Orchestra will open the 
festival on July 19.

Chinese classical pianist Yuja Wang will 
perform together with the Israel Philharmonic 
Orchestra and Zubin Mehta on August 25.
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The New Format of Living in Jurmala:  
Premium-Class Lane House

44, Dzintaru Avenue 
Jurmala, LatviaDzintari

Beach
The main street 
of Jurmala

Riga International 
Airport

min min min1 5 15

Lane House 3Lane House 2Lane House 1
513.3m2559.4m2 513.8m2

www.dzintaru44.lv            +371 26 656 969

FOR SALE

PRIME LOCATION
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Have people’s tastes changed over 
the years?
I used to be at the head of Deutsche 
Grammophon, between 1999 and 2005. 
We created a label called 20/21 with 
only contemporary music, and it had 
some success. When we did a study 
about who bought these records, it was 
mainly young people. I believe you can 
bring young people into the world of 
classical music through that door. I don’t 
think that people’s tastes have changed. 
Instead, there’s music that addresses 
people at different stages in their lives.
 Although I’m an artistic director, 
I sometimes feel a little like I have a 
restaurant and have to put a new dish in 
front of my clients every night. I have the 
same restricted amount of ingredients 
in my kitchen every night, but I have to 
make something out of them, something 
that looks and tastes different every time. 
I have the same composers, artists, and 
instruments, but every year I have to 
make them sound like it’s all new!

How do you do that? 
By lots of experience. I’m 65 now, and 
I started producing classical music 
concerts when I was 15. There was a 
stage in my school in Stockholm and 
I asked my teacher if I could organise 
some Saturday afternoon concerts. 
A friend of mine, who was a pianist, 
performed at the �rst one. I studied 
music history at the university in 
Stockholm and worked in a record shop, 
and that was where I learned a lot about 
the people and about the records. I 
remember them coming into the shop 
and asking me for a record that they had 
heard on the radio yesterday and which 
sounded like pampampam... Then you 
have to say: oh, you mean this piece? If 
you wanted to sell your records, that is.

 After university I went directly into 
music management. In the early 1970s 
I lived in London, where I worked in 
concert management and went to a 
concert literally every night.
 I have lots of technical knowledge 
in music, I know a lot about classical 
composers, and I can ask artists coming 
to perform in Verbier to do certain pieces. 
I initiate all the music! But of course, 
there’s always a dialogue, because they 
are the ones on stage and I am not. They 
will always have the last word, but I 
initiate the repertoire. It’s fun!
 There’s a famous American pianist 
named Menahem Pressler, who’s well 
over 90 years old now, and he had a piano 
trio called the Beaux Arts Trio, which was 
very famous at the time. After 50 years 
on stage they stopped performing, and 
Pressler started teaching. I became 
friends with him at the very end of his 
time with the trio, and I invited him 
to Verbier. We struck up a friendship, 
and I had him back every year teaching 
and performing. And one year I asked 
him, ‘Next year I’d like you to do the 
Winterreise, a song cycle by Schubert, 
because I think you can play this very 
beautifully.’ And he said, ‘You know, you’re 
the �rst person who has ever asked me 
to accompany a singer!’ So, as somebody 
from the outside, you can sometimes be a 
good partner in challenging these artists 
regarding repertoire and partnerships 
on stage. That’s what I really like to do at 
Verbier. It’s doing a lot of chamber music 
and putting people together who I think 
will �t together, but who don’t necessarily 
know each other. I’m a matchmaker! 
A musical matchmaker.

You have vast experience and you’ve 
worked with pretty much every star in 
the classical music world. There are so 

Martin Engstroem with world-famous Chinese 
pianist Lang Lang, whom he signed when working for 
Deutsche Grammophon.
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technical support throughout 
your project.
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many talented people out there – from 
your experience, who are the ones who 
actually succeed?
Yes, in a way, my profession is also called 
‘talent hunter’. This is something that’s 
been a part of my job since I started my 
agency in Paris in 1975. Choosing artists 
I believe in, accompanying them and 
developing them, and helping them to 
establish a career is something I’ve also 
done my whole life.
 When I was at Deutsche 
Grammophon, I signed a young Chinese 
pianist called Lang Lang, whom nobody 
knew. I signed a young Russian singer 
named Anna Netrebko, whom nobody 
knew. They were young artists I took 
an enormous risk with. Because if I 
invite a young talent to do a concert at 
a concert hall and it’s not very good, it’s 

not a big deal. But if I take the whole 
record company with me and launch a 
promotional campaign and expensive 
recordings, and the artist is not on top of 
it, it’s very painful and could cost a lot of 
money; it could cost me my job, too.
 You have to trust your intuition. 
Because there are so many young 
talents everywhere, and there are so 
many people who will tell you, ‘Oh, 
yesterday I heard so-and-so, and he was 
the best one I’ve ever heard in my life!’ 
And so on. You’re constantly inundated 
with proposals by friends, managers, 
colleagues. Therefore it’s so important 
that you follow your own instincts and 
your own intuition to make these choices 
you think are right. You have to stand up 
for them. It’s my passion to help young 
people establish their careers. It’s a very 
satisfying job, but of course, sometimes 
you win and sometimes you lose. The 
most important thing is that you trust 
your intuition.

And the other part of that question is: 
when artists do succeed, where have you 
noticed that they tend to fail?
We live in a world of communication, and 
being an artist today also means to be 
in the profession of communication. No 
artist can survive just by performing for 
himself or herself. If they just play in their 

Being an artist today also 
means to be in the profession 

of communication
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living room, they won’t be able to pay 
their rent, so they have to go out and play 
for the public. And that public is often 
very critical – they listen with their ears, 
but they also listen with their eyes.
 If you have an artist who’s extremely 
communicative, like Lang Lang, then 
you want to see a second concert by 
him, perhaps you want to buy his record. 
Perhaps you’ll tell your friends about him. 
But if there’s a pianist who is depressed, 
feels awkward on stage, and doesn’t have 
very much charisma, that does not help 
him. That’s something that has changed 
over the past 20 years. Twenty years ago 
and more we liked seeing a suffering 
musician on stage. Somebody who had a 
hard life and was very pained when he 
played, everything was very difficult…
 Nowadays people don’t want to see 
anybody’s suffering on stage; we have 
enough suffering in our own lives. We 
want to see somebody who brings us 
something, who carries us away, makes 
us dream. We still want to hear the 
music, we still want to be transposed, 
but we also want to feel good after a 
performance, we want to feel uplifted. 
And that part is not for everyone. So, you 
have musicians for whom that comes 
naturally, and you have others who 
realise that they have to make an effort 
and smile here and there. A successful 
musician today has to have talent, but he 
or she also has to have charisma on stage.

Riga is very rich with cultural events in 
the summer – they take place anywhere 
and everywhere! I remember a couple 
of years ago the string quartet of the 
Grammy Award-winning Latvian 
chamber orchestra Sinfonietta Riga 
performed on the terrace of Kaņepes 
Kultūras Centrs, one of the most 
popular hipster hangouts in Riga.
Which is amazing, and I hope that 
the Riga Jūrmala Music Festival will 
also put Latvia on the map. Stockholm 
has a music festival, Helsinki has one, 
Schleswig-Holstein has one – there are 
a lot of music festivals! Riga needed 
something that has international �air, 
really something that competes with the 
other cities around the Baltic Sea. I’m 
hoping very much that, thanks to this 
concept of weekends, people will say 
OK, let’s go up to Latvia for a weekend. 
airBaltic is so very well connected with 
the rest of Europe; it’s amazing to see 
how many destinations they �y to. So, 
let’s go! bo
riga-jurmala.com
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Words and photos 
by Ilze Vītola

KOS: THE PERFECT 
HOLIDAY GETAWAY
While some of the best-known islands toil to manage the 
�ow of Instagram-minded tourists and entrepreneurs 
touting avocado toast and sel�e sticks, the island of Kos 
still feels very authentic. Covering a modest 290 square 
kilometres but with the second-largest population of 
Greece’s Dodecanese Islands after Rhodes, Kos is compact 
yet brimming with pleasures of all kinds. Treat yourself to a 
plate of grilled seafood fresh from the sea, revel in the beauty 
of the island’s ancient heritage, skinny-dip at a clandestine 
beach on the Aegean Sea, gaze at the beautiful sunset from 
the top of Dikeos Mountain, and much more.
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ANCIENT CHARMS
Italian architecture, Turkish delights, remains of 
ancient Rome and Greece – the many cultures that 
have passed through this area have made Kos into an 
extraordinary island that’s full of character. And the 
vestiges of different eras sit in close proximity to each 
other as well.
 The main town’s centre features the excavation 
site of the ancient agora, the former social and 
commercial heart of the town. Just a little ways 
outside of town stand the vast grounds of the 
Asklepion, the imposing remnants of the ancient 
healing centre named after Asklepius, the ancient 
Greek god of medicine. Dating to the Roman era 
is the picture-perfect Roman Odeon theatre along 
with the Casa Romana featuring charming atriums 

and serene frescoes, which are located just a �ve-
minute walk from the Mosque of Kos, a remnant of 
Ottoman rule.
 The Ottomans ruled Kos until 1911, when, following 
the Italo-Turkish War, the island fell under the 
control of Italy. It was during this time that the 
town of Kos got an unsolicited remodelling due to 
the earthquake of 1933. The town was rebuilt with 
many Italian-style buildings peppered throughout 
the city, especially around the main square of Piazza 
della Liberta. Another legacy of Italian rule is the 
Archaeological Museum of Kos, which sits on the 
main square opposite the market. The museum re-
opened in 2017 after a decade-long reconstruction.
 The history of Kos stretches back as far as 
3000 BC. The island’s �rst capital was Astypalaea, 

near modern-day Kefalos, but the ruinous 
earthquake of 366 BC forced the residents to 
move to the other end of the island. There, the 
town of Kos – the new centre of the island – was 
born. Built in the classical style of a Greek city, it 
had an agora at its heart. Kos was at the zenith 
of its prosperity in the Classical and Hellenistic 
periods, when the town and port were major 
trade hubs. The island also became a centre of 
learning and gave rise to such great minds as 
Apelles, Philitas, and, of course, Hippocrates, 
the father of medicine and the island’s most 
famous son. One of the main sights on the island, 
the Tree of Hippocrates, now stands on the 
site where Hippocrates is said to have taught 
his pupils.

The Ancient Agora of Kos
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vacationers. And then there are the secluded havens, 
such as the nudist-friendly cove at Camel Beach.
But it’s Kefalos, the island’s westernmost town, that 
boasts what are renowned as the most beautiful 
beaches in the Dodecanese. A prime example is 
idyllic Limnionas Beach, where locals �ock for some 
undisturbed beach fun. Located a few kilometres 
from Kefalos, it has all the comfort of sunbeds and 
umbrellas but is not overrun by tourist facilities. 
Above the beach is a tavern offering a feast of seafood 
and a mesmerising view of the sea.
 But the most renowned beach of Kefalos must 
be Agios Stefanos. The mix of lush vegetation and 
remnants of old Christian temples, as well as Kastri 
Island in the backdrop, provide a great setting 
for pictures. Local youngsters hold impromptu 
competitions to see who can swim the fastest to the 
tiny island adorned by a petite blue-domed church 
and the remains of an ancient castle. The story 
goes that if you ring the church bell, you’ll have a 
successful marriage.
 For something truly unique, head back to Agios 
Fokas and its thermes – a sea-pool with hot springs. 
The temperature varies within the sizable pool 
and in some places can reach above 40 degrees 
Celsius. The water is considered to be therapeutic, 
and soaking in the thermes is the islanders’ form 
of meditation.

A BEACH FOR EVERYONE
As diverse as the mezes served in the taverns, the 
beaches on Kos lure holidaymakers from near and 
far. Scattered like pearls along the coast of the island, 
what they all have in common is access to the azure 
waters of the Aegean Sea.
 The entire coastline of the town of Kos is lined 
with beach bars offering sunbeds and free Wi-Fi. 
A favourite among local revellers is Ammos Beach 
Bar with its straw canopies and large nest chairs in 
which to hide from the sun. Located six kilometres 
from the town centre, the bar at Agios Fokas Beach 
is easily accessible by bicycle. In fact, Kos is dubbed 
the island of bicycles because of its convenient 
cycling infrastructure and bike rentals on every 
corner. However, one should drive more attentively 
after dark, when everybody is cycling home from 
their Greek feasts, which normally end with a glass 
of ouzo. The main bicycle road is 13 kilometres long 
and runs from Faros Beach to Psalidi. There are also 
bike trails heading further inland, but they are a bit 
more challenging and breaking a sweat is inevitable.
 The coast is peppered with more than 20 official 
beaches. The shallow, crystal-clear waters of Tigaki 
Beach lie just a ten-kilometre pedal from the town of 
Kos. Bustling Kardamena Beach sits 30 kilometres 
southwest of Kos. Lined with bars and hotels, 
Kardamena is a popular destination with young 

EXPLORING THE VILLAGES
Narrow roads snake up and down the hilly island, 
and every turn opens to a jaw-dropping landscape 
of sun-bleached hillsides and gleaming waters as far 
as the eye can see. While everyone talks about the 
alluring beaches of Kos, the steep inland is equally 
astonishing and worth exploring. Crack the window 
for a fresh breeze, and slip on a pair of shades to 
avoid being dazzled by the gleaming white churches 
topped with domes as blue as the sea.
 There are eleven villages scattered around the 
island, and all still emanate an aura of authenticity. 
For example, there’s Antimachia, located just a 
short drive from the airport. Here you’ll �nd the 
only windmill on the island that’s still in operation. 
The graceful, bare-brick Amallos Mill with its fresh 
white �ags still produces �our and is open to visitors. 
Here you’ll also �nd one of the main attractions on 
the island, the mighty Antimachia Castle. Built in 
the 14th century, it has survived an Ottoman siege but 
was severely damaged by the earthquake of 1926. 
The castle offers a panoramic view that is especially 
spectacular at sunset.
 Like most of the festivities on the island, the 
biggest celebration in Antimachia is centred around 
traditional staples. At the end of every summer, the 
village hosts the Honey Festival, at which all are 

The coastline of Kefalos 
is lauded as the most 

beautiful in the whole 
Dodecanese.

The Amallos Mill 
in Antimachia
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invited to indulge their sweet tooth in delights soaked 
in honey, such as loukoumades, or honey donuts.
Since time immemorial, people have taken pleasure 
in watching the sun sink beyond the horizon or into 
the sea. The prime spot on Kos to watch the sunset 
is the village of Zia. Dressed in the colours of the 
Greek �ag and perched up in the mountains, the 
charming village is teeming with traditional taverns 
and souvenir shops. Zia is also a must-visit for hiking 
enthusiasts, because this is where the path begins 
to Dikeos Mountain, the highest peak on the island. 
According to locals, it takes four days to complete 
a journey from one end of the island to the other 
on foot.
 Going further west, there is the Plaka Forest, 
where Koans enjoy going for picnics. The park 
features hiking paths, bridges over ponds and 
streams of spring water, and amazing wildlife, from 
squirrels and terrapins to hundreds of graceful 
peacocks. For the youngest sightseers, this is the 
highlight of the island. And, speaking of animals, 
from October until March an incredible scene can be 
witnessed at Salt Lake and the Aliki wetlands near 
Tigaki, where a �ock of �amingos spends its winters. 
Cooking salt was produced from these salt pans until 
the late 1980s, but now it’s a protected area and a 
haven for hundreds of different species of birds – as 
well as heaven for ardent bird-watchers.

GREEK HOSPITALITY
When on Kos, the tacit knowledge of not taking 
anything from a stranger can be ditched, because 
Koans are devoted to the ancient Greek concept of 
philoxenia. The concept embodies hospitality, a 
welcoming attitude towards strangers, and eagerness 
to make everyone feel at home when they are far 
from their own homes. Everyone is eager to show 
their friendliness and generosity, which is especially 
expressed through the giving of something delicious 
to eat, whether it’s a plum from their garden or 
produce they’re selling on the street.
 Agriculture is a major source of livelihood on 
Kos, coming in just second to tourism. The sound 
of roosters crowing in the morning can be heard 
everywhere on the island. There are also cows in 
yards and plenty of goats in the wilderness, both of 
which can be given credit for the delicious Greek 
yogurt. Lumpy, hearty, and rich in �avour, it’s 
something you won’t �nd in a regular supermarket 
anywhere else in Europe.
 Another place to experience Greek hospitality is 
the traditional taverns, which can be found in every 
village. While they may lack glitz, the centrepiece 
at all of them are the dishes doled out by speedy 
waiters. A �ne example of this can be found at 
Evdokia Taverna, which also goes by the moniker 
Mummy’s Cooking. Enjoy such classics as moussaka 

The town of Kos is lined with 
typical Greek tavernas.

White-and-blue churches appear 
in far-flung corners where you 

least expect them.
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and let the owner persuade you to also try the 
tavern’s excellent speciality – zucchini �owers 
stuffed with feta cheese. To round off the evening, 
have a bowl of Greek yogurt with honey and chase it 
all down with a shot of ouzo. After such a sumptuous 
dinner, you’ll feel like one of the many cats of the 
island contentedly hiding from the sun under the 
menu displays outside the café doors.
 Like on most of the Greek islands, the mainstays 
of the local cuisine are �sh, fresh local vegetables, 
olive oil, and sheep and goat meats and cheeses. 
Greek salads are also a quintessential part of a 
meal: rough-chopped tomatoes and cucumbers, 
strips of bell pepper, a sprinkle of olives, and a white, 
savoury rectangle of feta cheese. Simple, yet rich 
with �avour, these salads are the epitome of Greek 
island cuisine.
 In the town of Kos, Averof Street and its many 
seafood taverns gathers seafood lovers both local 
and foreign. Follow a local recommendation and 
dine at Ta Votsalakia for some of the freshest 
seafood. Grilled octopus, prawn saganaki, mussels, 
fried kalamari...the table gradually �lls with plates. 
Accompanied by a view of Kos Bay, it’s a culinary 
experience to remember for a long time.
 But there’s another venue making culinary waves 
on Kos. Broadway is a family affair that gives a fresh 
spin on traditional staples, such as tucking gyros 
into a bao bun and making crème brûlée out of 
Krasotiri cheese. Unique to the island, Krasotiri is a 
goat-milk cheese aged in red wine.

 The close proximity of Kos to Turkey (the ferry 
ride from Kos to Bodrum takes 45 minutes), its 
unique history, and also the considerable number of 
people of Turkish descent living on the island have all 
contributed to the local cuisine. For example, you’ll 
�nd many Turkish-�avoured taverns in the village 
of Platani, where the majority of the population is 
Turkish. Likewise, there’s also plenty of baklava and 
other Turkish delights to be found at the main market 
in Kos. Situated on the main square, the spotless 
white building re�ects the Italian period and is a great 
place to purchase some edible souvenirs. Look for a 
jar of ‘tomato spoon sweet’ – a special variety of small 
tomatoes boiled in sugar.
 But what’s great Greek fare without wine? It’s like 
standing by the sea and not dipping your toes in the 
water. The craft of wine making in Kos stretches far 
back into ancient times, when Hippocrates announced 
wine to be an integral part of a healthy diet. Though the 
Greek wine industry experienced tough times in the late 
20th century, viticulture is nowadays enjoying a revival. 
Local varietals sit on the menu beside retsina from 
central Greece and Assyrtiko from the island of Santorini.
 The family-run Triantafyllopoulos Winery cultivates 
varieties such as Malagousia and Athiri as well as 
Merlot, Syrah, and Chardonnay and also offers a 
winery tour and wine tastings, as does the award-
winning Hatziemmanouil Winery. Sipping a glass of 
chilled white wine while gazing at the vineyards it 
came from – it’s pure enjoyment. And after all, the 
doctor Hippocrates recommended it. bo
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Words by David Palacios
Publicity photos,  
by VisitBrussels and iStock

COOL SUMMER IN
    BRUSSELS

In the summer months, 
the hectic business scene of 
Belgium’s capital gives way 
to a calm city full of charm 

and unique corners to 
discover and get lost in.

Brussels is sometimes undeservedly 
forgotten by travellers. While an 

upcoming trip to London and Paris 
evokes exclamations of joy, many 

associate Brussels only with no-nonsense 
business travel, hotels, and conference 
halls. But those who devote a little bit 

of time and effort to the city know that 
it’s a chic and stylish place. Especially in 
the summer. And that’s not just because 
the city looks stunning in the sunshine – 

there are also loads of activities and 
events to enjoy. Here, then, are some 

tried-and-true suggestions for making the 
most of the summer season in Brussels.
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La Fabrique en Ville (lafabriqueresto.be) 
serves up a brunch that’s made 100% in-house, 
with the option of enjoying it on the terrace 
overlooking the park.
 Weekly markets are worth a visit as well. 
Every Wednesday from 13.00 to 20.00 Châtelain 
Square turns into an open-air market where 
local producers sell fresh produce, �owers, and 
even freshly made traditional Belgian waffles.
 Flagey Square hosts its weekly market on 
Sundays. A paradise for food lovers, the square 
�lls with artisan producers selling honey, cheese, 
and vegetables and food trucks presenting 
international cuisine. In one corner, Café Belga 
(FB/cafebelgabrussels) is a well-known spot for 
locals to meet up with friends for a beer or a 
game of cards on the charming terrace.
 Next to Flagey we �nd the Ixelles Ponds, 
a nice area that’s ideal for jogging, walking, 
and relaxing. Fishing is allowed here every 
Wednesday and Sunday, and at 11.00 on 
Sundays – if the weather is good – there’s a yoga 
class organised by a local sports club. Prior 
booking is not necessary.
 The former major freight and customs centre 
next to Brussels Canal has been transformed 
into a cultural venue called Tour & Taxis 
(tour-taxis.com), which organises many different 
outdoor events during the summer season. Pop-
up restaurants, bars, live music and concerts, 
sports, and local food markets every Friday are 
among the extensive offer. 

GET OUTDOORS AND MOVE
One of the favourite locations for locals 
on a sunny day is the Bois de la Cambre, 
a 124-hectare park that most like to refer 
to as the Central Park of Brussels. On 
weekends, when most of the roads in the 
park are closed to motorised vehicles, this 
green lung of the city swells with people 
wanting to enjoy nature (and, if possible, 
the sun as well). The park even has an 
equestrian centre and a boat rental 
service for a romantic ride on the lake.
 Egmont Park is the only park in the city 
centre located inside a courtyard. It’s a 
great place to disconnect and enjoy some 
peace and quiet in a privileged location. 
Egmont features several sculptures, 
including one of Peter Pan in honour 
of the friendship between Belgian and 
British children during the First World 
War. The statue is a copy of the original 
Peter Pan statue in Kensington Gardens 
in London. The park also has probably 
one of most romantic places to enjoy 
brunch: every Saturday and Sunday, 

Petit Sablon Square is the 
perfect mix of urban life 

and peaceful retreat.

The Bois de la Cambre has a small lake with an 
island in the centre, called Robinson’s Island.Ph
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The Bois de la Cambre park 
was laid out in 1861.
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•  Egmont Park is a green 
oasis of calmness hidden 

in the heart of Brussels.Ph
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don’t get used for dishes – zero waste 
philosophy at its best!
 Next to Flagey Square, Bistrò 
Nazionale (bistronazionale.be) mixes 
the best of a French bistro and an 
Italian trattoria to serve classic and 
tasty dishes with a modern twist. From 
antipasti and pasta served in a pan to 
several signature platters, this is also 
a good place to have a glass of wine 
or aperitivo on the terrace when the 
weather is warm.
Avocado craziness is alive and well 
in Brussels, too. The Avocado Show 
(theavocadoshow.com) offers a menu 
based on this popular green fruit, with 
everything from eggs and pancakes 
to toasts, bowls, and even cocktails 
inspired by and made with avocado. 
The restaurant features Instagram-
friendly neon lights and pink seats and 
is a very popular place on weekends.
 And if you’re in town in July and 
August, don’t miss Frunch (www.
frunch.brussels), a new food concept 
combining the words ‘Friday’ and 
‘lunch’. Every Friday in summer from 
12.00 to 14.30 in the Royal Square, 
Frunch features food trucks, live music, 
and a terrace to enjoy the sun and food 
surrounded by historical buildings.

A MULTICULTURAL 
COOKING STYLE 
With quite a big in�uence from 
French cuisine, Brussels has 
developed its own cooking style 
in recent years, with young and 
passionate chefs offering a taste of 
all different kinds of cuisines in the 
capital of Europe.
 Recently awarded as the best vegan 
restaurant in the world, Humus 
x Hortense (humushortense.be) 
has created a great menu based 
on seasonal products. Located in 
a former Rococo-style tearoom, 
this is where chef Nicolas Decloedt 
turns vegetables into true pieces of 
art. The menu constantly changes 
depending on the produce he receives 
from local farmers around Brussels. 
The restaurant also presents unique 
cocktail pairings with drinks made 
from the herbs and vegetables that 
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‘Frunch’ is a concept that 
combines food trucks, live music, 

and a large chill-out terrace space.

•  Brussels has a vibrant 
restaurant scene, but some 

of its best food can be 
found on the street.
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Bistrò Nazionale 
combines the best of 

a French bistro and 
an Italian trattoria.
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Bistrò Nazionale
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EXCELLENCE FOR MUSEUM LOVERS
The cultural diversity of Brussels – with two official 
languages, French and Flemish, and a multicultural 
population – along with the rich legacy of art 
movements, such as impressionism, surrealism and 
Art Nouveau, has a direct impact on the quality of the 
city’s cultural offer.
 Brussels hosts the Royal Museums of Fine 
Arts of Belgium, a group of museums exhibiting 
20,000 drawings, paintings, and sculptures from the 
15th century to the present. One of the must-visit places 
is the museum dedicated to Belgian painter René 
Magritte (1898–1967), the creator of the world-famous 
canvas Ceci n’est pas une pipe in 1929. With more than 
200 works of art by Magritte, it’s the biggest collection 
of his work in the world. Until the end of this year the 
Royal Museums are also hosting an exhibition about 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder (1525–1569), who was one of 
the most famous painters of the Dutch and Flemish 
Renaissance and died 450 years ago in Brussels.
 To learn more about the colonial history of 
Belgium, visit the Africa Museum. It has recently 
reopened after a �ve-year renovation and presents 
many different collections in the natural and human 
sciences. The museum exhibits over 120,000 items, 
most from the former Belgian colony of the Congo, 
but it also includes collections from other countries. 
Located in a Neoclassical building in a beautiful 
park in Tervuren, on the outskirts of Brussels, the 
Africa Museum was �rst established for the Brussels 
International Exposition in 1897.
 The Belgian capital’s culture and way of life is also 
closely linked to music. The Musical Instruments 
Museum exhibits more than 1000 instruments, giving 
visitors a deeper understanding of this artistic �eld; an 
audio guide also provides sound samples of many of 
those instruments. One of the museum’s rooms tells 
about the history of Belgian music through Adolphe Sax 
(1814-1894), the inventor of the saxophone. He also lived in 
the city for a while. Have a drink or snack in the rooftop 
bar for a harmonious ending to your museum visit.
 Summer is also a period of holidays for the Belgian 
monarchy. So when they leave town, the Royal 
Palace, which serves as the administrative residence 
and main workplace of the King of Belgium, opens 
its doors to the public for about six weeks starting 
July 22. This is a unique opportunity to experience 
the palace’s majestic interior, which was designed 
by Belgian architect Alphonse Balat for King 
Leopold II. One of the most impressive places is the 
Throne Room, where the parquet �oor featuring 
oak and exotic woods and the luxurious bronzed and 
gilded chandeliers give a solemn appearance to this 
important part of the palace. bo

Beer
Beer is the official drink of Belgium, and bars 
serve hundreds of different kinds of beer. 
The Brussels Beer Project is a collaborative 
enterprise that promotes the Belgian 
tradition of brewing, and its Dansaert 
Taproom is a place to discover new and 
exclusive beers. Brewery tours are organised 
daily, and tastings let you learn more 
about the different kinds of beers and the 
elaborate process involved in making them.
beerproject.be 

DON’T MISS WHEN 
IN BRUSSELS

Fries
Summer is perhaps the best moment to enjoy frites, 
one of Belgium’s national dishes. Belgian fries are 
unique, and their crispiness and flavour are unbeatable. 
Maison Antoine in the European district is said to be 
one of the best friteries, or frituren, the words used in 
Belgium to describe kiosks selling fries. In fact, it has 
become so popular that you’ll probably need to stand 
in a long queue. And don’t forget to ask for andalouse 
on your frites, a traditional Belgian sauce prepared with 
mayonnaise, tomato paste, and peppers.
maisonantoine.be

Comics
Comics are probably the best-known symbol of 
Belgian culture. Some of the most famous cartoons of 
the 20th century, including Tintin and the Smurfs, were 
born here. When visiting Brussels, take time to explore 
the Belgian Comic Strip Center, a place that honours 
the creators of the so-called ‘ninth art’. Discover 
more about the history of comic strips in Europe and 
explore the work of contemporary illustrators as well 
as legendary creators such as Hergé (1907–1983) and 
Peyo (1928–1992), the pioneers of Belgian comics.
comicscenter.net
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The Royal Museums of Fine Arts 
of Belgium hold a prestigious 

collection of 20,000 works of art.

The Africa Museum was established 
for the Brussels International 

Exposition in 1897.
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Looking for an active holiday somewhere near? 
Many countries in Europe offer endless outdoor 
pursuits year-round. If you lack ideas or don’t 
know where to start, browse through our 
recommended airBaltic destinations for your 
next fun and active vacation.

ADVENTURE 
VACATION 
ACROSS EUROPE

Words by Līga Vaļko
Publicity photos, by iStock 
and Alamy
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The �rst impression of the alluring Mediterranean 
island of Malta is �lled with small beaches, peaceful 
countryside, towers, and dungeons. To discover 
the most spectacular sights, you have to get more 
active and start doing some sports. But a sea breeze, 
sparkling blue water, and sunshine more than 
300 days a year makes Malta an ideal destination for 
an active outdoor holiday gateway. In summer, many 
activities are focused on the water, but when it gets 
a little cooler, there are plenty of outdoor adventures 
that take place on land as well.
 Tennis is a great way to keep �t and stay active 
during your holiday. It’s a game that can be played by 
anyone who can hold a racket. After steadily gaining 
in popularity, the number of tennis courts on Malta 
has increased. Most of them have a hard surface, but 
one can also �nd clay and grass surfaces. The island 
is an excellent destination for beginners to learn 
how to play tennis or for more experienced players 
looking to play a match with friends.
 Hotels and clubs offer a wide range of sports 
facilities. There are several tennis courts across the 

island available all year round because of the perfect 
climate. Established more than 100 years ago, Marsa 
Sports Club (marsasportsclub.com) is the oldest 
and most prestigious tennis venue in the country. 
Average prices for a 90-minute session are EUR 18 
(�oodlight sessions) and EUR 10 (daylight session). A 
one-hour private lesson costs EUR 50. The facilities 
at Marsa Sports Club are used by Asciak Tennis 
Academy (asciaktennismalta.com). In addition 
to professional-level training, the academy offers 
programmes for those looking to learn the basics of 
the game or improve their tennis skills. Matthew and 
Helen Asciak are among the coaches at the academy 
and have been ranked number one for men’s and 
women’s tennis in Malta for 11 years.
 Tennisline (tennisline.com) is another leading 
tennis academy that offers tennis holiday packages. 
The programme is ideal for families, couples, and 
also solo travellers looking for an active tennis break 
in Malta. The custom-made coaching programmes 
starting from EUR 440 (ten one-hour tennis sessions) 
is suitable for players of all ages and levels.

TENNIS IN MALTA
When to go: March–June, October–November
Packing the gear: Rent or bring your own tennis gear 
(a racquet and cans of tennis balls), but make sure it’s in good 
condition. Remember that a good pair of tennis shoes makes all 
the difference.
You may also enjoy: Sailing, kayaking, jet skiing, and kitesur�ng 
are some water sports that provide a great view of the island’s 
landscapes. On a less active vacation day, head to the walled city 
of Mdina, one of �lming locations for Game of  Thrones.

Malta
from

round trip
€109

Fly to
Marsa Sports Club
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Cyprus, the third-largest island in the Mediterranean 
Sea, isn’t only a popular tourist destination steeped in 
rich history; it’s also a wonderful windsur�ng spot that 
offers great weather conditions year-round. In winter, 
kiteboarders can get a strong wind and waves, while 
during the summer months the sea is �atter, although 
the wind increases around noon or 1 pm and keeps 
blowing until sunset.
 Cyprus may not be the �rst place that comes to mind 
as a major kitesur�ng destination, but it nevertheless 
has a lot to offer. With some of the cleanest beaches 
in Europe and excellent kitesur�ng schools, the 
island meets the needs of beginners and advanced 
kiteboarders alike.
 Christophe Meletiou, a kitesur�ng pioneer in Cyprus 
who now works in the sail-making business and 
distributes F-One kitesur�ng products, says that the 
north and west coasts are rugged and rocky, making 
them accessible only to experts, whereas the south and 
east coasts have soft, sandy beaches and are mostly 
dominated by hotels and resorts. As a matter of fact, 
on any windy day, you can �nd Meletiou ripping the 
waters of the Mediterranean Sea.
Keep in mind that kitesur�ng is not allowed on public 
beaches here in summer. Kitesur�ng requires space, 
and sunbeds, umbrellas, and boat corridors not only 
make the sport difficult but in most cases off limits. 
For this reason, there are designated kitesur�ng areas 
near Larnaca, Limassol, and Pissouri. Near Larnaca, 

there’s the village of Softades with the Kahuna 
Surfhouse (kahunasurfhouse.eu), KiteMed (kitemed.
com), and Kiteshack (windbandit.com) kitesur�ng 
schools. Located within metres of each other, all three 
schools sit on one of the few beaches in Cyprus where 
kitesur�ng is approved by the authorities. Here you can 
�nd everything you need, from rentals and kitesur�ng 
lessons to a chill-out area. But the water in Softades 
can get crowded because of the nearby city and many 
kitesur�ng centres. That said, there’s still plenty of 
space here for a beginner to learn this extreme sport 
and enough shorebreak waves for advanced riders.
 In Limassol, head to the Lady’s Mile and Kourion 
(Curium) beaches. Lady’s Mile is a very long, sandy 
beach ideal for kitesur�ng from December to April. In 
summer, there are many beach-goers and an offshore 
wind. Wild West Kourion Beach is arguably the best 
wave spot on the island. The pebble beach and strong 
currents make it less attractive for the average tourist, 
but it’s cherished by local riders.
 Near Pissouri, the Paramali and Avdimou beaches 
are certainly among the most charming beaches in 
Cyprus, whether you kitesurf or not. Because they’re 
located within the British Sovereign Base Areas, these 
places have remained untouched by construction and 
development. No established kitesur�ng stations are 
available, but you can �nd instructors to help you out. 
Avdimou has a couple of restaurants on the beach, but 
if you head to Paramali, bring your own food and water.

KITESURFING IN CYPRUS  
When to go: May–October
Packing the gear: Buy, rent, and even �x your gear at the many gear shops 
and kitesur�ng schools during your stay in Cyprus. For a 75-kilogram rider, 
a nine-metre and a 12-metre kite should be ideal to travel with.
You may also enjoy: In addition to the cultural sights and great food, 
Cyprus is also a paradise for scuba diving, sailing, paragliding, rock 
climbing, skydiving, wakeboarding, and other sports, both on and off the 
water. If you get the chance, go cycling or hiking in the Troodos Mountains.

Larnaca
from

round trip
€149

Fly to
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In Gulbene, people have a broader look of the world.
The Gulbene region is full of railwaymen stories, which is also the 
area’s main attraction for business development.
Locals know that with a creative approach, almost unimaginable 
things can be done. An example of this is the unique line of 
‘forest furniture’ by Latvia’s largest wooden furniture production 
enterprise “Avoti SWF”, located in Lizums. 
Out here, people know that nature is our best friend. We carefully 
take what we need, and we never forget to give back even 
more. Another illustration of this clever combination of a thirst for 
knowledge, innovation, and a reverence for nature is the unique 
design jewellery made within the historical walls of the semi-
precious stone workshop in Litene.
Did you know that the most popular rye bread in all of Latvia is 
baked in Ranka parish? It’s made at “Ķelmēni”, the largest eco-
certified farm in Latvia. Keeping to the topic of food and produce, 
our “Dimdiņi” green cabbage and the asparagus grown in 
Kalniena are well known and respected in every Latvian kitchen.
You may ask – what is the the Gulbene region like? It is rich in 
broad swathes of land, and has a safe and green environment 
for both industrial and personal well-being.You may ask – what 
is a typical person in Gulbene like? Proud of the broad swathes 
of land, and proud of the safe and green environment for 
both industrial and personal well-being. Once we’ve begun 
accelerating, it is hard to catch up with us. 
Moreover, we don’t need a road to move forward.
We are unstoppable, because we are always ready to take the 
next step forward.

GULBENE REGION. 

FOR RELAXATION. FOR FAMILY. 
FOR FRIENDS. FOR CREATIVITY. 
TAKE A BROADER LOOK! 
www.gulbene.lv
www.visitgulbene.lv.
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Located off the western coast of Italy, Sardinia 
offers an excellent Mediterranean climbing feast. 
In the past, Sardinia was the �rst destination in the 
Mediterranean for the rest of Europe to get away 
from the cold weather.
 In addition to the turquoise waters and white 
sandy beaches, the coastline and mountains are a 
dream vacation for climbers, offering routes for a 
variety of climbing styles and skill levels. The mild 
climate is a major perk and allows active holiday 
makers to climb throughout the year. In late spring 
and summer it’s also possible to combine an active 
climbing trip with a beach vacation.
  The ideal times to visit Sardinia for climbing are 
spring and fall, because in winter it can get cold at 
higher elevations and the peaks are usually covered 
with snow. The summer season can get very hot, but 
you can still climb in shady crags.
From bouldering to multi-pitch routes, there is no 
shortage of climbing opportunities on the island. 
Sardinia has six main climbing areas offering over 
4000 routes, and that number keeps on growing. 
Bouldering without any additional equipment is 
very popular here because of the many granite and 
sandstone blocks.
 Some of the best rock-climbing areas are Cala 
Gonone on the east coast and Capo Caccia and Capo 

Testa in the north. Located near the town of Alghero, 
Capo Caccia is ideal for climbing in the summer, and 
you can watch the sunset directly from the top. The 
Ogliastra area (Jerzu and Ulassai) is rich in cliffs. 
Jerzu is renowned for its limestone towers, called 
tacchi, and Ulassai recently became popular thanks 
to the launch of the Climbing Ulassai Festival.
 Another unmissable spot is Cala Gonone and the 
Baunei coast. A variety of climbs are available in 
the countryside surrounding Cala Gonone, starting 
from steep walls and overhangs to single-pitch and 
multi-pitch routes. La Guglia (meaning ‘needle’ in 
English) at Cala Goloritzè is a noteworthy 143-metre-
high climb overlooking the beautiful beach below. 
Not very far from Cala Gonone is the famous 
sports climb Hotel Supramonte, Sardinia’s hardest 
multi-pitch route.
 There are a variety of guided climbs and 
camps across the island. The Climbing Sardinia 
(climbingsardinia.com) sports association offers 
climbing courses from EUR 140 and a six-day course 
for EUR 780. The price includes all the necessary 
climbing equipment except climbing shoes. You 
can also get in touch with mountain guides Marco 
Bigatti (bigalpineguide.com) and Marco Pintore 
(marco.pintore@hotmail.it) to conquer some exciting 
climbing routes in Sardinia together.

ROCK CLIMBING IN SARDINIA
When to go: Year-round, or March–May and September–November
Packing the gear: For familiarity and safety reasons, bring your own 
preferred gear and shoes to take on the most challenging climbs. For 
beginners, climbing camps and courses usually provide suitable climbing 
equipment.
You may also enjoy: There are plenty of other activities to enjoy on this 
island: swimming in clear blue water, hiking, mountain biking, road cycling, 
sea kayaking, etc. For nature lovers, the Baunei coast has some beautiful 
treks. The Wild Blue trek is one of the longest treks in Europe.

Olbia
from

round trip
€159

Fly to
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Ireland is on many bucket lists for its breathtaking 
landscapes and historical treasures, but did you know 
that the country also has about 440 golf courses and a 
third of the world’s links golf courses? The Irish have 
been taking golf seriously since the late 19th century.
 The area around Dublin has some of the �nest 
parkland and links courses, all of which can be easily 
reached from the lively capital city. For this reason, 
many golfers travel to Ireland every year to tackle 
some of the most challenging golf courses.
 At �rst, you may have the impression that Ireland is 
relatively small, but the many winding roads means 
it takes time to travel from one course to another, 
and trying to �t all of the top golf courses into a single 
excursion isn’t a smart move. You can stay in Dublin 
while you play around the city, and later head to the 
north of the island.
 When golfers hear the word Augusta, they think of 
a lush green parkland, water elements, and easy-
to-recognise golf holes. Ireland boasts several such 
Augustas. Irish golf courses are usually attached to 
luxurious castles, hotels, and prestigious resorts, and 
therefore some of them can cost around EUR 200 
in the peak season. Golf courses off the beaten track 
are, naturally, more affordable. To book times at 
golf courses around Ireland, visit the TeeTimes 
website (teetimes.ie).

GOLFING IN DUBLIN
When to go: May–September
Packing the gear: Bring your own gear or rent clubs at a golf course for a 
reasonable price. Think about the weather and pack wisely. There are many 
walking-only courses, so take any extra weight out of your golf bag.
You may also enjoy: Tour around Phoenix Park, one of Europe’s largest city 
parks. The park was originally created as a royal hunting park, but today 
it’s home to a zoo, a Victorian �ower garden, and Áras an Uachtaráin, the 
official residence of the President of Ireland.

Dublin
from

one way
€39

Fly to

 Before your trip to a golf course, read its 
rules and �nd out whether it requires golf shoes 
with soft spikes or no spikes at all. In addition, 
you should know that golfers in Ireland rarely 
take carts, preferring to move around on foot. 
Therefore, caddies can be very helpful to help 
carry a bag and clubs or give expert advice. If 
you hire one, leave a tip between 10% and 20%.
 The Portmarnock Hotel and Golf Links Club 
(portmarnock.com) is one of the premier golf 
resorts in the country and regularly ranks 
among the best golf courses in the world. Its 
180 acres of classic terrain and a picturesque 
coastline will satisfy even the most demanding 
golfer. The standard green fee rates are 
EUR 225 (Monday–Thursday) and EUR 250 
(Friday–Sunday).
 Corballis (corballislinks.com) is one 
of Ireland’s most popular pay-and-play facilities 
for golfers of all levels. It offers fairly inexpensive 
green fees between EUR 20 and EUR 35. 
Meanwhile, Luttrellstown Castle Golf & Country 
Club (luttrellstowncastle.com) is an 18-hole 
course located on a 567-acre estate. A great 
clubhouse, two restaurants, and a historic 
setting make playing at Luttrellstown Castle a 
truly memorable experience. bo

Portmarnock Hotel  
and Golf Links Club
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BORDEAUX HOLIDAYS

Picturesque vineyards, charming 
villages, and an aristocratic 
atmosphere were not created for 
haste. Southwestern France must be 
savoured and explored slowly. Vivid 
historical buildings, a rich culinary 
heritage, and legendary Bordeaux wines 
are just some of the key words that 
make a journey through this famous 
region unforgettable.
 Bordeaux’s geographic location 
and climate have left its inhabitants 
little choice as to their profession. 
It’s estimated that approximately 
50,000 people are currently employed 
in the wine industry. The region takes 
pride in its long history of growing 
grapes – dating back to the Roman 
period – and for centuries its red wines 
have served as a benchmark in terms of 
�avour and aroma.
 Seeing as wine and the name 
Bordeaux have long been synonymous, 
the best way to begin a trip to this area 
is by visiting La Cité du Vin, a new-
generation museum in Bordeaux where 
you can learn more about this legendary 
symbiosis. With an exterior resembling 
a wine decanter, the museum is 
dedicated to wine and its role in various 
civilisations, cultures, and traditions. 
It has managed to become the city’s 
newest calling card and is a popular 
destination for all wine hedonists. Most 
of the expositions are interactive and 
independent of each other, so visitors 
can move around the museum however 
they choose. For a breathtaking view of 
Bordeaux, climb up to the eight �oor of 
the museum.

‘Oh Lord, won’t you buy me a fancy château?’ Looking at the beautiful 
châteaux all around Bordeaux, a slightly altered version of Janis Joplin’s 
famous song comes to mind. Exploring and enjoying – these are things 
that best suit a holiday in France’s famous red-wine region.

Words by Anda Kārkliņa 
(andasstuff.lv) and 
Zane Nikodemusa
Photos by 
Kristaps Kārkliņš

Château du Tertre
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•  Rent a car and take a day 
trip through Saint-Estèphe, 
Pauillac, Saint-Julien, and 
Margaux. This is where 
you’ll find the greatest 
concentration of beautiful 
châteaux, which have 
represented the wealth of 
this region’s inhabitants 
since the 18th century. 
Nowadays, however, the 
noble façades often hide 
unused spaces – the upkeep 
of these castles is quite 
expensive, and not all heirs 
have sufficient funds. Most 
of the mansions can only 
be seen from the outside, 
but this does not lessen 
the admiration one feels 
for them and the awe at 
what the most famous 
wine producers could afford 
to build back in the day. 
The majestic Pichon Baron 
residence in Pauillac looks 
like a fairytale castle.

•  For a unique opportunity 
to visit some château 
courtyards, which are usually 
closed to outsiders, take 
part in one of this region’s 
most famous events, the 
Marathon du Médoc. The 
race traditionally takes 
place on September 7. Wine 
enthusiasts joke that only 
the French could come up 
with something so crazy – 
wine tasting combined 
with a classic 42-kilometre 
marathon! Each year, 
thousands of people dressed 
in outlandish costumes do 
this iconic run, enjoying 
great wines along the way.
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•  The appearance of 
Château Cos d’Estournel in 
Saint-Estèphe was inspired 
by the winery’s founder, 
Louis Gaspard d’Estournel 
(1762–1853), and his passion 
for Eastern cultures. Its 
façade and furnishings 
pay homage to the exotic 
Orient through elephants, 
ornamental figures, and 
pagodas, all inspired by 
Estournel’s travels in the 
1800s through India and 
Macau. In fact, the eclectic 
appearance of the château 
and surrounding buildings 
led to its owner being 
referred to locally as the 
Maharajah of Saint-Estèphe.

•  Today, Cos d’Estournel 
belongs to Michel Reybier, 
and each of the vineyards 
has a view of some element 
of the château. The estate 
consists of 91 hectares of 
vineyards planted with 
Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot grapes. A modern 
new cellar designed by 
starchitect Jean-Michel 
Wilmotte was inaugurated 
in 2011.

VISIT www.masaltos.com

(+34) 954 564 292
Feria 4 y 6  41003. 

Seville, Spain. 
info@masaltos.com

С итальянской обувью Masaltos каждый 
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•  Once a year, the 
wine cellar at Château 
Montrose in the village of 
Saint-Estèphe is specially 
prepared and hosts a dinner 
for the most passionate 
wine lovers in Bordeaux. 
The main barrel hall, 
where Montrose’s first 
wine is matured, is the 
centrepiece of a spectacular 
rehabilitation project and 
combines cutting-edge 
technology with traditional 
18th-century architecture.

•  A good wine demands 
fine cuisine, and gourmets 
will feel at ease here in 
this sense as well. Not only 
does Bordeaux have a large 
concentration of Michelin-
starred restaurants, but this 
part of France also boasts 
the most refined foie gras 
preparation techniques. The 
rich appetiser goes well with 
Bordeaux’s bold red wines.
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•  There are some truly 
unique gems to be found 
among the selection 
of accommodations in 
Bordeaux. For example, 
Château Ormes du Pez, 
which is located near Saint-
Estèphe and is surrounded 
by vineyards. Set in an 
elegant 18th-century wine-
making château, this B&B 
delights guests with its 
harmonious interior design, 
and the majestic park 
beckons with lazy moments 
under the shady trees.

•  Château du Tertre in 
the Margaux region is a 
thousand-year-old estate 
whose vineyard, stretching 
over 52 hectares, has 
remained unchanged since 
1855. With a history dating 
back to 1143, Tertre is one 
of the oldest properties 
on Bordeaux’s Left Bank. 
Guests who choose to spend 
the night at this château 
often even meet the owner 
and his family at the 
breakfast table.
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Look for prices with 
cherries on airbaltic.com

Bordeaux
airBaltic f lies to

twice per week

from €79 one way

10 500 pins 
for airBaltic Club 

members

•  The wild Atlantic coast 
southwest of Bordeaux 
is backed by forests and 
nature reserves and includes 
the finest sandy beach in 
France. Arcachon Bay is 
a fascinating world with 
multiple landscapes: oyster 
ports, sandy beaches, pine 
forests, a famous peninsula, 
and the Dune of Pilat. At 
a height of 110 metres and 
almost three kilometres 
long, it’s the highest dune 
in Europe.

•  Surfing may not be the 
first thing that comes to 
mind when you think about 
the Bordeaux region of 
France. But there are several 
beaches here that are quite 
well suited to the sport. 
In fact, the Atlantic coast 
is a surfer’s paradise, with 
surfing spots ranging from 
gentle to championship-
level waves. bo
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Words by Olga Dolina
Photos by Reinis Hofmanis and Valters Videnieks

LIFE  
BY THE SEA

Embraced by 
serene maritime 
meadows and 
the harsh winds 
of the Baltic 
Sea, Salt House 
represents a 
contemporary 
idea of a Latvian 
house – a mix 
of technologies 
dictated by the 
local climate, 
a sustainable 
approach 
to building, 
and shapes 
reminiscent of 
local �shermen’s 
houses.

Located 54 kilometres from Liepāja, 
right on the edge of Pāvilosta – a small 
seaside town of �shermen, water 
sports fans, nature lovers, and a 
tranquil atmosphere – Salt House 
is the winner of the Latvian 
Architecture Award 2019 and offers 
no barriers whatsoever between its 
impressive panoramic windows and 
stunning views over the coastline. 
Pāvilosta’s historical centre is �lled 
with low gable-roof houses and has a 
unique orthogonal street plan. Each 
of the perpendicularly intersecting 
streets eventually leads to the beach, 
and the seaside can be seen from afar, 
creating a truly special atmosphere.
 ‘There are reasons why seaside 
houses in the Kurzeme region look 
different from everywhere else in 
Latvia. For instance, the wind in 
Pāvilosta blows the rain almost 
horizontally, and this is why local 
houses never had overhanging eaves, 
because they didn’t help,’ says Brigita 
Bula, the architect of Salt House.

•  The architect notes 
that it’s essential to 
choose wisely on which 
side the big windows 
will be located so that 
the house does not 
overheat in summer 
but makes maximal 
use of the sunlight and 
warmth in the colder 
seasons. With the help 
of local constructors, 
the house was built 
of 500-millimetre-
thick monolith 
blocks of windproof 
aerated concrete.

•  The interior of 
Salt House stands 
out with a dynamic 
overlap between open 
and enclosed spaces 
that run the full height 
and entire length of 
the house. This layout 
creates an alternating 
feeling of spaciousness 
and intimacy, thus 
resembling the ever-
changing view of the 
sea that the owners can 
enjoy every time they 
walk through the house.SUNLIGHT
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 The 240-square-metre, one-
storey house is set in a seaside 
meadow. It has a simple, narrow, 
long horizontal volume that �ts 
like a glove in the surrounding 
landscape of undulating dunes. The 
name was inspired by Baltic nature 
itself. Bula often compares the 
house with a sand dune that grasps 
the salt carried by the sea breeze. 
This idea is re�ected in the natural 
tone of the façade’s lime plaster 
exterior, which is also similar in 
structure to coarse salt. The cross-
section of the building’s volume was 
copied from original �shermen’s 
houses – if you wander around 
the area, you can still can �nd old 
examples of this type of housing.
 ‘This house is like a simple 
shell that delimits a piece of the 
surrounding area, without adding 
decoration but using authentic, 
natural materials and maintaining a 
tranquil feeling both inside and out,’ 
says Bula.
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ELEGANCE •  Salt House has 
�oor-to-ceiling windows 
throughout – after 
all, there’s a terri�c 
panorama right outside 
the frame. Only the 
bedrooms have blinds 
and curtains so that the 
early morning summer 
sun does not disturb the 
owners’ sleep.

•  The heating system 
is integrated into the 
�oors, which are made 
of cast concrete. Other 
surfaces were left 
without any decorative 
�nishing to expose 
the essence of the 
construction materials. 
The architect assures 
that the building will 
retain its elegance 
and beauty as it ages – 
cracks or leaks of 
rust will �t its image, 
because this is simply 
the natural order 
of things.

PANORAMA
LIVING SPACE / July
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•  A small sauna 
and swimming pool 
overlooking the sea 
form the perfect 
leisure duo for the 
colder seasons. 
With built-in 
counter�ow, it is an 
everyday swimming 
training facility in 
an unpredictable 
maritime climate.

•  According to architect 
Brigita Bula, Salt House 
is an example of how one 
can create a contemporary 
home within such a 
traditional environment 
as Pāvilosta. It takes into 
consideration traditional 
and local construction 
techniques – why houses 
looked a particular way – 
as well as contemporary 
technological requirements 
and possibilities to create a 
house with enough modern 
comforts for its inhabitants. 
At the same time, it also 
considered resources, 
�nances, and compatibility 
with the location – all 
without being too nostalgic.
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•  Enjoying the local 
cuisine is as important 
for the family living in 
Salt House as it is for 
everyone who visits 
Pāvilosta. One of the 
main specialties of the 
region is smoked �sh.

•  Most of the furniture 
in the house was 
tailor-made by local 
carpenters. The kitchen 
island, built-in shelves, 
and bathroom sinks 
were made of concrete 
slabs ordered from local 
construction workers, 
who enjoyed the 
professional challenge 
of making them. The 
interior �nishing and 
furniture was made of 
local pine, including 
wood salvaged from a 
demolished warehouse 
building in Liepāja.

•  The kitchen is laconic 
and functional. A small 
round window near 
the sink illuminates 
the kitchen counter. 
Similar windows 
in the bathroom 
highlight particularly 
focused eye-level 
views of the natural 
surroundings. bo
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Perhaps it was destiny that Fadejevs started studying 
at South Bay Massage College in Los Angeles after 
having a conversation with the legendary sports 
doctor Henry M.Cryer III, MD, sports rehab. But 
long before his academic studies, he was admitted 
to the full-time school called life when he began 
competing at the age of 13. Only a couple years 
after graduating from college did he realise that his 
professional experience as an athlete had been his 
most important source of learning. 
 It is thanks to 23 years of professional sporting 
experience that he knows the practical side of 
traumatic and overuse injuries. This kind of 
knowledge isn’t taught in any school and can only 
be acquired during a career of athletic competition. 
During his days as a top-level athlete, Fadejevs was 
fortunate enough to work with several world-class 
doctors and physiotherapists and see how medical 
conditions are treated according to the highest 
professional standards. As he says himself, sports 
medicine is truly advanced engineering that requires 
a fast and effective response in real time.
 Fadejevs’ physiotherapy journey began in Los 
Angeles, where he had the chance to work with some 
of the world’s best athletes, such as NBA players Kobe 
Bryant and Corey Maggette, the American sprinters 
Christian Coleman, Walter Dix and Leroy Dixon, and 
even quite a few Hollywood movie stars. But after 
spending four and a half years in the USA, Fadejevs 
moved back to Latvia to open up his own private 
practice. The idea of training within an enclosed 
environment comes from Hollywood. A half a year 
ago, Fadejevs introduced a similar concept in Riga – 
the AF Workout physiotherapy (physio) studio. 
The studio provides facilities that meet the highest 
quality standards. ‘I wanted to create a place where 
I would like to work out myself,’ admits Fadejevs. At 
AF Workout, you’ll �nd the fastest treadmill in the 
world (equipped with air conditioning and the world’s 
most advanced amortisation system), as well as 
indoor bikes capable enough to prepare athletes for 
cycling in the Tour de France.
 Quality always comes �rst, and AF Workout is 
committed to providing only the highest quality 

treatments. Fadejevs has personally trained the 
facility’s physiotherapist team, and more often than 
not, it is he himself who analyses clients’ clinical 
situations, delegating further tasks to his colleagues 
only when he is con�dent that the situation is being 
handled properly. 
 AF Workout stands in opposition to surgical 
procedures and always looks for alternative solutions 
such as methodical exercises and manual therapy. In 
lieu of a conventional gym approach, at this physio 
studio, clients are taught to train the functional 
capacity of the cardiovascular system as they use 
DIY training equipment or their own weight to train 
speci�c muscle groups. Prior to creating a training 
plan, biomechanical principles are used to analyse 
movements and minimise any injury risks. The 
client’s wellbeing and satisfaction with their body 
image is of the utmost importance when developing 
a speci�c plan with tasks and necessary actions. 
One training session usually takes about 1.5 to 2 
hours. There are no more than two people in the 
studio, and the physiotherapist works individually 
with each client, using an intelligent approach in a 
multi-functional environment. However, the client 
has to keep in mind that their assigned homework 
is just as important as each training session at 
AF Workout.
 Along with the work at his private practice, 
Fadejevs continues to support a number of 
notable American sprinters and long-distance 
runners. Traffic from other European countries is 
continuously increasing, and AF Workout gladly 
welcomes new clients from both Latvia and abroad. 
AF Workout’s clientele doesn’t consist only of A-list 
celebrities and athletes, but also regular people in 
all age groups, from children to seniors with poor 
posture, disproportionate muscle strength, or body 
asymmetry – basically, nearly everyone who can 
walk or move. In conclusion, Fadejevs encourages 
everyone: ‘Movement is life and AF Workout is there 
to help you move in the right direction.’
 To book an appointment or to discuss how 
AF Workout can help you, send an e-mail to 
aigars.afw@gmail.com

AF WORKOUT
Citadeles 6, 
Riga, Latvia
Phone: 
+371 29638881, 
+371 25254693
FB/afworkout

Aigars Fadejevs is a Latvian athlete who 
has won medals in both the European 
Championships and in the Sydney Olympic 
Games in the 50 km race walk, in addition 
to having also competed in the Olympic 
games in Atlanta and Athens. When he 
reached the peak of his career, he decided 
to leave everything behind and start a new 
chapter in his life, �rst by travelling, and 
later, by becoming one of the most sought-
after rehabilitation physicians and massage 
therapists in Latvia and abroad. 

AF WORKOUT:
AN OLYMPIC MEDALIST’S 
JOURNEY TO A NEW CAREER

Photos by Dāvis Ūlans (F64)

Aigars Fadejevs
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Want to �nd a peaceful place in the centre of Riga? Head to 
Bergs Bazaar! Built in the late 19th century by Latvian developer 
Kristaps Bergs (1843-1907) and now carefully restored, this 
elegant Riga quarter has become an important calling card of 
the Latvian capital. Among the quarter’s boutiques, shops, and 
cosy restaurants and cafes ensconced by verdant terraces, you’ll 
also �nd the �ve-star design hotel called Hotel Bergs – modestly 
elegant and re�ned yet also relaxed and homely.
 The hotel building is recognised as one of the most beautiful 
structures in the historic centre of Riga. It is also the only 
representative of the Small Luxury Hotels of the World (SLH) 
brand in Latvia. Combining high standards in comfort with a 
sophisticated yet cosy atmosphere, Hotel Bergs is ideal for both 
shorter and longer stays. Its spacious, individually designed 
and decorated guest apartments feature a wonderful synergy 
between 19th-century architecture and contemporary design. 
Art lovers appreciate the reverence that the hotel’s interior 
design holds for original paintings by both Latvian masters 
and contemporary artists, while more business-minded guests 
appreciate Hotel Bergs’ tasteful conference and meeting rooms.
 One of the hotel’s newest features of the season is the just-
opened restaurant Trends, created in collaboration with the 
well-known restaurant group Resto-Rātors. Offering both 
veranda- and summer terrace-seating, the restaurant’s menu 

Publicity photos

Reservations: +371 6777 0900
hotelbergs@hotelbergs.lv
hotelbergs.lv

Reservations: +371 6777 0960
rumene@hotelbergs.lv
rumene.lv

 While individual rooms are generally not rented out, in 
honour of its 10th anniversary, from 1 to 17 July Rūmene 
Manor is offering the opportunity to stay in one of the 
manor’s apartments as well as enjoy exquisite breakfast, 
lunch and dinner meals and a variety of activities, such as 
a traditional Latvian pirts (sauna) procedure performed by 
a bath-house expert, horseback riding, croquet, bocce, and 
golf. Much like at Hotel Bergs, the countryside residence 
also places great importance on the enjoyment of high-
quality music. The unveiling of the estate’s new concert 
hall (in what was once the historic barn) on Saturday, 5 
October of this year, will feature performances by several 
international festival winners: the pianist Andrejs Osokins 
and the talented sister duo Kristīna Balanas (violin) and 
Margarita Balanas (cello). Programme highlights will 
include scores from the most beautiful cinema soundtracks 
of all time, professionally transcribed for violin, cello and 
piano. After the concerts, chef Viktors Ravdive will serve a 
seven-course dinner accompanied with specially selected 
wines. Reservations are required.
 A range of activities, modern amenities, and a 
convenient location have made Rūmene Manor a 
destination highly valued by guests hailing from both near 
and far.

combines world trends with local cuisine: the best modern 
fusion-cuisine recipes, Asian dishes uniquely designed by the 
chef, and modern Latvian cuisine served in a fusion style. 
Likewise, the drinks menu has been put together by the city’s 
best bartenders and sommeliers. 
 It’s become a tradition for connoisseurs of good music to 
gather on the terrace of Trends every Wednesday evening 
because all summer long, from 19:00 to 22:00, the Grimbergen 
Summer Festival at Bergs Bazaar presents free concerts 
featuring excellent musicians. The July concerts will be 
thematically dedicated to jazz, while August will feature 
world music.
 For either small or larger groups who long for tranquility 
and nature, a stay at Rūmene Manor, the country residence of 
Hotel Bergs, perfectly �ts the bill. Guests can rent some or all 
of the buildings for events or overnight stays. The mood there is 
calm and peaceful, tuned to the easygoing rhythm of life in rural 
northern Europe. The 19th-century Neo-Gothic manor estate, 
located just 100 kilometres from Riga, was designed by Theodor 
Seyler (1827-1902), the notable architect of many of the region’s 
stately manors. It is surrounded by seven hectares of landscaped 
park grounds with 364 rare tree species and the manor’s private 
lake. Reconstruction of the manor house and its estate buildings 
was conducted under the guidance of the internationally 
renowned Latvian architect Zaiga Gaile, and done with great 
respect towards the property’s history whilst integrating 
modern comforts. In 2008, the estate’s Main House received 
the award for “Best Reconstruction” by the Latvian Architects 
Association. Rūmene Manor is the only Private Residences 
by SLH associate in the Baltics, and has been recognised as a 
cultural-historical gem on a European-wide scale.

HOTEL BERGS
An architectural and design 
gem with historical charm and 
contemporary elegance

Rūmene Manor
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Having opened last fall, T1 Mall of Tallinn represents 
a bold mix of shopping and entertainment previously 
unseen in the Nordic and Baltic countries. Inside, 
visitors can enjoy a city-street experience complete 
with cafés, restaurants, shops, salons, and art 
galleries. There’s even an indoor park where they 
can just relax or read a book. The public spaces 
feature ambient music specially composed for 
T1 Mall of Tallinn. On top of the building, Europe’s 
�rst rooftop Ferris wheel offers magni�cent views 
across Tallinn. Here we introduce you to three very 
special things about the new shopping mall that are 
worth experiencing.

Positive emotions
T1 of Tallinn presents a unique combination of 
shopping and entertainment and stands as a new 
landmark on the Tallinn skyline. Europe’s �rst rooftop 
Ferris wheel, with 27 thermally insulated pods, 
rises 120 metres above sea level. Only �ve similar 
attractions exist in the world today, all of them in Asia.
 Apart from this unique experience, visit the fourth 
�oor of the mall, where the Taste of Tallinn restaurant 

area features a dozen restaurants serving a selection 
of world cuisines. The food court includes large glazed 
terrace gardens and a cocktail bar that’s open all year 
round to offer hilltop views over Tallinn with the port 
and sea in the background. Right next to Taste of 
Tallinn, and just close enough to keep an eye on the 
children, the Super Skypark entertainment centre 
offers Europe’s largest trampoline park and exclusive 
trampoline ball courts. Other attractions include 
ten-metre-high climbing courts, slide and maze 
�elds, 360-degree as well as 4D and interactive 7D 
cinemas, a bumper-car arena, birthday rooms, and a 
catering centre to serve parties. Among the highlights 
of the entertainment area, which covers 6500 square 
metres, or the equivalent of a full-size soccer pitch, 
is Tallinn’s much-anticipated science and discovery 
centre. In all, parents may count on at least �ve to six 
hours of activities without their kids getting bored.
 Expanding quickly in the Baltics and Nordic 
countries, the Cinamon international cinema group 
has established its �agship multiplex movie theatre 
at T1 of Tallinn, complete with the world’s newest 
technology and utterly comfortable interiors.

Estonia’s �rst new-generation shopping mall offers visitors the fresh synergy of 
shopping, entertainment, and positive emotions.

Interior solutions and design 
The era of huge, low-ceiling, maze-like shopping 
centres is coming to an end all over the world. At T1 
of Tallinn, the high-ceiling hallways, tall storefronts, 
and three huge atriums (two of which cut through 
all four �oors to let in sunlight through massive glass 
domes) create a city-street or park environment. 
The urban experience is completed by atriums, 
including the unique 18-metre-high indoor park in 
the central atrium, where plants grow on an 11-tonne 
steel structure. Another atrium functions as a hub 
for spontaneous entertainment. This is a place where 
street musicians or bands come to play, creating the 
buzz of a summer night in the city.
 The mall’s special soundscape is the �rst of its kind 
in Estonia, and perhaps the whole world, and imitates 
the Earth’s three oscillation frequencies. Works 
composed by Sander Mölder, Ülo Krigul, and Ove 
Kuth Kadak create a natural environment that is not 
perceived as noise nor causes fatigue.
 
Location and selected brands
Without a doubt, the location of T1 Mall of Tallinn is 
a key advantage over other new shopping malls built 
in European capitals. Tallinn’s centre is just a couple 
of kilometres from the mall, and the airport is only 
three minutes away. Trams taking passengers from 
the city to the airport and vice versa stop at a new city 
square right in front of the building. Intercity buses to 
St. Petersburg, Riga, and Tartu will be stopping at one 
corner of the mall.
 With regard to shopping, a few internationally 
recognised brands have chosen T1 of Tallinn as the 
place to open their �rst shops in Estonia: Italian 
lingerie brands Intimissimi and Yamamay as well 
as legwear and beachwear brand Calzedonia. Italian 
accessories brand Mandarina Duck and clothing 
and accessories brands Dixie and Piazza Italia 
have also joined them. T1 stores also include Brums 
children’s clothing, Baltika’s �agship Vérenni concept, 
leading European cosmetics and perfume retailer 
Douglas, Japanese quality and minimalist design by 
Miniso, and the Estonian Raamatukodu bookstore. 
A new concept by United Colors of Benetton, Ecco’s 
�rst Ecco Prime �agship store in the Baltics, and a 
Debenhams store are opening this autumn.
 T1 Mall of Tallinn also features the Art Museum of 
Estonia and Tallinn Art Space galleries, which display 
and sell works by Estonian artists.

T1 MALL OF TALLINN
Architect: Antonio Lavieri
Main contractor: AS Merko Ehitus Eesti
Developer: Pro Kapital Grupp

• 4 floors include 55,000 square metres of 
   leasable space and over 200 stores 
• Europe’s first rooftop Ferris wheel rises 120 metres  
   into the air
• Nearly 7000-m2 Super Skypark family entertainment centre
• 5500-m2 Taste of Tallinn restaurant and café area
• 6 screens in the Cinamon multiplex movie theatre
• 1300 parking spaces

T1 MALL OF TALLINN – three new reasons to travel to Estonia

Publicity photos
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Just as importantly, Liepāja’s public beach is equipped with 
special audio buoys for the visually impaired and swimming 
wheelchairs for people with impaired mobility, as well as an 
easily accessible and wide boardwalk leading straight to the 
water for people with various mobility issues.
 Liepāja is a modern and contemporary 21st-century city with 
a global air, amply illustrated by the wide range of international 
events and presentations held here by both foreign and local 
artists, as well as by the new and innovative companies based in 
the city and the state-of-the-art services that they offer. Liepāja 
has the perfect combination of being worldly but having all of 
the perks that come with being a small urban centre. The city 
has its own charm, an aura that invites you to give yourself up 
and into the breezes of the sea – to enjoy, feel, create and give 
your soul the opportunity to rise above the ordinary.
 The city also has a wide range of �avour- and atmosphere-
rich restaurants and cafés. There is no shortage of good-food 
lovers here, which means that you can enjoy a wide variety of 
world cuisines in this ‘city of the wind’. After a fun (or relaxing 
– it’s up to you!) day at the seashore, kick your feet up in a great 
hotel – the city features a diverse range of hotels, ranging from 
a �ve-star hotel right on the Promenade to classic business-style 
hotels and design/boutique hotels set up in refurbished historic 
factory buildings.
 The environment and mood found in Liepāja will clear your 
mind and help you develop and discover new thoughts and 
ideas. Walking along the edge of the sea or the city’s lake is 
the best way to clear the cobwebs out of your head and to look 
at things from another side – and then recharge, refocus, and 
create something new.
 Enjoy an unforgettable holiday in the most charming Baltic 
city of Liepāja, and enjoy the beach that has the �nest and 
whitest sand in Europe!

ENJOY THE 
FINEST SAND 
BEACH IN 
EUROPE!

Plan some time for rest and relaxation in 
Liepāja, a charming city of modest size on the 
Baltic Sea that can boast with having a seaside 
beach with the �nest sand in Europe. 

A windsurfer at the Northern Breakwater

Liepāja’s beach and recreation area is 50 to 80 metres wide 
and eight kilometres long. It is a prized recreation area not only 
because of its �ne sand (which surprises even those who have 
visited some of the world’s most prestigious resorts) but also 
because of the unspoiled natural environment. Right on the 
beach, just a few metres from the sea, you’ll �nd cosy beach 
cafés – convenient places in which to enjoy a refreshing drink, 
have a delicious meal, and relax with your kids. With all this, it’s 
clear that Liepāja knows how to properly pamper its guests.
 Always in motion yet overwhelmingly calm, the Baltic Sea by 
Liepāja is a sandy and thoroughly natural and relaxing place, 
perfect for not only families with children, but for anyone who 
wishes to recharge in a tranquil and authentic environment. 
After storms, the beach becomes a delight for beachcombers 
who can �nd pieces of amber washed up along with seashells 
and seaweed.
 The beach and sea by Liepāja has become a favourite 
destination for kiteboarding and windsur�ng enthusiasts, with 
the best sites for (and views of ) these extreme sports just a few 
kilometres from the city’s central beach. If you’re into more 
mellow forms of recreation, you can still enjoy the special feeling 
of Liepāja’s seashore by taking out a SUP board or a small boat. 
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Berģu skati is a unique private housing estate being developed 
by SIA Land&Home Baltic Real Estate. The company is proud 
of the projects they’ve already completed and which have been 
well-received by their intended clients, such as the residential 
housing estates Langstiņmuiža and Bukultu priedes. These are 
great examples of Land&Home’s philosophy – to build residential 
estates that provide comfortable living, are a secure investment 
of one’s funds, and have been constructed according to the 
principles of effective management and European quality.
 ‘Based on their previous successes, in 2014 Land&Home 
launched the Berģu skati project, which will provide the unique 
opportunity to live in a quiet, gated-type housing estate alongside 
Mašēnu Lake and the surrounding pine forest, and with a fully 
developed infrastructure as well. No one else can compete with 
us in the aspect of being so close to the capital city without 
sacri�cing a peaceful sense of nature,’ explains real estate 
specialist Jana Gaļicina.
 The �rst subdivision of Berģu skati – called Bit of Swiss – is 
almost sold out, with only seven allotments remaining. Based 
upon this high demand, allotments in the second subdivision, 
Lakeside Club, have just been put up for sale this year, and 
only 16 from a total of 44 allotments remain available. The 
subdivisions are located on opposing shores of Mašēnu Lake: 
a twenty-minute drive from the centre of Riga, 30 minutes 
from Riga International Airport, and the nearest primary 
school and kindergarten are just two and �ve minutes away by 
car, respectively.

BERĢU SKATI – 
the village is already established and awaits you!

A modern and 
affordable home 
surrounded by a lake 
and a pine forest – with 
the capital city just 
a few minutes’ drive 
away. It may seem like a 
luxurious choice, but it’s 
actually the best choice.

 Gaļicina says that the uniqueness of the housing 
estate lies not only in its favourable location so close 
to the conveniences of the capital city, but also 
in the opportunity for residents to buy lakefront 
property – the �rst line of housing plots has its own 
private access to the lake; the second and third 
lines will have access to maintained recreation and 
swimming areas. The lake has been cleaned and 
deepened over the last four years, boardwalks and 
docks have been installed, and for fans of water 
sports and sailing, the construction of a marina is in 
the plans. In fact, one can boat from Berģu skati all 
the way to Riga city centre by way of linked bodies of 
water. There are also two bus stops right next to the 
housing estate, which is notable in itself since access 
to public transport in this type of a housing estate 
is a great rarity; it’s actually quite the bonus given 
that it is usually assumed that if one lives outside 
the city, a private car is a necessity – these days, the 
proximity of public transport is truly freeing. The 
two subdivisions are planned to be connected with 
pedestrian paths, providing both convenience and a 
lovely place for long strolls.
 In May, all utilities, roadwork and landscaping were 
installed/�nished. The housing estate is of the gated 
type – a video surveillance system has been installed 
and security guards are planned to be incorporated. 
‘We can divide our clientele into two categories – one 
consists of young families, and the other are people 
who are at that stage of life when they’re more 
interested in living outside the hustle and bustle of 
the city,’ Gaļicina points out. The estate’s location will 
de�nitely be appreciated by people for whom every 
extra minute spent going to and from work matters. 
Gaļicina, too, has chosen to make her family’s home 
in Berģu skati, and is convinced that it is one of 
the best places to live near Riga. Together with the 
natural environment, the estate’s sense of both luxury 
and security – at an affordable price – made it hard to 
beat. ‘When choosing the place to make a home for 
my family, an important factor was a genuine sense of 
quality, and Berģu skati gave me that,’ she reveals.
 In addition to being a beautiful and well-
maintained place to live, Berģu skati also has all 
of the necessary infrastructure for modern living – 
each allotment is linked with all necessary utilities, 
including internet, television, gas and more. All 
sidewalks and walkways have been installed with 
lighting and are paved with cobblestones.
 Currently, approximately 30% of the allotments 
in Lakeside Club are available for sale, and Gaļicina 
emphasises that, with the arrival of summer and 
the beginning of the active construction season, 
now is the right time to think about buying: ‘With 
the purchase of an allotment at Berģu skati, you 
can choose one of the complimentary home plans 
provided by us. Doing so, �rst of all, speeds up the 
construction process and you will be able to move 
into your �nished home within a year’s or year-and-
a-half ’s time; secondly, it is important for us to create 
a visually appealing, architecturally coordinated 

JANA GAĻICINA
Real estate specialist
LANIDA certificate 
number A-139
+371 281 00 333
jana.galicina@inbox.lv

estate.’ Gaļicina underlines that such a reasonable 
price as is currently being offered is uncommon as 
real estate and housing allotment prices continue to 
rise; prices in already �nished housing estates are 
signi�cantly higher than those being proffered by 
Berģu skati. ‘Berģu skati is a safe and far-sighted 
investment – you’ll be acquiring a plot of land at a 
competitive market price, as well as the opportunity 
to choose the exact location that most appeals to you 
and the home plan that suits you and your family 
best.’ Allotments in Berģu skati have already been 
purchased by a number of well-known people in 
Latvia, and European buyers who appreciate the 
charm of such estates have been showing keen 
interest as well. There are approximately 15 families 
a week coming in to look at the available lots.
 Available allotments range in size beginning 
with 1,200 square metres and are priced 
from EUR 37,000. Lakeside allotments start at 
EUR 80,000. You will not �nd any similar offers 
this close to Riga. Allotments can also be merged. 
Land&Home also offers its own construction services 
so that you can move into your new home as soon 
as possible. You are welcome to take a look at the 
available allotments now – before the start of the 
active construction season – and choose the best 
place for your home.
berguskati.lv
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about the ideology of communism and the building’s 
history.
 Attention should also be drawn to the district’s 
rich history. Initially, Kalamaja housed the city’s 
main �shing harbour and was dominated by 
�shermen. The name speaks for itself: kalamaja 
means ‘�sh house’ in Estonian. Later, after Tallinn 
was linked to Saint Petersburg by railroad, the 
area was used for industrial purposes. The in�ux of 
thousands of workers changed the character of the 
district, and many Soviet-era industrial buildings 
as well as a residential area of wooden houses to 
accommodate workers were built.
 The 100-year-old heritage remains, but the 
industrial heart of this district is disappearing. Once 
the least attractive working-class district in the 
centre of Tallinn, Kalamaja has now been turned 
into the most bohemian area in town. Factory 
buildings have been transformed into museums, 
event venues, and shops, while the wooden quarters 
now house charming restaurants and cafés.
 This hipsterville is currently a very hot 
development area and a hotspot for young 
and creative people. Recent statistics reveal 
that the Põhja-Tallinn city district accounts for 
approximately 17% of the total number of apartment 
transactions, with more than 1500 deals being made 
every year since 2015.
 In close vicinity to Tallinn’s Old Town, Patarei 
Sea Fortress continues to enchant locals and guests 
with its unique architecture. The complex is now 
owned by Riigi Kinnisvara Aktsiaselts (State Real 
Estate Ltd, or RKAS), a company established by the 
Republic of Estonia to manage and develop state 
assets. At present, RKAS is a preferred partner 
and competence centre for the government and 
state authorities. This means that the company 
provides all the necessary services for the effective 
development, management, and maintenance of 
real estate properties owned by the state.

The past and future of PATAREI 
SEA FORTRESS

 In May 2019, RKAS put Patarei Sea Fortress 
up for auction and announced the conditions 
for its sale. A written public auction will be held, 
and bidders are invited to submit their offers by 
November 12, 2019. Along with an offered sales 
price, offers must include the buyer’s background 
information and vision for Patarei’s development. 
The starting price for the property is 4.5 million 
euros. There has already been a strong rush of 
interest from both local and international investors. 
For international bidders, RKAS has partnered up 
with Colliers International.
 This unique property is distinct in many ways. 
The whole building complex has an approximate 
size of 45,000 square metres. Historical buildings 
are available for reconstruction. In addition, a 
completely new building measuring 20,000 square 
metres can be built. The coastal promenade 
between the building and the sea is another value-
added feature. As a matter of fact, the site plan is 
very �exible when it comes to future development 
in the area surrounding Patarei. It can be turned 
into a mixed-use residential and office area with a 
hotel or a prime location for shopping, socialising, 
and dining.
 However, there are certain terms for 
reconstruction and redevelopment of the fortress 
that the future buyer will have to meet. The rebirth 
of the area, including the renovation of the structure 
and seaside promenade, should be completed over 
the next six years. In addition, the buyer will have 
to consider that an exhibition for the International 
Museum for the Victims of Communism will be 
included within the forti�cation complex. In 2018, 
the Estonian Institute of Historical Memory ran 
an international design competition to �nd the 
best design idea for this museum. As a result, Red 
Erosion by Japanese architect Shuhei Endo was 
awarded the jury’s �rst prize.
 With good connections to the Old Town and other 
central neighbourhoods, there is enormous potential 
for this historical site. Estonian and international 
investors are invited to come up with bold visions 
that can be turned into reality. Similarly, planned 
developments in the neighbouring Noblessner area 
will result in hundreds of apartments as well as 
60,000 square metres of commercial space.
 RKAS is thrilled to see what the future holds 
for Patarei Sea Fortress and how the complex of 
national signi�cance will be turned into a tourist 
attraction and a new recreational area for residents 
and the city as a whole.
patarei.eu

Returning to history and the construction of Fort 
Kalarand, now widely known as Patarei, it all began 
in 1829, after Russian Emperor Nicholas I approved 
a plan to build a major coastal protection scheme in 
the city. The fort was proposed on the same location 
as the previous coastal defence system, which dated 
to Swedish rule.
 The arched and sharp-angled complex of 
buildings was completed in 1840, and, following 
several reconstructions, the fortress was turned 
into a barracks for military personnel. Later, in the 
1920s, the building was transformed into a prison 
that functioned for more than 80 years, until 2005.
 Today, the sea fortress is a lieu de mémoire and a 
symbol of national resistance to past regimes. After 
the closing of the prison, Patarei has been a popular 
tourist destination despite remaining vacated most 
of the time. At the moment, the prison space is 
hosting Communism Is a Prison, an exhibition 

Like a raw pearl located on the coast of Tallinn Bay, Patarei 
Sea Fortress stands along Kalaranna in the district of 
Kalamaja and unfolds the history of Tallinn. Patarei has been 
recognised as a unique heritage site on the European level; 
today it is set to reclaim its historical role and become one of 
the most attractive areas in Tallinn.

Publicity photos
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ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IS HARMFUL TO ONE’S HEALTH. THE SALE, SUPPLY AND
PROCUREMENT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES TO MINORS IS AGAINST THE LAW.

MOSKOVSKAYA VODKA – 
with a new creative direction

Moskovskaya, one of Russia’s oldest 
vodkas, has taken a bold new step in its 
creative direction. With a rejuvenated 
bottle design and an exciting new 
marketing campaign celebrating 
Russia’s achievements and pioneering 
spirit, Moskovskaya unveils the new 
campaign globally.
 Moskovskaya* is introducing its �rst 
bottle redesign since 2012, breathing new 
life into the brand as it communicates a 
premium, modern drinking experience 
to consumers whilst retaining the 
core values of Russian authenticity 
and heritage. The introduction of the 
double-headed eagle is in tribute to 
Imperial Russia and celebrates the 
period in history when the vodka was 
�rst produced in 1894. The label also 
highlights the prestigious Osobaya 
category created by Russian pioneer 
M. Kucherov in 1938 – a unique category 
of un�avoured vodka highly regarded for 
its purity and great, smooth taste.
 The exciting new creative direction for 
Moskovskaya will highlight the bottle 
and the brand’s striking green colour. It 
will open a new chapter in the brand’s 
story, appealing to a new generation of 

consumer and breathing life into this 
classic brand.
 The Green Is An Attitude campaign 
includes contemporary street art and 
dynamic ink depictions of classic Russian 
icons, including Moscow’s Red Square 
and the wild eagles and animals found in 
the depths of the Russian forests.
 In line with the new bottle design  
and the innovative marketing campaign, 
the brand is also launching a ground-
breaking Limited Edition bottle 
celebrating the Russian Space 

Programme and a world �rst. In 1959, 
exactly 60 years ago, Russian pioneers 
launched the �rst ever spacecraft to 
escape Earth’s gravity. The craft, Luna 1, 
reached the vicinity of the Moon, 
probed the Moon and captured images 
of the far side of the Moon, contributing 
vital information to the understanding 
of the universe.
 The Limited Edition Moskovskaya 
bottle, called Out of Space, has been 
designed, like the new creative platform, 
in collaboration with the Not Perfect 
Vilnius agency and will be available 
globally, launching in the second 
part of 2019.
 Renatas Alekna, global brand director 
of Moskovskaya, says that as part of 
the dynamic new creative direction for 
Moskovskaya, the brand is embarking on 
a new journey celebrating contemporary 
Russian life and its contribution to 
modern global culture. ‘We’re excited to 
be launching an updated bottle design, 
an innovative new marketing campaign, 
and our Limited Edition bottle, which 
all celebrate Russia’s pioneering spirit,’ 
he emphasises.
 Amber Beverage Group became 
the owners of Moskovskaya Vodka in 
2015 and launched the Moskovskaya 
Infusions range in early 2019. 
Moskovskaya has given a ‘modern twist’ 
to the eastern European tradition of 
infusing vodka with herbs and spices with 
the launch of four new �avoured variants: 
Horseradish and Honey; Pickle and 
Dill; Ginger and Lime; and Cranberry 
and Lime.
 The Moskovskaya brand is now 
available in over 65 markets worldwide, 
with a strong and recognised following 
in the key markets of the UK, Italy, 
Lebanon, the Baltics and Spain. The 
vodka has received numerous awards 
and accolades from experts in worldwide 
competitions since it received its �rst 
Gold Medal in 1954 at the International 
Trade Fair in Bern.
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Osta restaurant is located in one of Riga’s 
most superb locations – on the banks 
of the Daugava River on the island of 
Ķīpsala, not too far from the city centre 
yet far enough removed from its hustle 
and bustle. The nearness of the water and 
the wonderful view of the city gives Osta 
an air of industrial romanticism. That, 
however, is not the only reason guests of 
the restaurant return again and again – 
connoisseur-approved appetizer platters 
created to suit all tastes and a seasonally 
adaptive menu always bring �rst-time 
visitors back for more.
 Laura Eistreiķe, co-owner of Osta, 
points out that it is important for the 

restaurant’s team to not only delight 
guests with an excellently prepared 
meal, but to also give each patron the 
opportunity to relax and leisurely enjoy 
the moment – so that they’re in a good 
mood upon return to the clamour of the 
city. ‘At Osta, we can ful�l a wide variety 
of visitors’ wishes – from a luxurious 
dinner or business lunch in a serene 
atmosphere to a cocktail party or a 
simple glass of wine after a long day's 
work. Indeed, all of this can be enjoyed 
while experiencing the spectacularly 
beautiful view seen either through 
our large picture windows or from the 
outdoor terrace. Regardless of the season 

or time of day, it really takes your breath 
away,’ says Eistreiķe.
 Osta is a family-run business whose 
owners have many years of experience 
in the Latvian restaurant scene. As in 
any family, it is important to them that 
every guest of the restaurant feels at 
home, which is why the attention and 
service provided to the guests of Osta 
is unrivalled. Regardless of whether 
a hurried guest has popped in for the 
weekday business lunch offer, or a couple 
has come in for an elegantly romantic 
dinner, every single guest is a priority 
to the restaurant’s team. ‘One could 
say that the guiding light in the story 
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OSTA
A restaurant with an unforgettable view

Matrožu iela 15, Ķīpsala, Riga
Open: Mon.-Sun 11:30 - 23:00

Tel: (+371) 20009045
info@restoransosta.lv

restoransosta.lv

of our restaurant has been love. A love 
that manifests itself in the interior of 
the restaurant – in the �ne details, the 
colours, the atmosphere, the captivating 
mural of a kiss shared by a mermaid 
and a diver, and, of course, in our menu,’ 
explains Eistreiķe. Osta’s menu is also 
visually different from what one sees 
elsewhere – each one is handwritten in 
the style of a ship captain’s log. In turn, 
everything on the menu is exactly how 
the restaurant’s owners have described it 
– fresh, natural, and highlighting the best 
qualities of each ingredient.
 As the name and location of the 
restaurant indicate, Osta (meaning 

‘harbour’ in Latvian) is a place for lovers 
of seafood. According to those in-the-
know, one of the best �sh soups in Riga 
can be gotten here. Yet this is not the 
only must-try dish here. The restaurant’s 
head chef and his team have created 
their own interpretation of international 
cuisine accented with local foods, with 
special attention given to various smoked 
items, both in appetizer platters and 
main courses. Located on the premises, 
the restaurant’s smokehouse uses self-
procured alder �rewood to prepare 
various �sh and meats – popular choices 
among regular clients and practically 
every �rst-time visitor as well.

 Having gone on gastronomic tours 
around the world, the owners of Osta 
are convinced that one of the best 
parts of going to a restaurant is sharing 
dishes among your party so that you 
can sample as many different items as 
possible. This principle has also been 
adopted by Osta, and each �sh and meat 
main dish comes with a variety of sides 
and sauces to choose from, which, as 
observed by restaurant staff, guests at 
one table like to sample. Every lover of 
�ne food will �nd something to spark 
their fancy, both on the daily menu as 
well as on Osta’s weekly Sunday brunch 
menu that delights with a wide selection 
of dishes to enjoy while listening to live 
background music that sets the mood 
just right.
 Osta restaurant has one of the most 
extensive gin lists in the city. Just like 
for �ne wine, the owners also have a 
weakness for good gin...as apparently 
do many of the restaurant’s clients. The 
gin list at Osta has almost 50 different 
varieties of the spirit – classic labels as 
well as the restaurant’s own self-aged 
gins, a current customer favourite being 
bacon gin.
 A great addition to these delicious 
cocktails are the appetizers on the 
special summer terrace menu, best 
enjoyed, of course, on the glass-
sided open terrace of the restaurant 
(one of the most elegant in Riga). 
Once the warm weather arrives, the 
terrace is particularly sought after by 
holidaymakers and weekenders, and is 
often booked for various private events, 
including birthdays and weddings. 
If you’ve decided on holding your 
celebration elsewhere, Osta restaurant’s 
catering services could be just the thing 
to make your day special.
 If you plan on visiting Osta 
restaurant, take note that the restaurant 
can be accessed in a variety of ways: via 
the wooden boats that run regularly 
along the Daugava River; by way of 
a personal boat or yacht that can be 
moored at the restaurant’s dock; or as 
some of our patrons occasionally do, 
�ying in by helicopter. If you’d like to 
take a look around the neighbourhood 
of Ķīpsala and view its interesting 
architecture, a leisurely walk or bike 
ride are also good options for getting to 
and from Osta restaurant.
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Raimonds Zommers, one of Latvia’s best-
known and most talented chefs, has not 
only created a unique concept restaurant; 
he is also always thinking up something 
new. Zommers is an innovator at heart. 
This can be seen not only in the dishes 
he serves but also in his other inventions. 
He was the one who thought up the 
word knapas – a combination of the 
Latvian knapi (‘hardly, scarcely, barely’) 
and the Spanish tapas – to highlight the 
restaurant’s emphasis on small starters 
prepared using seasonal local ingredients. 
Highlights from this spring’s menu include 
new knapas created by Zommers as 
well as local Latvian products such as 
goat’s cheese, hemp, ostrich meat, eel, 
and sturgeon.
 Zommers is constantly searching for 
new �avours by acquainting himself 
with old recipes, then reviving and 
transforming them according to his own 
understanding of contemporary tastes. 
In fact, the chef ’s last name has become 
a virtual brand, one that is intrinsically 
linked with modern Latvian cuisine. 
Zommers supports locally sourced 
goods and produce with his heart and 
soul, and through the application of 
international (especially French) methods 
of preparation, he creates wonderfully 
exciting dishes. ‘Our team is like a gang of 
treasure hunters. We search for, and also 
�nd, the very best ingredients to make 
the meals that we serve our guests. High 
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This year Entresol is 
celebrating its three-
year anniversary. Under 
the leadership of chef 
Raimonds Zommers, the 
establishment has become 
a recognised top player 
on the Riga restaurant 
scene, standing out with 
its innovative approach 
to preparing and serving 
excellent food.

Open:  
Mon–Sun 12.00–23.00 
Address:  
Elizabetes iela 22, Riga 
Tel: +371 20122220
entresol.lv

ENTRESOL
The £rst ‘knapas’ restaurant 
in Latvia

Raimonds  
Zommers

Caramelised goat 
cheese with beet puree 
and seed bread

quality is our benchmark and our number-
one goal,’ says Zommers.
 Zommers has assembled for himself a 
team of people who not only value quality 
but strive for excellence in everything 
that they do. Which is why it comes as 
no surprise that both Zommers and his 
team regularly enter, and prevail in, 
international competitions. Enthusiasm, a 
sense of responsibility, and a great love of 
food have earned Entresol a high-ranking 
position in the White Guide Nordic, the 
leading restaurant guide in the Nordic 
and Baltic countries. With a listing in the 
‘very �ne’ category, the White Guide has 
named Entresol the sixth best restaurant 
in Latvia. This year, an international jury 
also named Entresol one of the top 30 
best restaurants in Latvia.
 By the same token, those who 
appreciate good, locally-sourced food 
associate Zommers foremost with his 
spirited championing of contemporary 
Latvian cuisine that is based on traditional 
standards. Indeed, his forte is combining 
experimentation and proven classics in 
equal measure. ‘At Entresol, our mission 
is to provide each and every guest with an 
excellent dining experience, whether they 
prefer more classic dishes or, conversely, 
are fond of experimenting and trying new 
things. This is what we’ve been doing over 
the last three years, and our success at it 
means that we will not be veering from 
this track,’ says Zommers.
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several customer favourites that the chef is quite 
proud of: the Fish House seafood salad containing 
lobster, scallops, squid, octopus, avocado, fresh 
greens, and a citrus dressing made with yuzu; and 
Zvirbulis’ masterpiece – the absolute best-selling 
lobster risotto. Although Fish House is decidedly a 
seafood restaurant, a few excellent meat dishes are 
on offer as well, such as beef tenderloin steak, and 
a very special offer of classic wagyu bavette steak. 
The dessert menu that Zvirbulis has created is also 
nothing to scoff at, with such delightful treats as the 
Luxembourg macaroon (made with green tea ice 
cream, raspberries, and Arabian-rose cream) and 
pistachio crème brûlée.
 Fish House has succeeded in �nding the key to 
its customers’ taste buds, leading it to becoming 
a favourite spot for romantic dinners, business 
lunches, and relaxed breakfasts with friends. In 
fact, Riga insiders know that on Saturdays from 
10:00 to 14:00,  Fish House is the place to go for the 
most re�ned and delicious à la carte breakfast in the 
city – the twelve different organic egg dishes that 
Zvirbulis serves leave no room for doubt.
 It is accepted that wine is a perfect partner for 
seafood, and in charge of this aspect at Fish House 
is Gatis Pridāns, the restaurant’s head sommelier 
and host. Pridāns is well-known in Riga for having 
worked in several of the city’s top restaurants 
renowned for their wine and champagne service, 

Skolas iela 29, Riga
fishhouse.lv
book@fishhouse.lv
+371 26497777
Opening hours:
Sun-Mon: Closed
Tue-Fri: 12.00-22.30
Sat: 10.00-22.30

*Next time you’re on 
Instagram, check out 
@fishhousebrasserie 
for some really great 
seafood pictures, 
as well as to keep 
up to date on new 
menu  items!

Riga has long deserved a restaurant 
for lovers of �sh and seafood at which 
everything served truly falls under the 
de�nition of ‘haute cuisine’. Fish House 
Brasserie de luxe stands out with its 
concept of casual gourmet dining and 
an atmosphere reminiscent of a French 
brasserie. Executive chef Jānis Zvirbulis 
has created the menu based on his motto 
of ‘quality without compromise’, and the 
restaurant has unabashedly set itself the 
goal of becoming the �rst Michelin-starred 
restaurant not only in Latvia, but in the 
Baltics as a whole.
 Fish House has been on the Riga 
restaurant scene for a relatively short while – 
just since summer of last year – yet it has 
already garnered an appreciative following. 
It is the place where executive chef Jānis 
Zvirbulis creates his unique interpretation 
of Lyonnaise cuisine. Using modern cooking 
techniques and only the �nest quality 
produce and ingredients, Zvirbulis creates 
a symphony of taste that both honours the 
cultural heritage of France and respects the 
authenticity of natural �avours. 
 The master chef of Fish House has 
studied cooking at the world’s culinary 
mecca – Institut Paul Bocuse in Lyon – 

which explains his devotion to French 
cuisine. He subsequently perfected his skills 
working alongside legendary masters of 
culinary art in some of the �nest French 
restaurants, such as the Michelin-starred 
La Table des Blots.
 Fish House’s master chef has also worked 
at several of Latvia’s �nest restaurants, so 
locals are well aware that the name Zvirbulis 
means guaranteed quality. He is also an 
innovator, fond of discovering and combining 
various �avours that may, at �rst, elicit 
bewilderment – for instance, an appetiser 
featuring burrata with octopus, or a lasagna 
made from lobster and sweetbreads. These 
sorts of successful experiments are exactly 
why the restaurant’s guests return again 
and again, praising the chef ’s nontraditional 
yet sensational �avour combinations. In 
emphasising seasonality, the menu has 
already changed several times since the 
restaurant’s opening, thereby sealing its 
commitment to serving only the best that 
the sea and the land have to offer. ‘Every 
ingredient that we use at Fish House is 
worth its weight in gold. We have our own 
view of the world, and we wish to pass that on 
to our guests through the food that we create,’ 
explains Zvirbulis. There are, of course, 

Executive
chef 
Jānis

Zvirbulis

and he has made sure that Fish House rises above 
the rest not only in terms of food, but with its 
drinks menu as well. You’ll �nd no other place in 
Riga serving all-natural, additive-free Radikon 
biodynamic wine, and Pridāns’ selection of top-
notch champagnes is impressive, to say the least. 
‘It was important for us to listen to the preferences 
and wishes of our customers when putting 
together the wine list. That’s why we have such a 
large selection of unique wines to serve to guests 
who enjoy surprises,’ reveals Pridāns.
 Interior designer Elizabete Ivanova has brilliantly 
executed the casual-gourmet atmosphere as 
envisioned by the team at Fish House. Instead 
of white tablecloths, your meal will be served on 
re�ned yet warm natural stone tabletops, made 
right here in Latvia. Just like the menu, the 
décor features details that favourably contrast, 
such as playful �sh-print wallpaper juxtaposed 
with elegant porcelain dinnerware. All of the 
restaurant’s tableware is custom made by 
Dibbern Manufaktur.
 Fish House can accommodate 36 guests, and 
no more. Which is why it is strongly encouraged to 
make reservations for evening meals if you want to 
be sure to get a table. And don’t be surprised if you 
see a famous face or two – Fish House’s excellent 
food and reasonable prices have been discovered 
by more than a few celebrities.

FISH HOUSE 
BRASSERIE 
DE LUXE – 
a casual gourmet experience

Oysters from 
Arcachon, France

“A la pistache” 
Creme Brulee

Lobster and veal 
sweetbread lasagna
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A true �ne-dining establishment, COD is 
the brainchild of people who will settle for 
no less than perfection. Brand chef Uvis 
Janičenko, who trained with Japan’s top 
chef Seiji Yamamoto at his three-Michelin-
starred restaurant RyuGin, has created a 
menu that is contemporary yet true to the 
cornerstones of tradition. The ethos at COD 
is based on high-quality ingredients, pure 
�avours, and a simplicity that borders on 
minimalism at its �nest.
 The restaurant specialises in robata-
grilled dishes and also offers an exquisite 
sushi selection. The menu features such 
delicacies as black cod, Chilean sea bass, 
and wagyu beef and is regularly enhanced 

by the chef ’s special, seasonally inspired 
dishes. Vital elements for a completely 
authentic experience are sourced in 
Japan – from ingredients such as fresh 
wasabi, yuzu citrus, and sakura leaves to 
ceramic tableware.
 The embodiment of Japanese culture 
can be witnessed on all levels at COD. The 
restaurant is by no means �ashy; instead, it’s 
a discrete haven, almost unnoticeable from 
the street. With a sophisticated minimalist 
interior created by talented local artists, the 
restaurant demonstrates a re�ned sense 
of aesthetics that, together with superb 
cuisine, creates a unique dining experience 
delighting all the senses.

Ranked among 
the best 30 Baltic 
restaurants by 
the White Guide 
Nordic, a prominent 
gastronomy guide 
in northern Europe, 
COD Robata 
Grill Bar is the 
«rst restaurant 
in Latvia offering 
authentic, high-end 
Japanese cuisine.

COD Robata Grill Bar
Japanese f ine dining

Publicity photos

The elegant and welcoming bar is not a mere 
addition to the restaurant but a place to visit in 
its own right. With a gently lit lounge interior, 
the bar has a unique ambience of its own and 
provides a perfect backdrop for enjoying a 
relaxing and re�ned evening.
 Cocktail craft is taken as seriously here as 
the approach to cuisine. The cocktails are 
designed using only the highest quality spirits 
as well as homemade infusions and seasonal 
ingredients. Some drinks �nd their inspiration 
from classic cocktails, though a signature touch 
is always added. For instance, COD’s twist on a 
dry martini uses a blend of gin and sake and is 
garnished with a cherry blossom – an intriguing 
cocktail with a delicate and simple presentation 
but a complex �avour pro�le.
 The bar regularly hosts special events, 
inviting some of the most renowned bartenders 
and industry professionals. Representatives 
from the World’s 50 Best Bars list frequent COD 
with master classes and guest shifts, offering 
a unique opportunity for guests to immerse 
themselves in the most re�ned aspects of 
cocktail culture.

COD is complemented by a separate 
lounge area where award-winning 
bartenders fuse Japanese-in�uenced 
style with a strong foundation in 
classic cocktails.

 Alongside the cocktails, the drinks 
menu is created in unison with the 
restaurant’s cuisine, serving an extensive 
selection of premium sake, shochu, 
Japanese whiskies, and craft beers, while 
not missing out on high-quality wines as 
well. The drinks are selected speci�cally 
to match the restaurant’s dishes and not 
overpower the subtle �avours of Japanese 
cuisine but instead to highlight them 
and bring the overall dining experience 
to completion.

Cocktail art

Tērbatas iela 45, Riga
Open: Mon–Thu: 

12.00–23.00
Fri–Sat: 12.00–01.00

cod.lv
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A visit to the Ferma restaurant is like a 
journey into the world of �avour and colour, in 
which special thought has been given to each 
stop along the way. Ferma’s chef and owner, 
Māris Astičs, is one of the most talented chefs 
in Latvia; he also runs the Restaurant Service 
School, where he teaches new chefs-to-be. 
It’s truly rare to �nd anyone more passionate 
and dedicated to his profession than Astičs. 
‘Food must be visually pleasing and beautifully 
presented,’ he says. ‘But �rst and foremost, it 
is a source of energy, and therefore one must 
not forget that the guest should leave the 
restaurant satiated.’
 The extensive menu at Ferma changes 
seasonally and pleases both meat-lovers and 
vegetarians. Astičs has come to be known 
as a ‘�sh chef ’, so it’s no surprise that he 
also serves several types of �sh. The smoked 
sturgeon is one of diners’ favourite dishes on 
Ferma’s regular menu, especially because 
it is smoked on site at the restaurant. Seeing 
as Astičs is also an avid hunter, guests can 
often enjoy venison tartare or �llet or other 
game he has hunted himself. Dessert lovers 
can taste the creative combination of �avours 
introduced by Airita Jurcika, one of the 

Foto paraksts: Chef Māris Astičs

Address:  

Valkas iela 7, Riga

Open:  

Mon–Sat 12.00–24.00

Sun closed

E-mail:  

info@fermarestorans.lv

fermarestorans.lv

Publicity photos

most notable pastry chefs in Latvia. Her 
desserts and awards speak for themselves and 
conclude a dinner at Ferma with the taste of 
perfection and 100% satisfaction.
 The team at Ferma is very familiar 
with the ancient verity that a good meal 
is incomplete without wine. It therefore 
offers guests a wide selection of �ne wines 
at reasonable prices. The restaurant’s 
vinothèque delights even the most 
sophisticated wine lovers, and the use of 
Coravin technologies allows them to enjoy 
a glass of exclusive wine without having to 
order a whole bottle. Sommelier Mārtiņš 
Tērauds has personally selected each of the 
almost 150 wines and drinks on the list. 
 Astičs points out that each product on 
the restaurant’s menu has a story to tell. To 
bring these stories to light, Ferma offers 
masterclasses led by the chef that highlight 
the �avours of Latvian foods. To obtain the 
ingredients for these classes, participants 
are encouraged to join Astičs on a shopping 
trip to Riga’s Central Market, which is one of 
the largest markets in eastern Europe and 
the best place to �nd local products. It’s a 
favourite place for many of the city’s chefs. 
In his masterclasses, Astičs tells about the 
products and shows how to make the best 
use of their characteristic �avours. Ferma’s 
masterclasses are open for groups and require 
prior reservation.
 For daytime dining, Ferma recommends its 
selection of business lunches, available every 
weekday from noon until 4 pm. And when the 
work week is over, restaurant guests can enjoy 
live music on Friday or Saturday evenings. 
Sipping a glass of �ne champagne or one of 
Ferma’s signature cocktails to the sounds of a 
saxophone playing in the background – what a 
great plan for the weekend!

Located in Riga’s 
Quiet Centre with 
a terrace facing 
Viesturdārzs, one 
of the city’s most 
beautiful parks, 
Ferma is a restaurant 
for people who 
appreciate excellently 
prepared local 
products as well as 
those who love the 
culinary classics 
prepared in the 
best traditions.

A restaurant for GOURMET 
TRAVELLERS
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Cloud Nine is a premium cocktail bar in Riga’s Quiet 
Centre, and for the past three years it has been not 
only serving premium alcoholic drinks and cocktails 
to its guests but also providing the best service and 
restaurant-quality cuisine from a kitchen that’s open 
until two in the morning – the only such place in Riga.
 Feel the global aura as soon as you step inside 
Cloud Nine – this is exactly the kind of atmosphere 
the bar’s creators wished to create. ‘We wanted to 
create a place where everything is the best. A place 
where people can relax, enjoy the best premium 
cocktails, learn about various types of alcoholic 
drinks, and eat �ne food the whole night long,’ says 
Anton Zhilin, a co-owner of Cloud Nine. ‘That’s 
how we came up with the name Cloud Nine, which 
symbolises the fact that our guests aren’t in seventh 
heaven here; they’re someplace better yet – on 
cloud nine.’
 The owners have given thought to pampering their 
guests not only with exclusive drinks and meals but 
also with an environment they can really take delight 
in. Every detail has been considered, from the special 
Latvian-made furniture to the lighting and music, 
which is played on high-end stereo equipment, and 
even the service and the temperature and choice of 
colours in the bar.

CLOUD NINE
Premium cocktail bar

Address: 
Strēlnieku iela 1b,  
Riga
Tel.: +371 22999919 
E-mail: 
info@cloudnine.lv 
cloudnine.lv 
Open: Tue–Sun: 
18.00–02.00 

Monte Alban

Sex on the floor

 Cloud Nine’s greatest pride and joy is its extensive 
menu, which the Barproof Awards named in 
2018 as one of the top three bars in Russia and its 
neighbouring countries in its Best Spirits Selection 
category. Cloud Nine’s menu includes more than 
100 different signature cocktails: a variety of aperitifs, 
long drinks, before-dinner cocktails, limited-edition 
cocktails. And although you won’t �nd the most 
standard, traditional cocktails on the list, the barmen 
will gladly mix up your favourite drink, even if it’s not 
on the menu. Bar’s wine list includes organic wines.
 In order to acquaint its guests with premium 
alcohol brands, Cloud Nine regularly organises 
cocktail weeks, at which it offers exclusive cocktails 
from speci�c brands. Guests also appreciate the 
opportunity to try premium alcohol by the glass. And 
as you look at the bar shelf, you can’t help but notice 
some of the collector’s item bottles from exclusive 
brands, which are worth thousands of euros. They’re 
not just for decoration – if you want, you can try those 
as well.
 Cloud Nine is a great place to hide from the heat on
warm summer evenings with friends. But it’s also 
appropriate for a business meeting or a private event, 
for which the special VIP room may be reserved. 
However, this bar can get quite busy, especially on 
weekends, so best to make your reservation well in 
advance. Minimum entry age is 21.

Publicity photos
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For already more than half a year the Ikos Olivia 
restaurant has been welcoming Rigans and guests to the 
city with a combination of Mediterranean and Northern 
traditions and foods that are not available anywhere else 
in Latvia.
 The story of Ikos Olivia must begin with the story 
about its chef, Alexander Kardash, who is responsible 
for bringing the taste of the world to the restaurant’s 
menu. Although Kardash has more than 20 years’ 
experience in the �ne dining sector, having worked 
at restaurants from across Europe to Japan, he still 
makes time to train at some of the best restaurants 
in the world at least twice a year. He has worked at 
Michelin-starred restaurants in Singapore, Norway, and 
Moscow and has even developed a menu for the Queen 
of Norway. In fact, several of the foods that appeared 
on that royal menu, such as the North Sea cod and the 
popular risotto with crab meat, can now be ordered at 
Ikos Olivia in Riga.
 In creating the menu for Ikos Olivia, Kardash has 
taken inspiration from French, Italian, Greek, and 
Spanish gastronomic traditions but has also included 
hints of Asian �avours and combined everything with 
his own passion for experimental cuisine. However, he 
and his team at the restaurant pay most attention to the 
products they use – they must be not only seasonal but 
also clean and organically grown. That’s why Kardash 
personally knows each of the restaurant’s suppliers.

Mediterranean cuisine with 
hints of Scandinavian �avour

 ‘The fresh produce and ingredients are the most important 
thing. They must be not only correctly grown, obtained, and 
delivered; they must also be processed correctly in our kitchen,’ 
says the chef. ‘Therefore our task is to �nd  produce and meats 
of excellent quality, prepare them with respect, and serve them 
in an agreeable setting. In addition, it’s important for us to give 
thought to each ingredient, from the �sh and meat all the way to 
the mushrooms and berries, which are, for example, gathered 
in the forests of northern Finland. If each of the ingredients in a 
dish is of the highest quality, then the meal is truly delicious and 
enjoyable.’
 Kardash explains that Ikos Olivia is distinct not only for 
its high-quality produce and unique �avours and manners of 
preparation, but also for its general philosophy. Each food on the 
menu has a story of its own. As he created the menu, Kardash 
decided to highlight �sh and seafood. The Mediterranean turbot 
is from the French coast, where it is raised on an organic �sh 
farm, while the North Sea cod is caught in the Barents Sea and 
the shrimp are supplied from Canada. The sword�sh comes from 
the Atlantic Ocean and sometimes takes more than 20 hours to 
be delivered to the restaurant. Ikos Olivia is the only restaurant 
in Latvia to have been granted an official catch quota for blue�n 
tuna, leading the chef to creat a unique concept for Riga – a tuna 
menu.
 The Ikos Olivia team has also kept meat lovers in mind. 
Most of its meats come from Ireland, because, as Kardash 
explains, the Irish have not only been meat producers for many 
generations, but they are also able to ensure that the meat 
delivered to his restaurant is organically grown, tender, juicy, and 
full of �avour.
 The dessert menu at Ikos Olivia is not large, but each of the 
dishes contains re�ned, nuanced �avours that might even recall 
childhood. One of the favourite desserts at the restaurant is 
the caramelised Brunost, or cheese cream with cloudberries 
from the Arctic – guests call it an absolute masterpiece. 
Another highlight is the chocolate brownie with black garlic 
and lingonberry sauce, which once again con�rms the chef ’s 
tendency to not shy away from experimenting with various 
�avours and manners of preparation. It is precisely for this 
reason that the menu at Ikos Olivia often features fermented 
products made on site at the restaurant, including nuts, egg 
yolks, and kombucha, which features in several sauces.
 Ikos Olivia is located in a two-storey wooden building dating 
to the 19th century in the heart of Riga’s Art Nouveau district. 
The restaurant has taken care not only with its gastronomic 
offer but also its visual image. Naturally, the exterior attracts 
attention, but so does the well-considered interior, with its subtle 
colours, brick walls, velvet, copper, wood, and the romance of 
an attic space. Because Ikos Olivia can accommodate up to 
100 guests, the restaurant’s unforced informal atmosphere is 
ideal for meetings with friends and romantic dinners as well as 
for business meetings and larger celebrations.

IKOS OLIVIA 
bar & grill restaurant 

Address:
Krišjāņa Valdemāra iela 25, Riga
Open: Mon-Fri 13.00–23.00
Sat-Sun 12.00–23.00
Phone: +371 27 338 866
ikosolivia.lv

Sous-Chef Karina Kutakova and chef 
Alexander Kardash
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Everything good starts close to home, 
which is how the idea of Riits was born – 
a friendly, hospitable, cosy and vibrant 
place that uses the highest-quality 
seasonal products, mostly locally sourced, 
and turns them into what could be called 
the new, modern Latvian cuisine. The 
owner is a true enthusiast for organic 
produce and has travelled around Latvia 
to get to know smaller and larger organic 
producers and bring their produce to his 
vibrant garšvieta (meaning ‘�avour spot’ 
or ‘taste spot’ in Latvian), where it can all 
be enjoyed by us, too.
 There is a story behind everything – 
and here there is not merely a story but 
also charm and style. Riits is modern and 
chic but simultaneously very cosy. Does 
it manage to pull off the combination 
because of its quirkiness? That’s very 
likely – because when you feel like you’ve 
taken in the view and sit back in a 
comfortable seat, you suddenly notice, for 
example, that the walls are covered with 
egg cartons. Eggs are kind of a passion 
here – the breakfast menu (and more) 
gets right to the point with the tastiest 
egg dishes that an empty stomach could 
dream up.
 This goes equally well (and, obviously, 
not by accident) with the name of the 
place – Riits. In the standard spelling 
rīts, the name means ‘morning’ in 
Latvian. For the team at Riits, the idea 
of morning goes hand in hand with 
the adjectives fresh, brisk, lively, sunny, 
healthy, and enthusiastic. ‘Everything 
begins in the morning,’ says the owner of 
Riits. ‘It’s the idea of rising and shining 
in anticipation of what’s to come that 
inspires us.’
 As for the idea of being a ‘taste 
spot’ – a garšvieta, rather than a 
restaurant – well, this is a story (just 
like the many stories where innovation 
comes about by accident) born of sheer 
necessity. It’s a story about the ultimate 
team collaborating to put forward both 
exquisite food and incredible drinks. 
Restaurants serve foods, bars serve 
drinks, but a garšvieta is a place that 
offers both innovative food and amazing 
drinks. A garšvieta is also a new concept 
that binds ubiquitous �avours together in 
one harmonious synergy.

 The menu at Riits is compact and seasonal, and 
the vast majority of the mains as well as parts of 
other dishes are prepared on the establishment’s star 
companion – a live charcoal grill. The coal is exclusively 
oak, and the grill is set up in plain sight, so you’re 
welcome to have a look at it before you sit down to 
order. The light and unmistakable aroma of food being 
cooked over live coals certainly transports you right out 
of the city and slows down your pace without you even 
noticing – it’s a bit magical.
 While featuring a few permanent, unforgettable 
dishes that no regular customer would allow to be 
replaced, the short but diverse menu gets refreshed 
often enough. No matter whether you’ve visited Riits 
before or if your �rst encounter with it still lies ahead, 
you’re in for a treat with the splendid newcomers 
on its menu, like the milk-fed veal chops with oven-
cooked vegetables or the miso-glazed cod �llet. Should 
you wish to start off with a beautiful salad, the seared 
salmon served with sweet potato puree, quail eggs, and 
mixed greens will be just right. A delicious vegetarian 
option is the avocado salad with a tangy carrot-ginger 
dressing. And it’s not just salad – each menu category 
caters for vegetarians as well. The same goes for those 

Dzirnavu iela 72, Riga 
Open:  
Mon 12.00–23.00 
Tue–Sat 9.00–23.00 
Sun 9.00–23.00
restoransriits.lv

Publicity photos

Chef Andrejs Terentjevs

The modern «avour of the Latvian countryside
GARŠVIETA Riits

who’ve come to enjoy a local touch in the dishes – each 
menu category has something Latvian to offer, such as 
the smoked �sh salad with potato sauce for a starter.
 The foods are hearty and satisfying but also healthy, 
and the Latvian-inspired dessert menu is as guilt-free 
as they come. A sweet cottage-cheese mousse in berry 
sauce is full of �avour and just about sweet enough 
to be considered dessert – it’s the perfect �nish to a 
meal. A noticeable newcomer on the dessert menu is 
the sour cream brûlée with egg yolk, sea-buckthorn 
berries and white chocolate.
 Riits follows the seasonality of products and 
works with small batches of fresh, locally sourced 
goods. The team is therefore able to offer a variety 
of daily specials. They wish to include the very small 
producers in the equation, too, and not just rule out 
their produce because it comes in too small a quantity. 
They know quality when they see it, so they don’t go 
by quantity and play with what they have to bring 
wonderful, small-batch goods to the table.
 Come and enjoy the �avours of local, organic, 
and seasonal foods at the ultimate ‘taste spot’, 
Garšvieta Riits, which we guarantee will steal your 
heart at �rst bite. 
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MUUSU (which means ‘ours’ in Latvian) is not only 
a lovely place for gourmets to enjoy a re�ned meal – 
it is also a wonderful experience for those seeking a 
pleasant atmosphere. MUUSU has consolidated its 
identity and is one of the best lunch and dinner spots 
in Riga. 
 The restaurant’s team is proud that MUUSU has 
succeeded in de�ning its own place among the wide 
array of eating establishments in Riga. Head Chef 
Kaspars Jansons is the main culinarian at MUUSU 
and is one of the leading chefs in the country, having 
participated in (and won) many international 
culinary competitions and subsequently serving as 
a judge at such events. ‘Over the years, the MUUSU 
restaurant has grown a “strong backbone”,’ says 
Jansons. ‘We know what our guests expect of us and 
how to ensure that they receive only the best.’ 
 Beginning with June, guests at MUUSU will be 
pleasantly surprised with a new menu featuring 
several of Janson’s culinary masterpieces. This 
menu continues to represent MUUSU restaurant’s 
traditional values of freshness, all-natural 
ingredients, and innovation – features that MUUSU’s 
discerning customers appreciate. One of Jansons’ 
latest culinary masterpieces is braised lamb, a dish 
that requires a lot of work and know-how not only 
in terms of the actual cooking process but also in 
preparing the meat. Jansons likewise recommends 
guests try one of the several dishes featuring ostrich 
or fresh �sh from Latvia’s lakes and rivers which 
vary according to the seasonal catch. ‘With this 

Skārņu iela 6, Riga 
Open: Mon 17.00–22.30
Tue-Fri 12.30–22.30
Sat 17.00–22.30
Sun closed

Tel.: (+371) 25772552 
muusu.lv 
facebook.com/
muusurestorans 
twitter.com/
muusurestorans 
instagram.com/
muusurestorans 

Contemporary «avours at 

MUUSU
If you’re looking for a summer-like feeling in Riga’s 
Old Town, head straight to MUUSU restaurant.

new menu, MUUSU is pushing the envelope 
and heading into experimentation as we use, 
for example, more Mediterranean ingredients 
such as scallops, oysters, mussels, calamari 
and �sh from that region,’ explains Jansons. He 
admits that this new bearing has been directly 
in�uenced by the last few months which he 
spent in the region between the French Riviera 
and the rocky Italian coast, adding to his already 
substantial culinary experience. In addition 
to the regular menu, MUUSU also features a 
changing daily menu featuring what is in season 
at the moment and how the chef has decided to 
prepare it that day.  

 Also delighting guests with a variety of selections 
is the dessert menu, the reins of which Jansons 
has now passed over to the new and talented 
pastry chef Daina Pope-Gulbe, whose specialty 
is contemporary creations with a taste of home. 
A newcomer to the menu is the mascarpone 
dessert, the creation of which was also galvanized 
by Jansons’ Mediterranean stint.    
 MUUSU is a great place to enjoy exquisite foods 
and wonderful drinks. In fact, the honourable 
experts at the Baltic Wine List Awards 2019 
have included the MUUSU wine list among the 
best and most engaging wine lists in the Baltics. 
Drinks and cocktails can be enjoyed before dinner 
in our special �rst-�oor cocktail room. After 
the meal, guests can head to the third �oor at 
MUUSU, which is ideal for cosy after-dinner chats 
accompanied by dessert and all-natural herbal teas 
gathered from the local countryside. All three �oors 
at MUUSU can be reserved for private events: 
‘For guests who wish to host a private or corporate 
event with us, we can create a customised menu 
based on their preferences and MUUSU’s culinary 
innovations and traditions,’ explains Mārtiņš 
Bērziņš, the restaurant’s manager. But for many, 
their favourite place is the restaurant’s outdoor 
terrace. Rated as one of the city’s most beautiful 
spots for al fresco dining, it’s an elegant place to 
enjoy not only the charm of Riga’s Old Town, but 
also a delicious cocktail or glasss of wine from the 
restaurant’s superb drink list.

Head Chef Kaspars Jansons

 JEWISH LIFE IN JŪRMALA!
Jūrmala’s (Bulduri district) only active synagogue, ‘Beit Israel’ has opened! 
A Torah scroll has been procured, antique furniture and chandeliers have 
been restored, and new furniture has been installed.
At ‘Beit Israel’ daily prayers are held, Shabbats and all important events 
of the Jewish calendar are observed, and meals are organised. Personal 
celebrations such as wedding ceremonies, brit milahs, upsherin ceremonies, 
B’nai Mitzvah, and so on can also be held here. Lectures on current social, 
cultural, and historical topics are held, and various educational programmes 
are carried out.
Please contact the Rabbi to �nd out about upcoming events or to ask 
questions. Tel.: +371 26 886 502; email: shimon.kutnovsky@gmail.com.

 ЕВРЕЙСКАЯ ЖИЗНЬ В ЮРМАЛЕ!
В Юрмале в районе Булдури открылась единственная на сегодня 
действующая синагога «Бейт Исраэль»!
Для новой синагоги был специально написан свиток Торы, а также по 
особому заказу отреставрированы антикварные мебель и люстры, и 
изготовлена мебель. 
В «Бейт Исраэль» проводятся ежедневные молитвы,  отмечаются 
шаббаты и организуются трапезы, празднуются все важные события 
еврейского календаря, а также возможна организация празднования 
любого события из вашей личной еврейской жизни: хупы, бат или бар 
мицвы, халаке и так далее. 
Связаться с раввином синагоги, чтобы узнать о ближайших 
событиях или задать свой вопрос, можно в любое время по телефону 
+371 2 6886502 или по e-mail shimon.kutnovsky@gmail.com

Адрес синагоги : / �e synagogue’s address  
Bulduru Prospekts 33, Jūrmala, Latvia

www.jewrmala.lv

Investments & Development Accounting & Finance Law & Tax Agri Estate

Valmieras 20a • Cesis • Cesu novads • LV-4101 • Latvia
Phone: (+371) 641 07 185 • actusQ@actusQ.lv
More at www.actusQ.lv

SAFE AND
SUSTAINABLE 
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 Sushi master Sergey Kim

The Catch was started by husband-and-wife team Alexander and 
Alexandra Slobine as a small family-run restaurant that grew into 
an international business. With his extensive local and international 
experience in the restaurant business, especially in Asian and 
Japanese cuisines, Alexander is the heart and soul of The Catch. 
It was he who opened the �rst Japanese restaurant in Riga almost 
twenty years ago, attracting gourmets from the Baltic region for 
years after. Now he’s put his knowledge and experience into this cosy 
restaurant, which he calls his life’s work.
 The Catch combines three basic values that, in Alexander’s 
mind, are critical to creating an excellent brand: experience in 
the restaurant business, the highest-quality, best-origin products, 
and a top-class team. These three elements also came into play 
when creating the menu at The Catch. Though the dining hall isn’t 
spacious, the menu represents the best traditions from Japanese 
cuisine. Here diners can taste the pride of Japanese food, sashimi, 
which is made from only the best raw �sh. It is available in two 
styles: classic (served on ice with a side order of soy sauce) or in 
the new style, currently trending in Europe (with a special sauce 
accompanying each �sh). The restaurant also offers sushi rolls and 
various appetisers as well as meats, �sh, and vegetarian items grilled 
in the robatayaki style.
 The Catch’s team takes pride in its top-quality �sh and shrimp. Here 
patrons can enjoy blue�n tuna, yellowtail, sea perch, eel, Scottish 
salmon, and even such a delicacy as tuna belly. Alexander points out 
that even the tiniest details are important in Japanese cuisine, which 
is why at The Catch, for instance, they use only fresh wasabi root 
rather than powder. ‘We want to offer our diners only the best, so we 
carefully choose our product sources and ingredient suppliers. To 
that end, The Catch serves up the best crab meat from Kamchatka, 
organically farmed salmon from Scotland, and our shrimp comes from 
Mozambique, Argentina, and other countries,” he says.
 Among the guests’ favourite dishes are the blue�n tuna and tuna 
belly, which is not just the softest and priciest part of the tuna, but it 

is said that no other restaurant in the Baltics even 
offers this on its menu. Diners at The Catch also 
speak highly of the only soup on the menu, the 
chicken ramen, which features organically-raised, 
robata-grilled meat over Japanese noodles prepared 
by a specially-trained cook. The team has kept 
vegans and vegetarians in mind, too, offering plenty 
of dining options besides meat and �sh. One of the 
favourite vegan menu items is the wafu spinach 
salad, which includes avocado, peanuts, and sesame 
seeds. The Catch entrusts the preparation of the 
traditional Japanese dessert known as mochi to 
another specially-trained cook.
 The waitstaff at The Catch is most knowledgeable 
about Japanese cuisine and can help guests select 
the best combinations of foods. Likewise, the service 
team can offer equally expert advice on appropriate 
cocktail and beverage choices to accompany your 
meal. Naturally, one doesn’t want to miss the 
opportunity while dining at a Japanese restaurant to 
try one of the many versions of the traditional drink 
sake, of which The Catch offers a relatively large 
selection. But those who prefer stronger drinks will 
de�nitely appreciate the care the bartenders have 
taken in assembling an array of cocktails tailored to 
pair well with the �avours found in Japanese cuisine. 

One favourite cocktail here is the YuzuZuzu, which 
consists of sake, Midori, gin, lime juice, and egg 
white. By the way, on Friday and Saturday nights 
The Catch indeed becomes a small cocktail bar for 
residents and visitors to Riga’s so-called Quiet Centre 
looking to unwind after the workweek.
 The Catch has a homey atmosphere that’s 
perfect for conversations and spending time with 
friends. It can host up to 35 diners, and guests 
admit that the reasonable prices allow one to try 
out at least a few different dishes and broaden one’s 
experience of Japanese cuisine. ‘The great challenge 
and responsibility for any Japanese restaurant is 
to provide high quality in all facets of the dining 
experience, and we do our best to succeed at this 
challenge,’ says the restaurant’s team, backing its 
claim that Riga has long deserved an outstanding 
Japanese restaurant.  
 After the instant success of The Catch in Riga, 
the team was inspired to move forward with the 
brand and open a second restaurant. After careful 
consideration, Berlin was chosen to be the home of 
this second restaurant, due to Alexander Slobine’s 
German background and his love for the city. 
The restaurant is located in western Berlin, at 
Bleibtreustraße 41, and opened this April.

THE CATCH – 
the exquisite «avours of Japanese cuisine

The Japanese restaurant The Catch 
lets diners �nd themselves in two 
places at once: the charming Quiet 
Centre of Riga, which the restaurant 
calls home, but also Japan, the 
birthplace of sushi.

Antonijas iela 12-19, Riga
Entrance from Dzirnavu iela
Open: Mon–Thu: 12.00–23.00
Fri–Sat: 12.00–01.00
Sun: 12.00–23.00
Reservations: +371 2777 0091
catchme@thecatch.lv
thecatch.lv

Publicity photos and  
by Dmitrijs Suļžics (F64)
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new fad of motoring) once stood. Accordingly, the 
owners of the restaurant have tried to preserve this 
historic yet also thoroughly modern-for-its-time way 
of thinking in creating the establishment’s interior. 
Every detail has been considered, from the design of 
the tables and chairs to the dishware specially made 
for the restaurant by master potter Ingrīda Žagata, 
not to mention the artworks by Latvia’s top current 
artists adorning the walls. Even those who have 
been to the Garage wine bar only once describe 
it as a place that teaches one to enjoy the good 
things in life – wine, food, art, and time spent with 
good friends.
 Garage is a family restaurant and wine bar 
whose owners want every guest to be able to enjoy 
the �nest quality wines at a fair price. And that is 
precisely why the pride of the place is its vast wine 
list. According to Rūdolfs Kauss, co-owner and 
manager of Garage, each wine is carefully selected 
from exclusive and small wineries in Europe and 
elsewhere in the world. ‘We have personally visited 
each of the vineyards on Garage's wine list and have 
met with the winemakers themselves – every wine 
that we offer to our guests has a special backstory 
about its speci�c growing region, the vineyard, and 
the people who created it,’ says Kauss. The wine bar’s 
inventory includes both Italian and Spanish wines, 
both of which have regained their global prestige and 
high quality in recent years, as well as Argentinian 
and South African wines. Kauss admits that every 
wine symbolises a place where the restaurant 
owners like to travel to and spend time. To make the 
wine list more personalised and easier to navigate, 
a particular wine is highlighted every week. One 
to try regardless is Barolo, the second best wine 
available in Latvia and for which Garage is an official 
distributor. As one would expect, this is not the only 
award-winning wine to be served at Garage – in fact, 
a considerable number of the top one hundred wines 
available in Latvia are distributed by Garage.
 Garage wine bar offers wines and champagne in 
a broad range of prices, from a few euros per wine 
glass to whole bottles that go for several hundreds. 
The bar has kept in mind people who prefer classics 
and popular grape varieties, as well as customers 
who are open to trying new things and want to 
sample wines not available anywhere else in Riga. An 
ideal option in this aspect is Garage’s wine-tasting 
dinners during which the producers themselves 
present their wines, giving diners the opportunity to 
enjoy them together with matching regional dishes.
 Although Garage has stood out with its selection 
of outstanding wines from its very beginnings, 
the food that they serve is of the same �ne quality. 
‘Good wine and great food are both the passion 
and lifestyle of our creative team, and we wish to 
share that with our guests. We’ve found that they 
want to enjoy not only superb wine, but also a �ne 
meal that complements it. As a result, we’ve created 
a price-friendly menu that fully meets gourmet 
requirements,’ emphasises Kauss. Every day the 
restaurant’s chef Reinis Strazdiņš and his team are 
ready to surprise guests with inventive ideas and 

Berga Bazārs, Elizabetes iela 83/85, 
Riga
Open: Mon-Sat 11:00-23:00
Sun. Closed
Tel.:( +371) 26628833
info@vinabars.lv
vinabars.lva

Garage wine bar and restaurant is not unknown 
among either the people of Riga or guests to the city. 
It is located in one of the city’s most historic and 
romantic downtown neighbourhoods – Bergs Bazaar. 
Garage regulars include erudite wine connoisseurs 
who have been loyal customers since the launch of 
the establishment almost ten years ago, as well as 
gourmands who appreciate the restaurant's menu 
and its affordability – or as Latvians like to say, its 
‘democratic prices’. This concept of ‘democratic 
prices’ is what continues to attract to the restaurant 
diners who long for gourmet food and �ne wine 
that is reasonably priced, graciously presented, and, 
most of all, simply delicious. A chic sense of style, 
the presence of art, a creative atmosphere, carefully 
selected wines from all over the world, and excellent 
food are the elements that best describe the world of 
Garage restaurant.
 Garage is, of course, also very welcoming to 
passers-by and guests to the city – most of whom are 
regularly drawn in to Bergs Bazaar by its architectural 
distinctiveness. The restored historic site is full of 
aesthetic, gastronomic and audio-acoustic treasures 
waiting to be discovered. Bordered by Elizabetes, 
Marijas, and Dzirnavu Streets, Bergs Bazaar still 
embodies the vision of a city within a city, or of many 
cities within a city. The owners of Garage restaurant 
have also taken care to preserve the legacy of a historic 
vision – the spot where the restaurant is now located 
used to be where the automobile garage of the ladies 
of the Bergs family (who were quite taken with the 

scrumptious �avours. The menu changes twice a 
day, featuring an always new business lunch and 
then, for more relaxed evening dining, a completely 
different �sh and meat main course and dessert, 
the latter usually being one of the chef's original 
creations. You’ll also �nd on the menu delicious tapas 
and appetisers (already matched to complementing 
wines) which, just as the main courses, highlight 
fresh, top-quality locally sourced ingredients.
 The warm days and evenings of summer are 
almost as if designed for enjoying a glass of wine and 
a delicious meal on the outdoor terrace of Garage. 
Blessed with a unique view of the pretty main square 
of Bergs Bazaar, it’s the best seat in the house for 
viewing the Bergs Bazaar Summer Festival – every 
Wednesday evening during the summer season, 
various musical performers present concerts that 
are free and open to the public. And if you wish you 
could bring the wonderful Garage wine experience 
home with you, you most certainly can – most of the 
wines served at Garage are available for purchase at 
wholesale prices for offsite consumption.

Publicity photos and  
by Mārtiņš Zilgalvis (F64)

GARAGE
An affordable wine bar and 
the art of enjoying
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A centuries-old 
bond with the sea 
and �shing is an 
integral part of Baltic 
culture. Some time 
ago, Latvians even 
had ‘�sh day’ once a 
week, on Thursdays. 
The ethos behind 
Zivju Lete is to make 
every day a �sh day!

Dzirnavu iela 41, Riga
Open: Mon–Thu 12.00–23.00

Fri–Sat 12.00–24.00
Sun 12.00–22.00

zivjulete.lv

Publicity photos

ZIVJU LETE – 
inspired by the sea

Born from the love of seafood and 
Latvia’s �shing heritage, Zivju Lete �rst 
opened its doors in 2015. The concept of 
a place specialising in �sh – something 
that was lacking on Riga’s gastronomic 
scene – was an instant success. First, 
the restaurant offered a small menu 
that changed regularly depending on 
the catch of the day. But the demand for 
seafood delicacies has been growing, 
and in 2018 Zivju Lete relocated to new, 
more spacious premises.
 The new restaurant has introduced 
a more varied menu, where everyone 
can �nd a dish to their liking. Zivju 
Lete’s cuisine combines the best of �sh 
and seafood recipes, both local and 
international. The menu features well-
known classics like tartares, �sh soups, 
mussels, and seafood sauté as well as 
some regional specialties, such as Baltic 
herring, lamprey, and sprats. The main 
goal of Zivju Lete’s cooking style is to 

showcase the seafood’s beauty without 
over-complicating its natural �avour. 
Recently, the specially invited chef from 
Italy, Andrea Salvatori, has added �awless 
Mediterranean �air to the restaurant’s 
cuisine with signature grilled dishes.
 An actual zivju lete (or ‘�sh counter’) 
forms the centrepiece of the open-
plan kitchen. Here the best of the sea 
is displayed, from local �sh to exotic 
seafood. What sets Zivju Lete apart is 
that it offers all of this at a reasonable 
price point. Whether it’s the �ner end of 
the spectrum, like oysters and lobster, 
or �sh brought by local �shmongers – 
seafood can and must be enjoyed every 
day. To ful�l this initiative, Zivju Lete 
has created a menu that includes an 
extensive choice of foods, from the 
simple �sh and chips with cod to the 
luxurious lobster pasta with black caviar. 
Furthermore, this April Zivju Lete 
expanded and opened a seafood shop at 

Dzirnavu iela 63 in Riga, where one 
can buy fresh �sh to cook at home or 
enjoy a glass of wine with dishes from 
the raw bar. Together, the shop and the 
restaurant bring the sea closer to the 
heart of the city, providing a seafood 
gourmet experience that is more 
affordable and casual.
 The laid-back and casual 
atmosphere is also imprinted in Zivju 
Lete’s design. Located in one of the 
most beautiful and prestigious parts 
of Riga, the restaurant’s interior is 
far from snobby or pretentious. A 
combination of �shing-boat décor, 
handmade wood furniture, vintage 
glass tiles, and unique design elements 
make for a cheerful, coastal vibe. In 
fact, when visiting Zivju Lete, one can 
almost hear the waves and expect the 
�sherman whose tattoos inspired the 
restaurant’s wall painting to walk in 
through the door at any given moment.
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STEIKU HAOSS –  
the best steak restaurants in Riga

The kitchens at the three Steiku Haoss restaurants are run by 
talented chefs who don’t look at food as a mere means to satisfy 
one’s hunger. Their meals are made to be enjoyed and relished.

Steiku Haoss celebrated its 16th anniversary this May, 
thus con�rming its staying power on the city’s restaurant 
scene and the loyalty of its customers. Aside from serving 
outstanding steaks, the Steiku Haoss establishments in Riga 
stand out with their pleasing interiors that look as if they’ve 
come straight out of a classic Western cowboy movie.
At each of the restaurants, guests are treated to a wide 
selection of exceptional dishes, thanks to two skilled local 
chefs. Kristaps Jauja is the head chef at the Steiku Haoss 
restaurants on Audēju iela and Meistaru iela. Meanwhile, his 
colleague Renārs Valdmanis runs the kitchen at the Steiku 
Haoss on Tērbatas iela.
 The Steiku Haoss restaurants not only serve excellent-
quality meat; they also age it and do any other prep work 
necessary for speci�c dishes. And because the restaurant 
receives the meat in primal cuts, customers can choose 
the size of their speci�c cut of meat. This concept allows 
customers to try out more than one variety of steak during 
a meal. Incidentally, most of the steaks served at Steiku 
Haoss are not marinated but aged for seven to 30 days. 
Before arriving on diners’ plates, they’ve travelled from 
Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Brazil, Denmark, and 
right here in Latvia.
 ‘The aged beef at Steiku Haoss is one of our greatest 
sources of pride and always a customer favourite. For 
instance, Latvian beef sirloin and entrecôte are dry-aged for 
21 days in the restaurant’s special aging lockers. Customers 

have also grown fond of our Baltic beef tenderloin that has 
been aged for seven days, as well as our 28-day dry-aged 
Black Angus from Australia,’ say the chefs at Steiku Haoss.
 In addition, people who have come to know the 
outstanding steaks served at Steiku Haoss will appreciate 
being able to buy raw steaks at the Tērbatas iela 
restaurant for home preparation, thereby extending the 
gastronomical experience. 
 Rigans and guests of the city take delight in the outdoor 
terraces at Steiku Haoss restaurants, which are some 
of the most colourful and beautiful in the city. The chefs 
recommend enjoying the appetisers from the special 
terrace menus. Diners with bigger appetites will appreciate 
the summertime à la carte additions to the regular menu, 
such as the gazpacho or the goat cheese and berry salad.
 As you enjoy a great-tasting steak in a relaxed 
atmosphere and to the backdrop of live music (available 
every weekend at the Steiku Haoss restaurants in the 
Old Town), you might also consider pairing your meal 
with a �ne wine from the extensive cellars at Steiku 
Haoss. The drinks menus are, of course, just as carefully 
developed as the selection of steaks. Wines have been 
paired with each of the foods on the menu and are sure to 
complement the many distinct �avours. And if you need 
help in deciding which wine to select, the well-trained 
and experienced sommeliers at Steiku Haoss are happy to 
suggest something.

Meistaru iela 25, Riga | (+371) 67222419 
Tērbatas iela 41/43, Riga | (+371) 67272707 
Audēju iela 2, Riga | (+371) 67225699 
steikuhaoss.lv 
twitter.com/SteikuHaoss
facebook.com/SteikuHaoss
instagram.com/SteikuHaoss
Open:
12.00-24.00 (Meistaru iela 25)
12.00-24.00 (Audēju iela 2)
12.00-23.00 (Tērbatas iela 41/43)
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WELCOME ABOARD airBaltic

Photos by Shutterstock, iStock 
and courtesy of airBaltic

Spice up 
your trip with 
our extras!

Pre-order a meal
Order a meal before your �ight 
and be among the �rst served 
on board. Choose our great 
value meal sets, which include 
a main course, dessert, and a 
drink starting from EUR 9.99. 
All meals are freshly prepared 
shortly before the �ight. 
Special vegetarian and kids’ 
meals are also available.

Checked baggage
Add checked baggage if 
you want to take up to 
20 kilograms, including 
liquids over 100 ml, which are 
not allowed in cabin baggage. 
The cheapest option is to book 
checked baggage along with 
your ticket at airbaltic.com 
starting from EUR 19.99. You 
can also add baggage anytime 
later at a higher price.

Reserve a seat 
Are you a window person, or do 
you favour more legroom? Want 
to avoid the middle seat or sit 
together with your family? Or 
do you want to sit in the front to 
be the �rst off the plane? 
 Whichever it is, you can 
secure your favourite seat 
in advance starting from 
EUR 3.99. With a reserved seat 
you will enjoy an additional 
bonus – the opportunity to 
check in for your �ight already 
�ve days before departure 
(instead of the usual 36 hours).

Heavy cabin baggage
With a Basic ticket you can 
take on board one cabin 
bag (55x40x23 cm) and one 
personal item (30x40x10 cm) 
with a total weight of eight 
kilograms free of charge.
 However, sometimes you 
may need to carry more but 
want to avoid waiting for 
a checked suitcase at the 
baggage belt. Now you can 
add an extra four kilograms 
to your cabin baggage for 
only EUR 9.99 and take a total 
of 12 kilograms on board.
 Please note: If you purchase 
extra cabin baggage weight, 
your cabin baggage must still 
remain within the above-
mentioned dimensions. 
Exceeding the allowed 
cabin baggage weight or size 
limits will cost EUR 60 at 
the airport.

Fast track in Riga
Add fast-track security 
check to your booking for 
only EUR 9.99 and skip the 
security lines at Riga Airport.

Assistance for children 
¬ying alone*
If you are unable to 
accompany your children, our 
crew can take care of them 
from the time they check in 
to the moment when they 
meet a parent or guardian 
at the destination airport. 
Unaccompanied minor service 
costs EUR 60 and is available 
for children aged 5 to 17.

Travelling with pets*
Your furry friend can travel in 
the cabin if its crate �ts under 
the seat in front of you. Larger 
animals are placed in the 
cargo hold during the �ight.

Special equipment*
Whatever your hobby, you 
don’t have to live without it 
during your trip. Take your 
bicycle, skis, or golf bag with 
you for EUR 34.99.
 Guitars, cellos, and other 
fragile musical instruments 
that do not �t in cabin 
baggage can be transported 
on the seat next to the 
passenger if a special ticket 
has been purchased for 
their transportation.

Book these useful 
services along with your 
ticket at airbaltic.com 
or add them to your 
booking later on.

*Book these services at airBaltic ticket offices or via the 
call centre: T: +371 67006006, reservations@airbaltic.com.

Early check-in
With a Basic ticket, you have 
the option of early check-in for 
your �ight up to �ve days before 
departure. This is especially 
handy for short trips, for which 
you can print out your boarding 
pass for both directions from 
home and don’t need to worry 
about �nding a printer while 
abroad. To qualify for early 
check-in, reserve a seat on 
board starting from EUR 3.99.

164 / airBaltic.com

NEW DESTINATIONS FROM RIGA
Nothing can replace a beach holiday in terms of 
relaxation and escaping the rest of the world. Two 
perfect islands where you can stock up on vitamin D 
during the summer holidays are now reachable via 
direct �ights from Riga. 
 airBaltic has launched its �ights to Menorca, one 
of the blissful Balearic Islands of Spain, where you 
can enjoy over 70 spectacular beaches.
 If you feel like exploring the birthplace of the 
father of medicine, Hippocrates, or experiencing a 
natural spa in a warm volcanic pool, then the Greek 
island of Kos is the right place to spend your vacation! 
 Flights to both destinations continue once per 
week until mid-October, with round trip ticket prices 
starting from EUR 159 .

NEW FLIGHTS FROM TALLINN
 This summer airBaltic opened three new direct 
�ight routes from Tallinn.
  Malaga in southern Spain is now reachable with 
direct �ights from Tallinn twice per week. One-way 
ticket prices start from EUR 99 .
  Flights between Tallinn and Copenhagen operate 
six times per week, with one-way ticket prices 
starting from EUR 35 . Book tickets now on www.airbaltic.com to get the best deals.

To get the best �ight deals, 
look for prices with cher-
ries on airbaltic.com!

All flight prices mentioned in 
this magazine apply for one-way 
Basic tickets from Riga, Vilnius, 
or Tallinn that are booked in 
advance at www.airbaltic.com. 
Prices are subject to availability 
and not available for all flights 
or days. Special conditions apply. 
Prices can be changed unilaterally 
by airBaltic.

 Flights to Brussels operate three times 
per week with one way tickets starting 
from EUR 39 .
 As of December 21, skiing enthusiasts 
will appreciate the new �ights between 
Tallinn and Salzburg operating on Saturdays 
with one-way ticket prices starting 
from EUR 129. 
 Together with the existing direct routes to 
Amsterdam, Berlin, London, Oslo, Paris, 
Riga, Stockholm, Vienna, and Vilnius, there 
will be a total of 13 direct �ight connections 
served by airBaltic from the Estonian capital.

Menorca

Tallinn, Viru gate
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1/ Senior cabin crew 
member GUNA 
PĒTERSONE has been 
working at airBaltic for 
more than two years. 
‘I went on an Erasmus+ 
exchange programme 
to Gothenburg and 
ended up �ying more 
than usual because 
of that. I admired the 
cabin crew and soon 
realised that I wanted 
to do the same thing,’ 
she says. Guna applied 
for an opening at the 
airline upon her return 
home to Latvia.
2/ Guna’s hobbies 
revolve around sports: 
rollerblading, skating, 
boating, bicycling, 
volleyball, actually 
everything! But she also 
loves �owers and enjoys 
making bouquets and 
other �oral decorations.
3/ Guna also loves to 
travel, and her favourite 
destination is Tel Aviv. 
Not so long ago she 
brought her mother 
along, and they drove to 
the Dead Sea.
4/ Flight attendant 
MODRIS DRANKA 
joined airBaltic six 
years ago. He was 
studying at the Latvian 
Academy of Culture, 
and no one believed 
that he’d be able to 
combine full-time 
studies with work. 
‘But I proved them 
otherwise!’ he says. 
Last autumn Modris 
took part in airBaltic’s 
photo contest in honour 
of Latvia’s centenary. 
He took this photo in 
his uniform in Moscow, 
and, after receiving 
unexpectedly huge 
support from voters, it 
won the competition!
5/ Studying is one 
of Modris’ greatest 
hobbies. He earned 

6/ Bogotá, the capital of 
Colombia, broke all the 
stereotypes about Latin 
America. Modris felt the 
great hospitality of its 
people at every turn and 
de�nitely wants to return 
there some day.
7/ ELĪZA ANNA 
ANDREJENKO began 
working for airBaltic a year 
and a half ago because her 
friend had begun working 
there as a �ight attendant. ‘I 
immediately said that I want 
to work there, too!’ she says.
8/ Elīza Anna began folk 
dancing at age two. She 
danced for 19 years and still 
now returns to the dance 
�oor from time to time.
9/ Elīza Anna and her dog, 
Cora, who lives with her 
mother. ‘I’m always so 
excited to see her again!’ 
she says. She tries to spend 
as much time as possible 
with Cora, who is now eight 
years old.

Let’s take a look at where our �ight 
attendants love to travel and at the fascinating 
hobbies and talents that they have!

Words by Ilze Pole / Photos courtesy of Guna Pētersone, 
Modris Dranka, and Elīza Anna Andrejenko

SNAPSHOTS 
from the lives of our 
�ight attendants

9

Want to become 
an airBaltic 
�ight attendant?  
Join the team at 
careers.airbaltic.com! 

Words by Ilze Vītola
Photo by  
Dmitrijs Šuļžics (F64)

Baltic Outlook introduces you to some of the 
most important people at airBaltic – its �ight 
crew members, who have some of the most 
interesting hobbies.

Pilots 
out of 
their 
office

HOBBY
Patrice was only 14 when he learned to �y sailplanes. 
Living in Germany, he spent most of his teen years at 
a small air�eld just �ve minutes from his home. When 
he entered the military after high school, he took 
up parachuting.
 Later, when he started to work for commercial 
airlines, Patrice’s career led him to the Alps in 
southern Germany, which seemed the perfect place 
to embrace paragliding. ‘A very challenging and 
unbelievably adventurous hobby,’ he says.
Patrice loves to hike and �y and do vol-biv – short 
for the French term vol-bivouac, which literally 
means ‘�y-camping’. Patrice explains: ‘It means going 
up in the mountains for several days, taking a tent 
and a sleeping bag along. You �y the paraglider for 
several hours and do long-range cross-country �ights 
of several hundred kilometres while using thermals 
and or dynamic wind to stay in the air, and then 
intermittently you bed down to rest.’
 One of Patrice’s most impressive �ights took place in 
the Austrian Alps. ‘I �ew for eight hours and completed 
almost 200 kilometres,’ he says with contentment. 
This year Patrice plans to paraglide from Zürich to 
northern Italy. He also intends to go to Kazakhstan 
and Georgia. ‘They both have great mountains and 
nature sites, and luckily airBaltic has direct �ights to 
both countries,’ Patrice cracks a smile. He adds that 
Jūrkalne, located on the western coast of Latvia, is also 
a very attractive destination for paragliders.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
Patrice began his professional �ying career after the 
military. He was a general staff officer with NATO 
and going to law school as well. But when he got 
the opportunity to �y professionally, he dropped 
everything and wholeheartedly devoted himself to 
becoming a pilot. After all, �ying had been his dream 
since childhood.
 After several years of working for AirBerlin and 
Eurowings, Patrice became exhausted because of not 
having a home base. ‘If you know the receptionist of 
the hotel better than your neighbors, then something 
is wrong,’ he concluded. But then he came to know 
about airBaltic, which gave him a chance to settle 
down. Patrice has been part of the team at airBaltic 
since January of this year. ‘I’ve got great colleagues, it’s 
a very professional attitude, and I could not be more 
satis�ed. Plus, I have the chance to wake up, go to 
work, and later come back to sleep in my own bed.’
 Flying planes to earn a living and paragliding as 
relaxation – what is it about �ying that Patrice loves 
so much? He jokes that we won’t hear any ‘seeing the 
world from the perspective of a bird’ clichés from him. 
Instead, he frankly con�des that air is his medium. 
‘There are people who like being in the water. I love 
being in the sky.’

Patrice Duquerrois (42),  
a captain on Bombardier Q400 

Next Gen aircraft, from Germany

CREW HOT SPOTS / JulyCREW / July

a master’s degree in 
Romance languages (having 
studied in Spanish!) from 
the University of Latvia, 
and now he teaches 
private lessons in Spanish 
and enjoys reading Latin 
American literature.
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Join the new airBaltic loyalty club and get valuable rewards 
even if you only �y a few times a year. Likewise, frequent 
travellers will be able to earn free �ights and reach a higher 
membership status faster than before. If you’re a member 
of the pins programme, you can automatically enjoy all the 
airBaltic Club programme bene�ts.

COLLECT PINS AND EARN FREE FLIGHTS
airBaltic Club’s currency is still pins. Collect pins to exchange them 
for free �ights, checked baggage, or airBaltic gift cards.
 You can earn pins when buying airBaltic tickets or additional 
services. The number of pins earned depends on the level you have 
reached in the club as well as on your ticket type. You will earn more 
pins by buying Premium or Business class tickets. 
 You can also earn pins with our partners: hotels, car rentals, 
restaurants, and online shops.  

Welcome to the new  
travellers’ club!

JOIN NOW
Join at www.airbalticclub.com or while on board – just ask the cabin 
crew for your new airBaltic Club card.

START WITH STAMPS
At the �rst airBaltic Club level, you collect 
not only pins but also stamps. To make things 
convenient and simple, use the pins mobile 
app – a virtual card on which you can check 
the number of stamps you have at any time.
 You will receive your �rst two stamps as 
soon as you join the club. After that, you will 
earn one stamp for each one-way �ight with 
airBaltic. When booking tickets through the 
airBaltic website, always remember to add 
your airBaltic Club number. The stamp will 
automatically be added to your account after 
your �ight.
 Along with the stamps, you will also earn a 
variety of valuable prizes:

 Free baggage

 Seat reservation voucher

 Discounts on �ight tickets

 Extra pins points

 After collecting just 12 stamps, you will 
be rewarded with a free �ight. To reach the 
Executive membership level, you must collect 
24 stamps over the course of one year.

EXECUTIVE LEVEL
If you collect 24 stamps within 
one year or have �own on at 
least 30 one-way �ights, you 
will reach airBaltic Club 
Executive status. 
 We know that time is 
the most valuable asset 
for frequent travellers, so 
we reward our Executive 
members with the 
following privileges:

 Fast-track security  
check at Riga  
International Airport

 Priority check-in at 
the airport

 Heavy cabin bag free 
of charge

 VIP client support via 
WhatsApp

VIP LEVEL
If you take at least 60 one-way 
�ights within a single year, 
you will earn airBaltic Club 
VIP status, which allows you 
to enjoy special privileges 
when travelling:

 Free upgrade to Business 
class twice per year

 Visit airport business lounges 
with one travel companion

 Priority check-in

 Fast-track security 
check for you and one 
travel companion at Riga 
International Airport

 Bigger baggage allowance

 Opportunity to choose 
your seat 

 VIP client support via 
WhatsApp

airBaltic Club has three membership levels suited to 
different �ying habits. Whether you call planes your 
second home or only �y a few times a year, everyone 

can earn valuable prizes from airBaltic Club.

Three membership levels

Download the pins app
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ADD HEAVY CABIN BAGGAGE!
TAKE ON BOARD 12 KG INSTEAD OF THE USUAL 8 KG.

EXCHANGE YOUR PINS FOR A HEAVY BAGGAGE VOUCHER!

Find out more at airbalticclub.com

+4 kg
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Flights from RIGA Flights to RIGA
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

ABERDEEN Dyce ABERDEEN Dyce
BT  659 RIX ABZ -2---6- 16:35 17:10 BT  660 ABZ RIX -2---6- 17:50 22:20
ALMATY ALMATY
BT  746 RIX ALA -2-4--7 23:20 07:35+1 BT  747 ALA RIX 1-3-5-- 08:35 11:20
AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT  617 RIX AMS 1234567 07:45 09:05 BT  618 AMS RIX 1234567 10:20 13:35
BT  619 RIX AMS 1234567 16:30 17:50 BT  620 AMS RIX 1234567 18:50 22:05
ATHENS ATHENS
BT  611 RIX ATH 1-3-5-- 23:30 02:40+1 BT  612 ATH RIX -2-4-6- 03:20 06:30
BAKU Heydar Aliyev BAKU Heydar Aliyev
BT  732 RIX GYD --3---7 22:45 03:20+1 BT  733 GYD RIX 1--4--- 04:10 07:00
BARCELONA BARCELONA
BT  683 RIX BCN 1234567 13:30 16:10 BT  684 BCN RIX 1234567 17:10 21:50
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT  211 RIX TXL 123456- 07:35 08:10 BT  212 TXL RIX 123456- 08:50 11:25
BT  217 RIX TXL 1234567 13:05 13:55 BT  218 TXL RIX 1234567 14:35 17:25
BT  213 RIX TXL 12345-7 18:05 18:55 BT  214 TXL RIX 12345-7 19:35 22:25
BILLUND BILLUND
BT  143 RIX BLL 12-456- 07:30 08:30 BT  144 BLL RIX 12-456- 08:55 11:45
BT  147 RIX BLL 1-345-7 18:05 19:05 BT  148 BLL RIX 1-345-7 19:30 22:20
BORDEAUX BORDEAUX
BT  673 RIX BOD ---4--7 08:10 10:30 BT  674 BOD RIX ---4--7 11:10 15:30
BRUSSELS BRUSSELS
BT  601 RIX BRU 123456- 07:30 08:55 BT  602 BRU RIX 123456- 09:40 13:05
BT  603 RIX BRU 1--45-7 16:40 18:05 BT  604 BRU RIX 1--45-7 18:45 22:10
BUDAPEST BUDAPEST
BT  491 RIX BUD -2-4-6- 12:50 13:45 BT  492 BUD RIX -2-4-6- 14:25 17:25
CATANIA Fontanarossa CATANIA Fontanarossa
BT  639 RIX CTA -2----7 07:15 09:45 BT  640 CTA RIX -2----7 10:35 14:55
COPENHAGEN COPENHAGEN
BT  131 RIX CPH 1234567 07:45 08:25 BT  132 CPH RIX 1234567 09:05 11:40
BT  135 RIX CPH 1234567 13:00 13:40 BT  136 CPH RIX 1234567 14:45 17:20
BT  139 RIX CPH 1234567 18:15 18:50 BT  140 CPH RIX 1234567 19:30 22:00
DUBLIN   NEW ROUTE DUBLIN   NEW ROUTE
BT  661 RIX DUB 1-3-5-7 07:30 08:35 BT  662 DUB RIX 1-3-5-7 09:15 14:10
DUBROVNIK DUBROVNIK
BT  497 RIX DBV -2---6- 15:40 17:20 BT  498 DBV RIX -2---6- 18:15 21:45
DUSSELDORF DUSSELDORF
BT  233 RIX DUS 12345-7 16:20 17:40 BT  234 DUS RIX 12345-7 18:35 21:40
FRANKFURT FRANKFURT
BT  245 RIX FRA 1234567 16:45 18:05 BT  246 FRA RIX 1234567 18:45 21:55
GDANSK Lech Walesa GDANSK Lech Walesa
BT  465 RIX GDN -2-4-6- 13:30 13:40 BT  466 GDN RIX -2-4-6- 14:20 16:30
GENEVA GENEVA
BT  647 RIX GVA -2-4-6- 15:45 17:25 BT  648 GVA RIX -2-4-6- 18:10 22:00
GOTHENBURG Landvetter GOTHENBURG Landvetter
BT  121 RIX GOT 12345-7 12:50 13:30 BT  122 GOT RIX 12345-7 14:00 16:35
HAMBURG HAMBURG
BT  251 RIX HAM 123456- 07:25 08:25 BT  252 HAM RIX 123456- 08:50 11:45
BT  253 RIX HAM 12345-7 18:05 19:05 BT  254 HAM RIX 12345-7 19:35 22:25
HELSINKI HELSINKI
BT  301 RIX HEL 1234567 08:00 09:05 BT  326 HEL RIX 1234567 05:35 06:40
BT  303 RIX HEL 12345-7 12:20 13:25 BT  302 HEL RIX 1234567 10:15 11:20
BT  303 RIX HEL -----6- 13:00 14:05 BT  304 HEL RIX 12345-7 13:55 15:00
BT  305 RIX HEL 123456- 14:55 16:00 BT  306 HEL RIX ------7 14:50 15:55
BT  307 RIX HEL 1234567 18:25 19:30 BT  306 HEL RIX 123456- 16:30 17:35
BT  325 RIX HEL 1234567 23:10 00:15+1 BT  308 HEL RIX 1234567 20:50 21:55
KALININGRAD Khrabrovo KALININGRAD Khrabrovo
BT  454 RIX KGD 12345-7 23:30 23:25 BT  455 KGD RIX 123456- 04:30 06:25
KAZAN KAZAN
BT  450 RIX KZN 1--4--- 23:35 02:00+1 BT  451 KZN RIX -2--5-- 03:20 06:00
KIEV KIEV
BT  400 RIX KBP 123456- 07:20 09:05 BT  407 KBP RIX 1234-6- 04:45 06:35
BT  402 RIX KBP 1234567 12:50 14:35 BT  401 KBP RIX 123456- 09:45 11:35
BT  404 RIX KBP 12345-7 18:15 20:00 BT  403 KBP RIX 1234567 15:15 17:05
BT  406 RIX KBP 123-5-7 23:35 01:15+1 BT  405 KBP RIX 12345-7 20:40 22:30
KOS   NEW ROUTE KOS   NEW ROUTE
BT  593 RIX KGS -----6- 13:45 17:10 BT  594 KGS RIX -----6- 18:05 21:45
LARNACA LARNACA
BT  657 RIX LCA -2-4-6- 22:50 02:30+1 BT  658 LCA RIX --3-5-7 03:10 06:55
LIEPĀJA LIEPĀJA
BT  019 RIX LPX 1-345-7 23:15 23:55 BT  020 LPX RIX 12-456- 05:45 06:25
LISBON LISBON
BT  675 RIX LIS -2----- 12:50 15:25 BT  676 LIS RIX -2----- 16:10 22:30
BT  675 RIX LIS ----5-- 13:25 16:00 BT  676 LIS RIX ----5-- 16:40 23:00
LONDON Gatwick LONDON Gatwick
BT  651 RIX LGW 1234567 07:50 08:40 BT  652 LGW RIX 1234567 09:25 14:05
BT  653 RIX LGW 1234567 15:50 16:40 BT  654 LGW RIX 1234567 17:25 22:05
LVIV   NEW ROUTE LVIV   NEW ROUTE
BT  408 RIX LWO 1-3-56- 23:50 01:40+1 BT  409 LWO RIX -2-4-6- 04:20 06:15

BT  409 LWO RIX ------7 09:05 11:00
MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas MADRID Adolfo Suarez Barajas
BT  685 RIX MAD 1--45-7 13:00 16:10 BT  686 MAD RIX 1--45-7 16:50 21:50
MALAGA MALAGA
BT  677 RIX AGP ------7 08:05 11:40 BT  678 AGP RIX ------7 12:20 17:40
BT  677 RIX AGP --3--6- 12:45 16:20 BT  678 AGP RIX --3--6- 17:15 22:35
MALTA MALTA
BT  739 RIX MLA ---4--7 23:00 01:30+1 BT  740 MLA RIX 1---5-- 02:10 06:40
MENORCA   NEW ROUTE MENORCA    NEW ROUTE
BT  637 RIX MAH ------7 08:20 11:00 BT  638 MAH RIX ------7 12:00 16:35
MILAN Malpensa MILAN Malpensa
BT  629 RIX MXP 123456- 08:00 09:40 BT  630 MXP RIX 123456- 10:40 14:20
BT  629 RIX MXP ------7 15:50 17:30 BT  630 MXP RIX ------7 18:10 21:50
MINSK MINSK
BT  412 RIX MSQ 12345-7 13:35 14:45 BT  413 MSQ RIX 12345-7 15:20 16:30
MOSCOW  Sheremetyevo MOSCOW  Sheremetyevo
BT  424 RIX SVO 1234567 07:25 09:00 BT  427 SVO RIX 1234567 04:50 06:30
BT  428 RIX SVO 1234567 13:05 14:40 BT  425 SVO RIX 1234567 09:45 11:25
BT  422 RIX SVO 1234567 18:25 19:55 BT  429 SVO RIX 1234567 15:25 17:05
BT  426 RIX SVO 1234567 23:25 01:00+1 BT  423 SVO RIX 1234567 20:40 22:20
MUNICH MUNICH
BT  221 RIX MUC 123456- 07:40 08:50 BT  222 MUC RIX 123456- 09:30 12:40
BT  223 RIX MUC 12345-7 17:40 18:50 BT  224 MUC RIX 12345-7 19:30 22:30
NICE Cote d’Azur NICE Cote d’Azur
BT  695 RIX NCE -2-4--- 07:50 09:55 BT  696 NCE RIX -2-4--- 10:35 14:30
BT  695 RIX NCE --3--6- 15:35 17:40 BT  696 NCE RIX --3--6- 18:25 22:20
ODESSA ODESSA
BT  416 RIX ODS -2---6- 07:30 09:35 BT  411 ODS RIX 1-3456- 03:40 06:15
BT  410 RIX ODS -2345-7 23:45 02:20+1 BT  417 ODS RIX -2---6- 10:20 12:25
OLBIA Costa Smeralda OLBIA Costa Smeralda
BT  655 RIX OLB ---4--- 08:10 10:30 BT  656 OLB RIX ---4--- 11:10 15:20
BT  655 RIX OLB -----6- 15:20 17:40 BT  656 OLB RIX -----6- 18:20 22:30
OSLO OSLO
BT  151 RIX OSL 123456- 08:00 08:40 BT  152 OSL RIX 123456- 09:15 11:45
BT  159 RIX OSL 1234567 12:50 13:45 BT  160 OSL RIX 1234567 14:30 17:20
BT  153 RIX OSL 1234567 18:05 18:45 BT  154 OSL RIX 1234567 19:25 21:55
PALANGA PALANGA
BT  035 RIX PLQ ------7 12:20 13:05 BT  032 PLQ RIX 123456- 05:40 06:25
BT  035 RIX PLQ 123456- 14:00 14:45 BT  032 PLQ RIX ------7 10:30 11:15
BT  033 RIX PLQ 1234567 23:40 00:25+1 BT  036 PLQ RIX ------7 13:35 14:20

BT  036 PLQ RIX 123456- 15:10 15:55
PALMA DE MALLORCA PALMA DE MALLORCA
BT  687 RIX PMI ------7 07:50 10:40 BT  688 PMI RIX ------7 11:30 16:10
BT  687 RIX PMI -2----- 14:15 17:05 BT  688 PMI RIX -2----- 17:45 22:25

Flights from Vilnius Flights to Vilnius
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT  609 VNO AMS 1234567 08:05 09:35 BT  610 AMS VNO 1234567 10:20 13:40
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT  215 VNO TXL 1-3-5-- 14:30 15:00 BT  216 TXL VNO 1-3-5-- 15:40 18:10
BT  215 VNO TXL ------7 21:00 21:30 BT  216A TXL VNO ------7 22:05 00:35+1
MUNICH MUNICH
BT  227 VNO MUC 1-3-5-- 18:50 19:55 BT  228 MUC VNO 1-3-5-- 20:40 23:40
PARIS Charles de Gaulle PARIS Charles de Gaulle
BT  701 VNO CDG ------7 14:15 16:00 BT  702 CDG VNO ------7 16:45 20:25
BT  701 VNO CDG -2-4-6- 14:40 16:25 BT  702 CDG VNO -2-4-6- 17:20 21:00
TALLINN TALLINN
BT  331 VNO TLL 12345-- 08:55 10:15 BT  332 TLL VNO 12345-- 09:00 10:15
BT  335 VNO TLL 12345-7 19:30 20:50 BT  336 TLL VNO 12345-7 19:30 20:45

Flights from RIGA Flights to RIGA
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

PARIS Charles de Gaulle PARIS Charles de Gaulle
BT  691 RIX CDG 123456- 07:20 09:10 BT  692 CDG RIX 123456- 10:05 13:50
BT  693 RIX CDG 12345-7 15:55 17:45 BT  694 CDG RIX 12345-7 18:30 22:15
PRAGUE PRAGUE
BT  479 RIX PRG 123456 07:15 08:20 BT  480 PRG RIX 123456 08:45 11:50
BT  483 RIX PRG 1-345-7 18:05 19:10 BT  484 PRG RIX 1-345-7 19:35 22:40
REYKJAVIK Keflavik REYKJAVIK Keflavik
BT  169 RIX KEF 1------ 08:20 9:15 BT  170 KEF RIX 1------ 10:00 16:40
BT  169 RIX KEF --3--6- 13:05 14:00 BT  170 KEF RIX --3--6- 14:45 21:25
RHODES Diagoras RHODES Diagoras
BT  597 RIX RHO ----5-- 07:15 10:50 BT  598 RHO RIX ----5-- 11:45 15:25
RIJEKA RIJEKA
BT  495 RIX RJK --3---7 08:05 09:35 BT  496 RJK RIX --3---7 10:15 13:40
ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino ROME Leonardo da Vinci Fiumicino
BT  633 RIX FCO 12345-7 14:05 16:10 BT  634 FCO RIX 12345-7 17:40 21:45
SOCHI SOCHI
BT  456 RIX AER 1---5-- 23:10 02:15+1 BT  457 AER RIX -2---6- 03:10 06:25
SPLIT SPLIT
BT  493 RIX SPU ----5-- 08:25 10:00 BT  494 SPU RIX ----5-- 10:50 14:25
BT  493 RIX SPU 1------ 09:00 10:35 BT  494 SPU RIX 1------ 11:20 14:55
STAVANGER Sola STAVANGER Sola
BT  177 RIX SVG -2---6- 17:00 18:20 BT  178 SVG RIX -2---6- 18:55 22:10
STOCKHOLM Arlanda STOCKHOLM Arlanda
BT  101 RIX ARN 1234567 08:00 08:15 BT  102 ARN RIX 1234567 09:00 11:10
BT  105 RIX ARN 12345-- 12:05 12:20 BT  106 ARN RIX 12345-- 12:50 15:00
BT  107 RIX ARN 1234567 14:50 15:05 BT  108 ARN RIX 1234567 15:35 17:45
BT  109 RIX ARN 1234567 18:30 18:45 BT  110 ARN RIX 1234567 19:40 21:50
ST-PETERSBURG ST-PETERSBURG
BT  442 RIX LED 1234567 07:55 09:10 BT  447 LED RIX 1234567 05:15 06:35
BT  448 RIX LED 1234567 12:35 13:50 BT  443 LED RIX 1234567 10:00 11:20
BT  444 RIX LED 1234567 18:35 19:50 BT  449 LED RIX 1234567 14:25 15:45
BT  446 RIX LED 1234567 23:20 00:35+1 BT  445 LED RIX 1234567 20:40 22:00
STUTTGART   NEW ROUTE STUTTGART   NEW ROUTE
BT  261 RIX STR 1-3-5-7 12:25 13:40 BT  262 STR RIX 1-3-5-7 14:25 17:35
TALLINN TALLINN
BT  311 RIX TLL 1234567 07:40 08:30 BT  362 TLL RIX 1234567 05:45 06:35
BT  321 RIX TLL 12345-- 08:30 09:20 BT  322 TLL RIX 12345-- 10:00 10:50
BT  313 RIX TLL 123456- 12:15 13:05 BT  312 TLL RIX 1234567 10:45 11:35
BT  315 RIX TLL ------7 13:50 14:40 BT  314 TLL RIX 123456- 13:30 14:20
BT  315 RIX TLL 123456- 15:30 16:20 BT  316 TLL RIX ------7 15:05 15:55
BT  317 RIX TLL 1234567 18:15 19:05 BT  316 TLL RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35
BT  319 RIX TLL 12345-7 18:45 19:35 BT  320 TLL RIX 12345-7 20:50 21:40
BT  361 RIX TLL 1234567 23:10 23:59 BT  318 TLL RIX 1234567 21:15 22:05
TAMPERE Pirkkala TAMPERE Pirkkala
BT  357 RIX TMP 1234567 23:25 00:40+1 BT  358 TMP RIX 123456- 05:25 06:35

BT  358 TMP RIX ------7 10:00 11:10
TBILISI TBILISI
BT  724 RIX TBS 1234567 23:05 03:30+1 BT  725 TBS RIX 1234567 04:15 06:40
TEL AVIV TEL AVIV
BT  771 RIX TLV 12-4-67 23:40 03:50+1 BT  772 TLV RIX 1-3---7 06:40 11:00

BT  772 TLV RIX -2----- 07:20 11:40
BT  772 TLV RIX ----5-- 07:50 12:10

THESSALONIKI THESSALONIKI
BT  595 RIX SKG -2--5-- 23:35 02:25+1 BT  596 SKG RIX --3--6- 03:35 06:20
TURKU TURKU
BT  355 RIX TKU 1-3-5-7 14:20 15:25 BT  360 TKU RIX 123456- 05:25 06:30
BT  359 RIX TKU 1234567 23:20 00:25+1 BT  360 TKU RIX ------7 10:05 11:10

BT  356 TKU RIX 1-3-5-7 15:50 16:55
VENICE Marco Polo VENICE Marco Polo
BT  627 RIX VCE ---4--- 08:05 09:40 BT  628 VCE RIX ---4--- 10:30 14:00
BT  627 RIX VCE 1----6- 16:05 17:40 BT  628 VCE RIX 1----6- 18:30 22:00
VIENNA VIENNA
BT  431 RIX VIE 123456- 07:20 08:40 BT  432 VIE RIX 123456- 09:35 12:50
BT  433 RIX VIE 12345-7 16:35 17:55 BT  434 VIE RIX 12345-7 18:45 22:00
VILNIUS VILNIUS
BT  341 RIX VNO 1234567 07:40 08:30 BT  350 VNO RIX 1234567 05:50 06:40
BT  343 RIX VNO 123456- 12:15 13:05 BT  342 VNO RIX 1234567 10:45 11:35
BT  345 RIX VNO ------7 13:50 14:40 BT  344 VNO RIX 123456- 13:30 14:20
BT  345 RIX VNO 123456- 15:30 16:20 BT  346 VNO RIX ------7 15:05 15:55
BT  347 RIX VNO 1234567 18:15 19:05 BT  346 VNO RIX 123456- 16:45 17:35
BT  349 RIX VNO 1234567 23:10 23:59 BT  348 VNO RIX 1234567 21:10 22:00
WARSAW WARSAW
BT  461 RIX WAW 123456- 07:50 08:15 BT  462 WAW RIX 123456- 09:00 11:25
BT  467 RIX WAW 12345-7 18:20 18:45 BT  468 WAW RIX 12345-7 19:30 21:55
ZURICH ZURICH
BT  641 RIX ZRH 123456- 07:35 09:10 BT  642 ZRH RIX 123456- 09:50 13:20
BT  643 RIX ZRH 1-345-7 16:25 17:55 BT  644 ZRH RIX 1-345-7 18:35 22:05

Flights from Tallinn Flights to Tallinn
Flight No From To Days Departure Arrival Flight No From To Days Departure   Arrival

AMSTERDAM AMSTERDAM
BT 621 TLL AMS -23---7 07:35 09:00 BT  622 AMS TLL -23---7 09:55 13:15
BT 621 TLL AMS 1------ 07:55 09:20 BT  622 AMS TLL 1----6- 10:15 13:35
BT 621 TLL AMS -----6- 08:15 09:40 BT  622 AMS TLL ---4--- 10:40 14:00
BT 621 TLL AMS ---45-- 08:35 10:00 BT  622 AMS TLL ----5-- 10:55 14:15
BERLIN Tegel BERLIN Tegel
BT 201 TLL TXL 1--45-7 13:30 14:20 BT  202 TXL TLL 1--45-7 15:05 17:55
BRUSSELS   NEW ROUTE BRUSSELS   NEW ROUTE
BT  705 TLL BRU 1-3-5-- 06:25 08:00 BT  706 BRU TLL 1-3-5-- 08:55 12:25
COPENHAGEN   NEW ROUTE COPENHAGEN   NEW ROUTE
BT  195 TLL CPH 12345-7 11:30 12:25 BT  196 CPH TLL 12345-7 13:10 16:00
LONDON Gatwick LONDON Gatwick
BT 649 TLL LGW 123--6- 16:05 17:00 BT 650 LGW TLL -2---6- 17:45 22:30

BT 650 LGW TLL --3---- 18:00 22:45
BT 650 LGW TLL 1------ 18:25 23:10

MALAGA   NEW ROUTE MALAGA   NEW ROUTE
BT  679 TLL AGP -2---6- 13:30 17:15 BT  680 AGP TLL -2---6- 18:00 23:40
OSLO OSLO
BT  199 TLL OSL 1--4--7 18:55 19:30 BT  200 OSL TLL 1--4--7 20:10 22:40
PARIS Charles de Gaulles PARIS Charles de Gaulles
BT  689 TLL CDG --345-7 16:00 17:55 BT  690 CDG TLL --345-7 18:40 22:25
STOCKHOLM Arlanda STOCKHOLM Arlanda
BT  191 TLL ARN 123456- 07:00 07:05 BT  192 ARN TLL 123456- 07:50 10:00
BT  193 TLL ARN 12345-7 18:45 18:50 BT  194 ARN TLL 12345-7 19:35 21:45
VIENNA VIENNA
BT 207 TLL VIE -2-4-67 06:45 8:05 BT  208 VIE TLL -2-4-67 08:50 12:05
VILNIUS VILNIUS
BT  332 TLL VNO 12345-- 09:00 10:15 BT  331 VNO TLL 12345-- 08:55 10:15
BT  336 TLL VNO 12345-7 19:30 20:45 BT  335 VNO TLL 12345-7 19:30 20:50

Request your pins flight on the airBaltic website in the airBaltic Club section.
The advertised campaign applies to airBaltic-operated  flights only. Flight tickets are subject to pins flight seat availability on each route. The pins price is fixed and is inde-
pendent of the actual ticket price. Pins flights do not count toward tier status. Pins flights are not pins applicable. Airport taxes, service fee and extra services (such as bags, 
meal on board, insurance) must be covered separately. Airport taxes should be paid within 24 hours after booking is made.

Book: July 1–31, 2019
Travel: July 1- October 31, 2019

Spend your pins on airBaltic tickets! 
This month only, book �ights to the 
following destinations for a reduced 
number of pins.

Monthly flight 
offers for airBaltic  
Club members 30%

OFF

Flights FROM / TO

Riga

Vilnius

Tallinn

Prague
7 500

pins
5 200

Tallinn

Stockholm

3 300

pins
2 200

5 000

pins
3 500

Brussels
7 500

pins
5 200

Brussels 
 via Riga

Brussels

10 700

pins
7 400

7 500

pins
5 200
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Words by Ilze Pole
Photo courtesy of airBalticIn honour of 
Latvia’s centenary, 
airBaltic 
named all of 
the planes in its 
Airbus A220-300 
�eet after favourite 
Latvian cities.

Words by Līga Vaļko and Zane Zaķe
Publicity photos and courtesy of airBaltic

Alūksne

Bauska Gulbene

Bauska is a town in 
the Zemgale region 
that is famous for its 
rich �elds of grain and 
is known as Latvia’s 
‘granary’. The �rst 
inhabitants of Bauska, 
however, are said to 
have been reindeer 
hunters. As time 
went by, major trade 
routes from Europe to 
Riga passed through 
the town.

Gulbene, whose 
name comes from the 
word gulbis (‘swan’), 
is best known for its 
heavy snowfalls in 
winter. Originally, 
Gulbene was a castle 
in the land of Tā̄lava, 
a Latgalian country 
in northern Vidzeme 
and Latgale. The 
modern-day town 
of Gulbene can be 
divided into two 
parts: the historical 
centre, where the 
town was born, and 
the area around the 
railway station, which 
developed as the town 
became a regional 
railway centre 
following the First 
World War.

airBaltic’s 
planes are 
named 
after the 
following 
cities and 
towns
Cēsis 
Alūksne
Valmiera
Kuldīga
Smiltene
Ogre
Līvāni
Bauska
Gulbene
Rīga
Jelgava
Liepāja
Jūrmala
SiguldaBauska Castle Vecgulbene Manor

Bauska Town Hall

MUST-SEE PLACE
Rundāle Palace is just a 
15-minute drive from Bauska. 
Its name comes from the 
German word Ruhenthal, or 
Valley of Peace. The palace 
was built in 1736 for the 
Dukes of Courland and is the 
most prominent treasure 
of the Baroque and Rococo 
periods in Latvia. And of 
course, there’s also Bauska 
Castle, the only restored 
Mannerism-style castle in 
Latvia. The castle’s interior 
is open to the public, where 
historical and art exhibitions 
await visitors.

MUST-SEE ATTRACTION
The Bānītis heritage railway 
is the only operational 
narrow-gauge railway in the 
Baltics. Its route is about 
33 kilometres long and 
links the towns of Alūksne 
and Gulbene, where it rolls 
into the distinctive station 
built in 1926, when this 
was the largest and most 
beautiful railway station in 
Latvia. The heritage railway 
has become very popular 
with tourists, offering a 
memorable ride through 
the beautiful northern 
Latvian countryside.

DID YOU KNOW? 
The love story between Johann 
Gottlieb Heinrich von Wolf 
(1843–1897) and his wife, Baroness 
Marisa, is one of Gulbene’s 
most beautiful tales. Wolf built 
Vecgulbene Manor and even had 
a pond made there in the form of 
the letter M for his wife’s birthday. 
According to legend, after the 
young Marisa fell ill and died, 
Wolf had another pond (Svētais 
ezers, or Holy Lake) dug in her 
memory. Until recently, this love 
story was also played out by a pair 
of black swans, named Heinrich 
and Marisa, who proudly swam in 
the pond’s waters. 

WHAT TO DO IN 
GULBENE THIS SUMMER
Of course, there’s the 
popular Bānītis heritage 
railway. An interactive 
educational centre about 
railways and steam power 
has recently been opened in 
the train station. 
 On July 26–27 Gulbene 
hosts the second annual 
Divi Jūliji international 
art festival. Visitors will be 
able to try their hand at 
porcelain painting, yarn 
dyeing with natural dyestuffs 
and many other arts and 
traditional crafts.

WHERE TO STAY 
AND DINE 
In addition to the 
Vecgulbene Manor’s park, 
museum, and the ruins 
of the Baltā pils (White 
Palace), the manor, 
which now centres on the 
restored manège, or riding 
arena, offers a selection of 
Latvian and international 
cuisine as well as elegant 
accommodation in rooms 
�lled with the aura of history.
 For fans of the railway, the 
Depo guest house provides a 
variety of lodging, including 
camp sites.

DID YOU KNOW? 
The Baltic 
Way, a peaceful 
demonstration against 
Soviet rule organised 
in 1989 that became 
the longest unbroken 
human chain in 
history, also passed 
through Bauska. 
Approximately two 
million people from 
Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania joined 
hands to form a chain 
600 kilometres long 
from Tallinn through 
Riga to Vilnius.

WHAT TO DO IN BAUSKA 
THIS SUMMER 
The oldest buildings in Bauska 
date to the 18th century, making the 
town’s historical centre a great place 
for a stroll and learning about the 
area’s past.
 Each July and August Bauska hosts 
the annual Country Bauska festival, 
the Vivat Curlandia festival of early 
music, a fencing tournament, and the 
Bauska Taste festival for all generations 
featuring music, food, and sports.
 The Riga Motor Museum opened 
a branch in Bauska in 2011 and 
showcases a collection of rare 
and unique vehicles ranging from 
passenger cars to military equipment.

WHERE TO STAY AND DINE
Rija Bauska Hotel is a great 
choice if you’re looking for a 
relaxing accommodation in the 
town centre. The hotel’s special 
offer includes wine tasting at 
a private winery. The Mūza 
restaurant on the hotel’s �rst 
�oor is known for its extensive 
breakfast menu and takes pride in 
its homemade bread.
 The Miķelis recreational 
complex includes a hotel, a vintage 
car and machinery museum, and 
a restaurant where you can enjoy 
a meal while gazing out across 
a typical Zemgale landscape of 
endless �elds of grain.

The narrow-gauge 
railway in Gulbene
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 airBaltic direct flights
* Seasonal flights   
** Charter flights in  
cooperation with Tez Tour

 airBaltic code-share partner flights
 airBaltic interline partner flights

Direct flights
from Tallinn and Vilnius
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FLEET / July

Bombardier Q400 NextGen
Number of aircraft 12
Number of seats 76
Max take-off weight 29.6 metric tons
Max payload 8.6 metric tons
Length 32.83 m
Wing span 28.42
Cruising speed 660 km/h
Commercial range 2084 km
Fuel consumption 1074 l/h
Engine P&W 150A

Number of aircraft 8
Number of seats 120/142/144
Max take-off weight 58/63 metric tons
Max payload 13,5/14,2 metric tons
Length 29,79/32,18 m
Wing span 28,9/31,22 m
Cruising speed 800 km/h
Commercial range 3500 km
Fuel consumption 3000 l/h
Engine CFM56-3/CFM56-3C-1

Boeing 737–500/300

YL-BBX

Number of aircraft 19
Number of seats 145
Max take-off weight 67.6 metric tons
Max payload 16.7 metric tons
Length 38.7 m
Wing span 35.1  m
Cruising speed 870 km/h
Commercial range 4575 km
Fuel consumption 2200 l/h
Engine PW 1521G

Airbus A220-300

 airBaltic codeshare partners 

MEALS & PLATES
PAGE 177 PAGE 179 PAGE 181 PAGE 184

SANDWICHES SNACKS & SWEETS DRINKS



Croissant with ham, cheese
and pickled cucumbers €5
Kruasāns ar cūkgaļas šķiņķi, sieru un marinētiem gurķiem
Круассан с ветчиной, сыром  и маринованными огурцами

71

Chef’s special
piquant soup with chicken,
noodles and vegetables €5
Šefpavāra īpašā pikantā zupa ar vistu, 
nūdelēm un dārzeņiem
Особый пикантный суп шеф-повара
с курицей, лапшой и овощами

64

Fresh chicken wrap with
cheese and salad leaves €6
Svaigie tortiljas rullīši ar vistu, sieru un salātu lapām
Свежие рулетики из тортильи с курицей, сыром
и листьями салата

63

€11
€12

OR OR

€8
€9

€11
€12

OR OR

68

Fresh chicken salad with hard cheese €6
Svaigie vistas salāti ar cieto sieru
Свежий салат с курицей и твердым сыром

€8
€10

Salad and soup available on flights above 1h 30min

Salāti un zupa ir pieejami lidojumos virs 1h 30min
Салат и суп доступны на полетах свыше 1ч 30мин Baltic Outlook / 2019 / 177

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.



Sweet & sour chicken with rice €8
ista ar dārzeņiem saldskā ā mērcē ar rīsiem

Курица с овощами в кисло-сладком соусе с рисом

6

Hot and tasty chicken 
and cheese panini €6
Karsta un garšīga vistas un siera karstmaize

кусный горячий панини с курицей и сыром

6

Lasagne Bolognese 
in a herby tomato sauce 
with minced meat 
and Bechamel sauce €8

azanja ar oloņas mērci  malta liellopa gaļa tomātu mērcē, 
pārlieta ar ešamel mērci

азанья олоньезе в соусе из томатов с молотой говядиной 
и соусом ешамель

66

€10€13.50

OROROROROROROR

Batchelors 
Cup of chicken soup €3

istas zupa
Куриный суп

7

SS

Tom Yum
Shrimp creamy flavour oriental style
instant  noodles €4.50

ūdeles austrumu gaumē
апша в восточном стиле

61

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
aut iet st ua tiem pa  p odu tu sast vu un ta os eso a iem ale g niem
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Snack platter of Manchego, 
Iberico Semi Curado and
Provolone cheeses
with breadsticks and olives €6

zkodu plate ar īpašu sieru izlasi, maizes 
standziņām un olīvām

лата закусок с изысканными сырами, 
хлебными палочками и оливками

7

Provolone cheeses
with breadsticks and olives €6

zkodu plate ar īpašu sieru izlasi, maizes 

лата закусок с изысканными сырами, 
хлебными палочками и оливками

Snack platter of Manchego, 
Iberico Semi Curado and
Provolone cheeses

Snack platter of Manchego, 
Iberico Semi Curado and
Provolone cheeses

Tapas: olives, breadsticks, 
cheese, ham and mini fuet sausages €7
apas  olīvas, maizes standziņas, siers, šķiņķis un mini fuet desiņas
апас  оливки, хлебные палочки, сыр, ветчина и колбаски фу т мини

Scandinavian style 
salmon sandwich €6

aša sviestmaize skandināvu gaumē
С ндвич с лососем по-скандинавски

80

70

Pre-Order & Save!

€10€13.50

€10
€12

€5
€6

€5
€6

€11
€12

€10
€12

OR

OROR

OR

OR OROROR

OR OR

OR OR

OR

OR

OR

€10
€12

€11
€12

OR OR

OR OR

€8
€9.50

OR

€8
€8,50

OROR
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€10€13.50

€10
€12

€5
€6

€5
€6

€11
€12

€10
€12

OR

OROR

OR

OR OROROR

OR OR

OR OR

OR

OR

€10
€12

€11
€12

OR OR

€8
€9.50

OR

OROR

€8
€8,50

ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION HAS ADVERSE EFFECTS. IT IS PROHIBITED
TO SELL, PURCHASE OR GIVE ALCOHOL TO UNDERAGE PERSONS.

Meals freshly made before your flight!

oo e e s 
Parmesan Snack cigar sausages, 85 G €3

igārdesiņas ar armas sieru
Колбаски с сыром пармезан 

6

 
finest quality salted peanuts, 50 G €2.50

Sālīti zemesrieksti
Соленый арахис

1

lo es 
natural green pitted olives
with basil and garlic, 30 G €2.50

līvas ar aziliku un ķiplokiem 
Оливки с базиликом и чесноком

7

r les 
Original or Sour Cream & Onion 
potato chips, 40 G €2.50

Kartupeļu ipsi  ori inālie vai ar krējuma un sīpolu garšu 
Картофельные чипсы  оригинальные или со вкусом
сметаны и лука 

4   0
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€5.50€6
OROR OR OR

ta ra e 
Curd Cake with raisins, 110 G €3
Klasiskā iezpienmaize ar smilšu mīklas pamatni un iezpiena masu 
ar rozīnēm 
Классическая ватрушка с основанием из песочного теста и 
творожной массой с из мом

6

 ‘Xtra
chocolate bar €2.50

Šokolādes atoniņš
околадный батончик

7

Donut with strawberry filling €3
irtulis ar zemeņu pildījumu
ончик с клубничной начинкой

3

Taste from Latvia

he Be s 
Black Currant cookies, 80 G €3.50

peņu cepumi
еченье из ч рной смородины

3

errero ocher 
Hazelnuts covered
in milk chocolate, 37.5 G €3

iena šokolādes konfektes ar lazdu riekstiem
Конфеты из молочного шоколада с лесными орехами

al a s sl s
Crushed whole grain oat flakes
with fruits, 20 CL €3.50

Sasmalcinātas pilngraudu auzu pārslas ar augļiem
змельченные овсяные хлопья с фруктами

8

Taste from Latvia

Blueberry muffin €3
elleņu kēkss 

ерничный кекс 

78

Blueberry muffin

ta ra e 
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Balt c ater 
natural mineral water, 
lightly mineralised, 33 CL €2.50

odu ed e lusivel  fo  ai alti  b  enden  omes f om au a 
ational a  in atvia  Still  Spa ling

a īgais minerālūdens ar zemu mineralizācijas pakāpi  o īpaši air altic 
lidojumiem ra o enden no aujas nacionālajā parkā iegūta ūdens  

egāzēts  āzēts
атуральная минеральная вода с низкой степень  

минерализации  кскл зивное производство enden для air altic, 
добывается в ациональном парке ауя  в атвии

ода без газа  с газом 

s
honey, 20 G €0.50

edus 
ед

73
0.50

o juice, 30 CL 
Apple / Tomato / Orange €3
Sula  ā olu  tomātu  apelsīnu 
Сок  яблочный  томатный  апельсиновый

4    6

Bor o  
natural mineral water, 
sparkling, 33 CL €3

āzēts da īgs minerālūdens 
атуральная минеральная вода с газом 

1

Bor o  

oca ola / 
oca ola ero  33 CL €3

0  

oca ola / €3

ch e es  33 CL €3

8  7

Coffee or tea-
Black / Green / Mint €3
Kafija vai tēja  melnā  zaļā  piparmētru 
Кофе или чай  ч рный  зеленый  мятный

33  31  3   34

Cappuccino or
hot chocolate €3
Kapu īno vai karstā šokolāde
Капучино или горячий шоколад 

36  30

a a a 
Freshly brewed
Italian coffee €3.50

ugstākās kvalitātes itāļu kafija
Свежесваренный итальянский кофе 

1

tal s
favourite

coffee

ith eve  pu hase of foldable up o ito see page  get f ee tea o  offee
ot salie amu i o ito s at t  lpp  sa em t u vai afi u pa  b vu

   o ito       

ch e es  33 CL

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
aut iet st ua tiem pa  p odu tu sast vu un ta os eso a iem ale g niem
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Botte a Gold 
Prosecco Brut (Italy),
20 CL, 11% €6

zirkstošais vīns tālija
гристое вино талия

o t  ha o  
champagne (France),
20 CL, 12% €23
Šampanietis rancija

ампанское ранция

11

ol e Baronne 
Sauvignon 
white wine (France),
18.7 CL, 12% €6

altvīns rancija
елое вино ранция

1 oh e al er 
whisky, 5 CL, 40% €6

iskijs  иски
17

tol ch a a  
Premium vodka,
5 CL, 40% €6

egvīns  одка
1

a s 
cognac, 3 CL, 40% €6
Konjaks  Коньяк
18

Bo a  
a h re 

dry gin, 5 CL, 40% €6
ins  жин

7

ol e Baronne 
Cabernet Sauvignon 
red wine (France),
18.7 CL, 12.5% €6
Sarkanvīns rancija
Красное вино ранция

13

Pre-Order & Save!

a Blac  Balsa
4 CL, 45% or
Riga Black Balsam 
Currant, 4 CL, 30% €6

aditional atvian he bal bitte

īgas elnais alzams vai īgas elnais 
alzams upeņu
ижский рный альзам или ижский 

рный альзам смородиновый

14  8

rest e e eet
sparkling wine (Latvia)
20 CL, 11.5% €5
Saldais dzirkstošais vīns
Сладкое игристое вино
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Taste from Latvia

ta ra s a a s
50 CL, 5.4% €6
age  bee  b e ed a o ding to t aditional atvian 
e ipes and made of highest ualit  ing edients

ēc tradicionālām latviešu receptēm darīts gaišais alus, 
kas tapis, izmantojot augstākā la uma sastāvdaļas
Светлое пиво, созданное по традиционным 
латвийским рецептам, используя ингредиенты 
высочайшего качества

10

Taste from Latvia

ta ra s
33 CL, 5% €5
Stabu ags Spe ial bee  p ides itself on a beautiful golden 
olou  and a delightful f eshness  his bee  is gluten f ee

Sta urags pašais alus lepojas ar skaistu zeltainu nokrāsu un 
patīkamu svaigumu  Šis alus nesatur glutēnu

иво Sta urags Особое обладает красивым золотистым 
оттенком и приятной свежесть

то пиво не содержит гл тен

6

Whisky & Cola
iskijs  ola 
иски  Кола

Vodka  & Orange Juice
egvīns un apelsīnu sula 

одка и апельсиновый сок

Gin & Tonic
ins un oniks  

жин и оник

€8.50 hoose ou  favou ite o tail

Ask the cabin crew about the ingredients of a given product or what allergens it contains.
aut iet st ua tiem pa  p odu tu sast vu un ta os eso a iem ale g niem

            
186 / airBaltic.com

1. ELIZABETH ARDEN 8 ou  ll ve i a le il  100 ml  page 08 • 2. YVES SAINT LAURENT as a a olume ffet au  ils o1 la  
7  ml  page 0  • 3. CHOCOMOON eomet i  ladies at h  intage St le  page 1 8 • 4. AVIATOR olding sunglasses  page  • 5. HUGO 
BOSS ange omen   fo  he  7  ml  page 04 • 6. CALVIN KLEIN Shee  eaut   fo  he  0 ml  page 04

PERFECT
GIFTS 
FOR HIM
& HER

Summer

€39.90
5

€30
4

€29
2

€25
1

€49
3

€19.90
6

ACCESSORIESWATCHES

PAGE 217PAGE 190 PAGE 199 PAGE 225PAGE 204 PAGE 208

JEWELLERY FOR KIDSFRAGRANCES BEAUTY

PAGE 226

SOUVENIRS
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CONSTANCE LADIES WATCH

“ onstance is a watch that means 
business with its ersatilit  and 
immaculate st ling.”

€115 €135
-15%SAVE

EMBELLISHED WITH CRYSTALS 
FROM SWAROVSKI®

K   S SK  K S

С  К  К С  S SK

Page: 197
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S   UP T0 58% OFF

RAPTOR GENTS WATCH

“Unique dial with 3 
additional indicators.”

€49 €69
-29%SAVE

Page: 195

TRENDY CHRONOLOOK
 

О  

Page: 207

DEEPLY SEDUCTIVE
AND SUPERBLY STYLISH
S S  K SKS

О О С   С С

SEXY AMBER, EDP FOR WOMAN, 100 ML

“Warm amber, sandalwood 
and white flowers.”

€49.90 €106
-53%SAVE

SUITABLE FOR
DAY AND NIGHT WEAR

S   ,  K

 О  О О С О О  К К 

О , К  

THE GAME, GENTS EDT, 100 ML

“Influential scent which has 
compelling notes.”

€29.90 €71
-58%SAVE

Page: 204
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HUGO BOSS 

 TALENT GENTS WATCH. 3 sub e e h onos  distin tive a hite tu al hands and otating be el  ade fo  those ho ish to lead and not 
follo  this timepie e is a t ue statement b  SS at hes  

o aspul stenim alent i  3 h onog fi  pa a di aina d t i un ot o s ietva s  ul stenis dom ts tiem  as i  adu i b t pa  l de iem  nevis se ot  
ielis s lai dis no SS pul ste u s i as

асы хронограф alent с 3 дополнительными циферблатами, дизайнерскими стрелками и враща щимся безелем  ти часы предназначены 
для тех, кто хочет направлять, а не следовать  аявите о себе с часами SS alent

€249 MOVEMENT
 -17%€299 SAVE

DIAL SIZE
 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
 

MASERATI 

POTEN A GENTS WATCH.  olle tion highlights the distin tive t aits of ase ati a  designs b  featu ing the i oni  ident logo on 
a g ille patte n in the dial  he st lish ose gold ase ombined to  bla  st ap ill definitel  ma e ou stand out f om the o d   

ul stenis no ole i as  u a ipa n u ot  neat to am  ase ati automa nu embl ma  t i ubu is  p elt ts a  o  eltu o puss a  
melnu poliu et na si sni u  as i e  t  pa nie u p a vid

ти часы из коллекции  подчеркива т уникальный дизайн автомобилей aserati  они повторя т стиль знакового логотипа в форме 
трезубца с пересека щими его линиями  Стильный корпус покрытый розовой позолотой в сочетании с черным ремешком из полиуретана

€199 MOVEMENT

-9%€219 SAVE DIAL SIZE
3 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
10 

STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
 

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы

190 / airBaltic.com

AVIATOR

GENTS CHRONOGRAPH PILOT WATCH. Satin bla  dial ith otating 
inne  o ld time be el to enable eading of the lo al time in 4 ma o  o ld ities  
h ee step h onog aph sub dials  uminous hands and hou  indi es

elna sat na ipa n a  ot o s ietva s a  lai a osl m  4 liel s pils tas da d s 
pasaules valst s  spa p u h onog fs  uminis o i d t i un stundu ieda as

ерный циферблат с враща щимся безелем для индикации времени в  крупных 
городах мира  рехступенчатый хронограф  минесцентные минутная и часовая стрелки  

€150

AVIATOR

SMART PILOT WATCH. i ing mode n te hnolog  ith lassi  st ling  he at h has a 3 hand analogue movement and otating o ld time 
be el  he te hnolog  allo s the at h to ommuni ate ith ou  sma tphone and via the in dial  s een  n oming all le t  alle   issed 

alls  S S  mail  So ial edia  alenda  vents  ost hone le t  edomete  alo ie ounte  Sleep onito  nd oid and i S ompatible  

sdienu tehnolo i as apvienotas a  lasis u stilu  ul stenim i  analogs meh nisms a  t s d t iem un ot o u ietva u a  lai a osl m  
ul stenis i  savieto ams a  su viedt l uni  ipa n as vid  i   e ns  as att lo ien o os vanus  van t a  neatbild tos vanus  

S S  au  pie t e pastam  so i la iem medi iem  alend am  am a  i  t l u a me l anas  pedomet a  alo i u u s aites  miega 
nov o anas fun i as  Savieto am ba  nd oid un i S

3-ступенчатый аналоговый механизм и враща щийся безель для индикации мирового времени  luetooth для синхронизации со 
смартфоном  Оповещение о входящем вызове и идентификатор вызыва щего абонента, пропущенные вызовы, S S, лектронная 
почта, социальные медиа и многое другое  Совместимы с ndroid и i S

€199

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
 

FEATURES CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
 

DIAL SIZE
 

FEATURES CASE MATERIAL
S SS 

S

WATER RESISTANCE
10 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
 

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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HUGO 

 ARE GENTS WATCH. he timepie e pushes and enables 
ou to t  ne  hallenges  solve ha de  p oblems  and to su pass 
hat ou thought as ou  best  on t get dis ou aged b  hat 

is out the e  this at h ill assist ou and p ovide all the ou age 
ou need to push ou  limits to a ne  level  

ul stenis  as ied o ina s pie emt aunus i ai in umus  
isin t sa e t as p obl mas un i da t vai  ne  sp at 

iedom ties  ai vai as ums st tos p et  is pul stenis i  
u ti ams pal gs  as aus ums sasniegt aunas vi sotnes

ти часы вдохновят вас на решение новых задач, 
восхождение к новым вершинам и преодоление 
невозможного   ревзойдите себя - часы придадут вам 
смелости и уверенности в себе для того, чтобы подняться до 
нового уровня

€129

TOMMY HILFIGER 

 CHASE GENTS WATCH. asual inspi ation is po t a ed ith a sophisti ated omm  tou h in this ound the lo ead  men s at h  he 
smooth featu es and multi e e dial a e efined b  p opo tioned inde es  

 v ie u o as pul ste a di ains ietu ts omm  a stu ga  stil  ul stenim i  pl denas fo mas un vai as papildfun i as  savu t t  ipa n u 
ot  p opo ion las ieda as

 тих мужских часах присутствует утонченное вдохновение со знаковым оттенком omm  лавные линии и изысканный циферблат 
дополнены пропорциональными делениями и красными лементами

€139

Adam Kenworthy, chef,
makes innovation possible.

#MAKEITPOSSIBLE

MOVEMENT

-13%€159 SAVE DIAL SIZE
 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
0 

-13%€149 SAVE

MOVEMENTDIAL SIZE
 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
3 

STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
1  

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы

192 / airBaltic.com

RAINBOW 

COLORS O  HAPPINESS  NISE  WATCH. esigned in e man  ainbo  e motion of olo s  the innovative t ansfo mation of time into 
an inte a tion of olo s and shapes  anspa ent dis s ontinuousl  eate ne  olo  segments hi h p e isel  sho  the time  

novat vs di ains no i as  unise  a av snes su e mo i as at aut gi p veido lai u su un fo mu sasp l  au sp d gi dis i nep t au ti veido 
aunus su segmentus  as da p e u lai u

емецкий инновационный дизайн, унисекс  еперь время выражается в цвете и форме  Специальные диски постоянно передвига тся и 
кажду  минуту созда т новые удивительные цветовые сегменты, четко обозначая время  

€149 DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
LEATHER

STRAP LENGTH
1  

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

SUPERDRY

R AN WATCH  NISE . St lish and Spo t  ith an e e at hing t o tone  
olou pop design  he dial in o po ates bold numbe s and hun  a o shaped hands 

in ont asting olou s and bold Supe d  b anding an be seen along its soft tou h st ap  
ma ing this a must have eve  da  a esso

Stil gs un spo tis s unise  o as pul stenis  neie asti spilgt s olou pop di aina s s  
ipa n a i  a  lieliem ipa iem un pamat giem bultveida d t iem  as ont ast  a  
ipa n as su  savu t m sto ap o i ot  liels Supe d  u a sts  is pul stenis i  

lielis s a sesu s at ai dienai

Стильные и спортивные часы унисекс Superdr  r an в корпусе из пластика с 
ффектным двухцветным поп-дизайном  иферблат со смелыми цифрами и 

короткими стрелками контрастных цветов  

€35

DIAL SIZE
3  

FEATURES
S  

CASE MATERIAL
S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT
QUARTZ

STRAP MATERIAL
S

STRAP LENGTH
 

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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FESTINA 

GENT M LTI NCTION. estina et o gents  multifun tion at h ith
an embossed bla  matt o o leathe  st ap  la  sun a  dial ith applied silve
inde es  ands filled ith luminous hite  ell eadable in the da
ndi ates date and 4 hou s  

estina et o v ie u pul stenim i  vai as papildfun i as un mat ta  melna
o odil das embos ta si sni a  elna ipa n a a  sud aba sas ieda m

uminis o i d t i  as i  labi ed ami tums  ul stenis da a  datumu
un 4 stundas

ногофункциональные мужские часы estina в стиле ретро с черным 
кожаным ремешком с крокодиловым принтом  ерный циферблат с 
серебряными обозначениями  минесцентные стрелки

ополнительные циферблаты, обознача щие дату и  часа  

€89

FESTINA 

MA EMOISELLE SWARO S I  E CL SI E SET. 
adies fashion at h ith a hite S a ovs i  stal dial
omes togethe  ith a omplimenta  stainless steel and
othe of ea l detail bangle   

od gs sievie u pul stenis a  ipa n u  o ot  balti S a ovs i  
ist li  omple t  ietilpst i smal in ta ne s o a t auda un 

pe lamut a ap o e

енские модные часы с циферблатом, украшенным белыми 
кристаллами S arovski   набор входит изящный браслет из 
нержаве щей стали и перламутра  

€129
-10%€99 SAVE

DIAL SIZE
 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
 

DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL
S SS

S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL
S SS

S

STRAP LENGTH
1 

-18%€158
SAVE

RETAIL VALUE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы

194 / airBaltic.com

LAMBRETTA 

PICCOLO  LEATHER GOL  RE  LA IES WATCH. etite feminine timepie e 
ith a gold plated ase and ed talian leathe  st ap has a a efull  afted vintage design  
ith e t eme attention to details  inspi ed b  the lassi al featu es of the i oni  amb etta 

s oote s ba  in the 1 0 60 s  

Sievi gs lai dis a  ap elt tu o pusu un sa anu it u das si sni u  ul stenis ietu ts 
p gi p dom t  et o stil   di ainu iedvesmo u i lasis ie amb etta moto olle i  as bi a 

pa i popul i pag u  gadsimta pie desmita os un se desmita os gados  

иниат рные женские часы с позолоченным корпусом и красным итальянским кожаным 
ремешком, с тщательно продуманным винтажным дизайном и искл чительным 
вниманием к деталям, вдохновленные классическими чертами культовых скутеров 

am retta 1 0 0-х годов

€63 -20%€79 SAVE

-29%€69 SAVE

DIAL SIZE
 

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATER RESISTANCE
3 

MOVEMENT
JAPANESE

STRAP MATERIAL
  

STRAP LENGTH
3 

...lifestyle watches!

www.raptor-watches.com

raptor
...lifestyle watches!

www.raptor-watches.com

raptor

RAPTOR

GENTS WATCH. Solid at h ith genuine b o n leathe  st ap and high ualit  metal ase  ni ue dial ith 3 additional indi ato s  
end  h ono oo

Stil gs v ie u pul stenis a  das si sni u un augstas valit tes met la o pusu  ni la ipa n a a  3 papildu d t iem

Стильные часы с коричневым кожаным ремешком и металлическим корпусом  никальный циферблат с 3-мя дополнительными 
индикаторами  одный hrono ook  

€49 DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL WATER RESISTANCE
S S

MOVEMENT
STRAP MATERIAL

K   
 

STRAP LENGTH
 

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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JOWISSA 

ACET LA IES WATCH  IOLET. a h stal of a a et at h is ut and polished to imitate the vivid spa le and light efle tions of a 
diamond  afted f om high ualit  mate ials follo ing high s iss at hma ing standa ds  this o issa timepie e ualifies not onl  as a pie e of 
e el  but also as a fashionable ompanion in dail  life  

at a a et pul ste a sti ls i  apst d ts t  lai tas mi d tu glu i  dimants  ul stenis i gatavots no augstas valit tes mate i liem un atbilsto i 
augsta m vei es pul ste meista u p as b m  viens o issa pul stenis i  as vai  pa  uvelie i st d umu  tas i  u ti ams e abied s su 
i dienas gait s

Каждые часы коллекции acet име т граненое стекло, подобно бриллианту для придания сверка щего блеска  зготовленные из 
высококачественных материалов в соответствии с высокими стандартами качества, часы o issa явля тся не только велирным изделием, но 
и модным компаньоном в повседневной жизни  

€180

PIERRE CARDIN 

LA IES WATCH WITH NEC LACE  EARRINGS. he minimalisti  hite dial is de o ated ith 1  hite stal hou  ma e s and 
set in a supe slim 18 t gold plated ase  hile a sil  bla  st ap fastens the at h on the ist  he 18 t gold plated la iat ne la e  set ith 

hite stals and ea ings that efle t the at h dial  omplete this unde stated and sophisti ated set

inim listis a balta ipa n a  stundu ieda as ot  1  balti ist li  supe pl ns o puss a  18 t elta p l umu  m sta das si sni a  
altiem ist liem ot ta a la ota a  18 t elta p l umu  omple tu papildina aus a i

инималистичный белый циферблат украшен 1  белыми кристаллами, обознача щими время  Сверхтонкий корпус часов с 
напылением из 1 -каратного золота, мягкий кожаный ремешок  Ожерелье с 1 -каратным золотым напылением с подвеской, 
украшенной белыми кристаллами, и серьги дополня т тот потряса щий набор

€95 DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL WATER RESISTANCE
3 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL
 

STRAP LENGTH
3  

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL
S SS
S

WATER RESISTANCE
 

MOVEMENT
 STRAP MATERIAL

 
STRAP LENGTH

3  

Unbenannt-1   1 27.12.18   12:39

-10%€199 SAVE

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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LACOSTE 

CONSTANCE LA IES WATCH. Some items of appa el fo  omen  li e a 
isp t en h oat  ma e an imp ession athe  than a noise  onstan e is a at h 

that means business ith its ve satilit  and imma ulate st ling  mbellished ith 
S a ovs i  stals  

a i sievie u modes a sesu i  piem am  t en is  i  ad ti  lai atst tu palie o u 
iespaidu u  ap t iem  o as pul steni onstan e a stu o nevaino ams stils  tas i  
a sesu s  as iedve  ie u  ai di ot  S a ovs i  ist li  

екоторые предметы женского гардероба, такие как тренчкот, созданы 
производить впечатление, а не пускать пыль в глаза  езукоризненный  стиль 
часов S  является универсальным дополнением к бизнес-стил  асы 
украшены кристаллами S arovski  

€115
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WATER RESISTANCE
3 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
1  

-15%€135 SAVE

DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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CHOCOMOON 

GEOMETRIC LA IES WATCH  INTAGE ST LE. S eet and m ste ious  this is 
hat ho o oon is about  ombination of fashionable geomet i  design and vintage 
olou s ma es this st lish at h a uni ue timepie e

Sievie u pul stenis  nosl pumains un neatvai ms  atiesi uni ls pul stenis  u a 
ipa n u ot  mode na eomet is u fig u ombin i a a  lasis m s m

енские часы, в которых скрыта загадка и тайна  вот что такое hoco oon  
Сочетание модного дизайна eometric  и винтажных оттенков созда т уникальный 
стиль часов hoco oon  

€49

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
3  

FEATURES
 S

CASE MATERIAL WATER RESISTANCE
3 

MOVEMENT STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
FLEXIBLE

CHOCOMOON 

SA ARI LA IES WATCH. his ne  timepie e f om ho o oon is an eve g een  he eopa d p int evives ou  eve da  life and puts eve  
outfit in s ene  St lish a esso  and a lassi  hi h neve  goes out of fashion  e ave  o ild

auno ho o oon pul steni ot  leopa da das a sts  as atsvaid in s su i dienas i s atu un pie i s pa u s aistumu su t pam  Stil gs 
a sesu s  as vienm  b s mod  d o inies un esi i ai ino a

ти новые часы от hoco oon с модным принтом eopard оживля т л бой повседневный образ и ставят яркий акцент в наряде  
Стильный аксессуар и классика, которые никогда не выходят из моды  удь смелой, будь дерзкой

€69

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

DIAL SIZE
3  

CASE MATERIAL
S SS S

K S
WATER RESISTANCE
S S

MOVEMENT
S

STRAP MATERIAL STRAP LENGTH
1 

WATCHES
ulksteņi  асы
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LUNAVIT 

MAGNETIC LEATHER RACELET OOM. o e ful inte pla  of spe ial omponents  the b a elet ontains a 000 auss 
neod mium magnet and a  pu e e3  ge manium stone  aditional hinese edi ine  has used magneti  fields fo  mo e than 

000 ea s  n o  the po e  of magnetism ith this t end  fun tional e ele  a elet length   m

lementi  no u iem sast v ap o e  mi ieda bo as  lai ad tu sp gu efe tu  u  ieb v ts 000 gausus stip s neod ma magn ts un  
e m ni a e3  a mens  adi ion la  nie u medi n  magn tis os lau us i manto au vai  ne  000 gadus  Sa tiet magn tisma sp u 

a  s fun ion l s ap o es pal d bu  p o es ga ums   m

ощное взаимодействие особых компонентов  раслет содержит терапевтический магнит 0,  л  и ,  камня-германия  
радиционная китайская медицина  использует магнитные поля более 000 лет  очувствуйте силу магнетизма с тим модным 

функциональным украшением  лина браслета  ,  см

€89 -11%€99.95
SAVE

BRACENET 

ALTIC SEA RACENET. he  a e one of the g eatest dange s fo  ou  o eans  dis a ded o  lost fishing nets  hese ghost nets an d ift 
a ound un he ed fo  de ades and tu n into deadl  t aps fo  animals  ogethe  ith the ma ine p ote tion o gani ation ealth  Seas and hostfishing 

e et ieve these deadl  t aps and p odu e a b a elet  the a enet  ne si e fits all

amesti vai no aud ti ve as t li i  viens no liel a iem d audiem pasaules o e niem un m  di t li va  d eif t gadu desmitiem  
stot pa  n v o m lamat m as iem tnie iem  Sada b b  a  u atvese o anas o gani i m H  S  un G   m s 

das lamatas li vid am un no pamesta iem ve as t liem i gatavo am ap o es a enet  p o es de  visiem i m iem

рейфу щие рыболовные сети явля тся одной из самых больших опасностей для наших океанов и явля тся смертельной ловушкой 
для многих морских обитателей  месте с организацией по охране океана ealth  eas и hostfishing мы извлекаем ти сети-призраки , 
очищаем их и производим браслеты ручной работы  егулируемый размер  подходит для л бого запястья

€25

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

FASHION WITH FUNCTION – 
THE POWER KICK FOR YOU

JEWELLERY
otas  крашения
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H A N D M A D E  I N  G E R M A N Y

COEUR DE LION 

GEOC E COLLECTION. esign lassi  handmade in e man  the denim blue and ed olou ed ube design f om the famous
eo ube olle tion b     S ntheti  solid olou ed tige s e e ombined ith S a ovs i  stals  stainless steel 316  and fine 

glass linde s  he pe fe t gift fo  someone ou no   o  fo  ou self  e la e length  41  4 m  a elet length  18   3 m

lasis s di ains  o u da bs  i gatavots i  ili un sa ani ubi no slaven s eo ube ole i as  o veido is u mums    
Sint tis a vien sas t e a s ombin i  a  S a ovs i  ist liem  316  ne s o o t audu un smal iem sti la ilind iem  de la d vana ilv am  
o labi pa stat  vai ums pa ai  a la otas ga ums  41  4 m  o assp d es ga ums  18   3 m

Классический дизайн, ручная работа - сделано в ермании  кубики синего и красного цвета из знаменитой коллекции
eo u e от    Синтетический однотонный тигровый глаз в сочетании с кристаллами S arovski  и нержаве щей сталь  

31  изящно сочетается с тонкими стеклянными цилиндрами  деальный подарок для тех, кого вы знаете или для себя  лина колье  
1   см  лина браслета  1 ,   3 см

€119 €64-14%€139 SAVE

-7%€69 SAVE
NEC LACE  RACELET

JEWELLERY
otas  крашения

200 / airBaltic.com

-25%€65 SAVE

ORQUIDEA 

 O EARRINGS SET  IN . Ste ling Silve  a ings 
ith 7 and 1  mm fi st ualit  o gani  a o an ea ls in la  
 hite  the smalle  one on the f ont and the bigge  one on the 

ba side of the ea lobe eve sible  he smalle  ones an also be 
o n as lassi  Stud a ings  

Sud aba aus a i a  augstas valit tes o ganis m al o as 
p l m meln  un balt  s  a  7 mm p le  n s ama 
ipi as pus  bet liel  1  mm p le  ie pus   vai ot di  

a s p les va  val t a   lasis os nagli u aus a us

Серебряные серьги с белым и черным органическим жемчугом 
с острова айорка, высшего сорта  и 1  мм  аленькая 
жемчужина расположена спереди, а большая - сзади мочки 
уха  ожно носить в  вариантах  Кроме того, более мелкие 
жемчужины можно носить как классические серьги  

€49

ORQUIDEA 

 IONA PEARL RACELET. a elet that ill al a s be the 
ight a esso  to ea  Stunning la   hite fi st ualit  o gani  
a o an ea ls in 10 and 14 mm  magneti  ematite Stones and 

Ste ling Silve  beads on a ubbe  b a elet   genuine  hand afted 
b a elet f om t aditional ea l fa to  on the island of a o a  its to 
all si es

S aista o assp d e  as piest v visiem stiliem  ni gas melnas 
un baltas 10 un 14 mm lielas al o as p les  hemat ta a me i un 
sud aba ell tes  as iestip in tas au u a ap o  sts o u da bs no 

al o as p u fab i as  e  visiem i m iem

тот браслет станет отличным дополнением к л бому образу  
ысококачественный органический жемчуг черного и белого 

цвета с острова айорка высшего сорта 10 и 1  мм , серебро и 
гематиты  Каучуковая нить-основа  ниверсальный размер

€39

ORQUIDEA 

TRIO EARRINGS  IN . eautiful Ste ling Silve  ea ings 
ith i onium and 3 pai s of e hangeable 8 and  mm fi st ualit  

o gani  a o an ea ls in diffe ent olou s  ma ing it a 8 in one  

Stil gi sud aba aus a i a  i oni u un 3 apmain miem  8 un  mm 
augst s valit tes al o as p u p iem da d s s s

sto i vien

Серьги из из первоклассного органического жемчуга,  и  мм 
разных цветов   разных стилей  

€76

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVEORQUIDEA TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

JEWELLERY
otas  крашения
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OLIVER WEBER 

RI OLI RHO I M PLATE  CHR SOLITE 
(SWAROVSKI® CRYSTAL) SET. he sophisti ated ivoli set 
adiates a stunning au a ith its olo ful pla  of hues  ombined 
ith a blouse o  a plain s eate  the ne la e eli its the ultimate 

ethni  loo  litte ing stals f om S a ovs i  omplete this 
beautiful set  e la e length  40 m   m of e tension

atei oties elegantai su sasp lei  ivoli a la otai piem t 
pa a au a  a la ota ombin i  a  bl i vai d empe ti veido 
neatvai o amu iespaidu  omple tu ha monis i papildina mi d o i 
S a ovs i  ist li  a la otas ga ums  40 m   m paga in ums

зысканный набор ivoli излучает потряса щу  ауру красочной 
игрой оттенков  Ожерелье, в сочетании с блузкой или простым 
свитером, создает идеальный образ  лестящие кристаллы от 
S arovski  гармонично дополня т тот набор  лина подвески  

0 см  ,  см удлинение

€68

ith a blouse o  a plain s eate  the ne la e eli its the ultimate 
ethni  loo  litte ing stals f om S a ovs i  omplete this 
beautiful set  e la e length  40 m   m of e tension

atei oties elegantai su sasp lei  ivoli a la otai piem t 
pa a au a  a la ota ombin i  a  bl i vai d empe ti veido 
neatvai o amu iespaidu  omple tu ha monis i papildina mi d o i 
S a ovs i  ist li  a la otas ga ums  40 m   m paga in ums

зысканный набор ivoli излучает потряса щу  ауру красочной 
игрой оттенков  Ожерелье, в сочетании с блузкой или простым 
свитером, создает идеальный образ  лестящие кристаллы от 
S arovski  гармонично дополня т тот набор  лина подвески  

0 см  ,  см удлинение

€68

ZAZA&LILI 

 SET O   RACELETS  S TLE TRIO. h ee minimalisti  
b a elets in hodium  gold and osegold plating de o ated ith spa ling 

stals  to be o n togethe  o  sepa atel  ength 17  m

s minim lisma stil  ietu tas ap o es a  odi a  elta un o  elta 
p l umu  ot tas a  mi d o iem ist liem  p o es va  val t op  
vai pa vienai  a ums 17  m  

абор из трех минималистических браслетов с покрытием 
из родия, золота и розового золота  раслеты украшены 
искрящимися кристаллами  лина 1 ,  см  

€39

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

-52%€81
SAVE

RETAIL VALUE

-15%€80
SAVE

RETAIL VALUE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

JEWELLERY
otas  крашения

202 / airBaltic.com

SOSOMA 

EA T  O  LIGHT. a eful and e oti  ne la e f om the Sosoma b and is a must have a esso  fo  all fashionistas  ith its 
elegant pu e design  ou  loo  ill be an e e at he  da  o  night  e la e onsists of 1  thin he ingbone hain st ands made of  
Ste ling Silve  ith high ualit  gold plating  ength 40  m   

legant  un e st avagant  Sosoma mola a la ota i  oblig ts a sesu s vis m modes ien t m  a ts vai diena  su i s ats b s 
neatvai ms  a la ota sast v no 1  valitat vi ap elt tiem pavedieniem  as i gatavoti no  p oves sud aba  a ums 40  m

зящное и кстравагантное ожерелье от бренда Sosoma  обязательный аксессуар для всех модниц  Ожерелье состоит из 1  тонких 
нитей серебра  пробы с высоким качеством позолоты  лина 0,  см  

€149

-21%€49.50
SAVE

SNÖ OF SWEDEN 

 SIRI SET. lassi  and lu u ious silve plated ea ings 
and b a elet ith elegant ubi  i onia stones  a elet length  
18  m  a ings si e  6 mm

lasis  stil  ietu ti i  apsud aboti aus a i un ap o e a  
elegantiem ubis  i oni a a me iem  p o es ga ums  18  m  

us a u i m s  6 mm

Классический и роскошный набор - серьги с покрытием из серебра 
и браслет с легантными кристаллами кубического циркония  

лина браслета  1 ,  см  азмер сереж к   мм

€39

175x42mm new.indd   1 2018-10-09   16:03:15

SNÖ OF SWEDEN 

 SAINT SET.  lassi  set f om S  of S eden  n elegant fle ible 
b a elet ith o  stals and pea ls omplemented b  a pai  of timeless 
pea l ea ings   pe fe t set to t eat ou self o  a spe ial one

lasis s omple ts  o pied v  S  of S eden  leganto  lo ano ap o i ot  
ist li un p les  omple t  a  ie auts p u nagli u aus a u p is

ielis s omple ts  o u d vin t m ota ai sievietei

Классический набор от S  of S eden  легантный браслет с 
кристаллами и жемчугом дополнен парой жемчужных серег  

деальный подарок для себя или л бимого человека

€59

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

J EW E L L E RY

JEWELLERY
otas  крашения
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CITY PRICE: €86, -65% OFF

DAVIDOFF

 THE GAME  
E T OR HIM   ML.

€29.90

VERSACE 

 ERSACE WOMAN   
E P OR HER   ML.  

€29.90

CITY PRICE: €71, -58% OFF

HUGO BOSS 

 ORANGE WOMEN   
E T OR HER   ML.  

€39.90

CITY PRICE: €90, -56% OFF

CALVIN KLEIN

 SHEER EA T  
E T OR HER   ML.

€19.90

CITY PRICE: €62, -68% OFF

CALVIN KLEIN

 C  REE  
E T OR HIM   ML.

€29.90

CITY PRICE: €66, -55% OFF

204 / airBaltic.com

2,33_YEDP19_PRS_175x75QTR.indd   1 04/02/2019   11:17

HUGO BOSS 

OSS OTTLE  O SET. is ove  the i oni  oss ottled olle tion b  ugo oss  ib ant ith f esh and sensuous notes  oss 
ottled e udes distin tion  oss ottled  is an elegant omposition of sophisti ated it uses and i h ood  notes    

epa stieties a  ugo oss i onis o ole i u oss ottled  eat to ami svaigs un ute lis s a om ts  oss ottled   t  i  eleganta 
it usu un o snes no u ombin i a

Откройте для себя легендарну  коллекци  oss ottled от ugo oss  ромат oss ottled с яркими свежими и чувственными 
нотами  ромат oss ottled onic  то изысканная композиция из утонченных цитрусовых и насыщенных древесных нот   

€58

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

YVES SAINT LAURENT 

 E P OR HIM   ML he ui e of this ne  f ag an e is deep  f esh and mas uline  eated b  the legenda  pe fume  omini ue 
opion   au de a fum is an intense hite and da  foug e    

i  atsvaid ino s un v i gs sma dens  u u ad is le end ais pa fim s omini s op ons  ies tin ts un ont astiem bag ts a om ts

тот новый аромат обладает глубокими, свежими и мужественными чертами  арф мерная вода , созданная легендарным 
парф мером омиником опьоном, представляет собой насыщенный и контрастный фужерный аромат

€63 -16%€75 SAVE

das
Кожанный

apardes
ужерный

ustrumniecisks
осточный

Koksnes
ревесный

ipre
ипровый

iedu
веточный

ugļu
руктовый

romātisks
ряный

  Silts  еплыйS   Svaigs  Свежий
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LEATHER
das

Кожанный

FOUGÉRE
apardes
ужерный

ORIENTAL
ustrumniecisks
осточный

WOODY
Koksnes

ревесный

CHYPRE
ipre
ипровый

FLORAL
iedu
веточный

FRUITY
ugļu
руктовый

AROMATIC
romātisks
ряный

WARM / Silts  еплыйFRESH / Svaigs  Свежий

CAROLINA HERRERA

 GOO  GIRL  E P OR WOMEN   ML. n innovative olfa to  eation  eveal ou  good side th ough the luminous fa et of tube ose and the 
best ualit  Samba  asmine  a e ou  bad side th ough addi tive notes of oasted on a beans and o oa  t s so good to be bad

Sma dens sieviet m  novat va pa fim i as ompo i a  t l  savu labo pusi a  d id a m tube o es un samba a asm na not m  ai ini savu sli to pusi 
a  dino a m g au d to ton as pupi u un a ao not m

арф мерная вода для женщин  нновационная парф мерная композиция  аскройте себя благодаря благоуха щей туберозе и жасмину 
самбак  оты жареных бобов тонка и какао станут вызовом для вашей т мной стороны  ыть плохой не так уж и плохо

€75 -15%€88 SAVE

GIORGIO ARMANI

 S  PASSIONE  E P OR WOMEN   ML. S  assione b  io gio mani  sensual flo al ui e a ousing the senses  he e p ession of 
absolute femininit

io gio mani ad ts sma dens sieviet m  ute lis s iedu a om ts  as i  absol ts sievi bas iemieso ums

Sì assione от iorgio rmani  цветочный аромат, пробужда щий чувстсва  ыражение абсол тной женственности

€77 -16%€92 SAVE

FRAGRANCES
arfimērija  арф мерия

206 / airBaltic.com
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File name 027366_Air Baltic_Sexy Amber_180x145@1
Tag 027366_Air Baltic_Sexy Amber_180x145
Overall size 180mm (w) x 145mm (h)
Visual size 180mm (w) x 145mm (h)  (Ratio - 1.24)

027366_Air Baltic_Sexy Amber_180x145@1.indd   1 05/01/2018   17:31

VERSACE 

RIGHT CR STAL  E T  L e sa e ight stal  a p e ious e el of a e beaut  ha a te i ed b  a f esh  vib ant and flo e  s ent    

ualetes dens e sa e ight stal i   nepa asti s aists d ga mens  am i  svaigs un d i sto s iedu a om ts

ersace right r stal - драгоценный камень редкой красоты, отличается свежим, ярким и цветочным ароматом  

€62 -16%€73.50
SAVE

LEATHER
das

Кожанный

FOUGÉRE
apardes
ужерный

ORIENTAL
ustrumniecisks
осточный

WOODY
Koksnes

ревесный

CHYPRE
ipre
ипровый

FLORAL
iedu
веточный

FRUITY
ugļu
руктовый

AROMATIC
romātisks
ряный

WARM / Silts  еплыйFRESH / Svaigs  Свежий

ELIZABETH ARDEN 

WHITE TEA E T OR WO E   L his ne  f ag an e 
ha moniousl  blends anda in  Sea ee e o d  hite ea t a t  
u ish ose and ad as ood     

ualetes dens sieviet m  auna  a om t  ha monis i savi as manda nu  
as v smu  balt s t as  tu u o u un o snes notis  

овый аромат для женщин с нотами итальянского мандарина, 
морского бриза, белого чая, мускусных роз и мадрасского дерева  

€39.90
-19%€49 SAVE

MICHAEL KORS

 SE  AM ER  E P 
OR WOMEN   ML.  spotlight on a m 

ambe  apped in sandal ood and la e ed ith 
lush hite flo e s  eepl  sedu tive

om ts  u a pamat  i  silta amb a  o aptve  
sandal o a un balto iedu sma a  eatvai ms 
pa fim i as dens  

ркая и теплая амбра в окружении сандалового 
дерева на фоне роскошных белых цветов  
Соблазн, перед которым невозможно устоять

€49.90
-53%€106 SAVE

FRAGRANCES
arfimērija  арф мерия
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mp ovement in the appea an e of s in as epo ted in onsume  tests ondu ted ove  14 1 da s
das kvalitātes uzla ojumi novēroti lietotāju apsekojumu laikā 1 - 1 dienu periodā
лучшение внешнего вида кожи, в соответствии с потребительскими тестами,

проведенными в течение 1 - 1 дней

ELIZABETH ARDEN

  HO R  ALL O ER MIRACLE OIL   ML. his light  
sil  fo mula is infused ith beaut s ne est favo ite ing edient  
suba i oil  a head to toe oil leaves ou  fa e and bod  soft to 

the tou h and gives hai  a beautiful shine  ou  solution fo  deep 
moistu i ation  

numl d e lis visam e menim  as viegl  un dain  te st a 
satu  aun o s aistum op anas at l umu  ap nas am li as 
e u   m stina se as un e me a du un pie i  matiem s aistu 
mi d umu  ab ais isin ums d i ai mit in anai

олшебное средство для всего тела от liza eth rden  го 
легкая шелковистая текстура содержит новейший ингредиент 
для сохранения красоты  масло камелии, котороеделает кожу 
лица и тела нежной и мягкой, а  волосам придает здоровое 
сияние  учшее решение для глубокого увлажнения

€25
S deep moisturization that is clinicall  proven to last all da  long

S su aki oil and other natural ingredients that are clinicall  proven to help reinvigorate skin

S to firm and strengthen skin as it conditions and nourishes hair

S S uickl  to leave skin visi l  radiant, h drated and health  in appearance

AWARD
WINNER

ELIZABETH ARDEN

GOO  NIGHT S SLEEP RESTORING CREAM   L. 
u  moistu i ing  soothing eam o s at night to help esto e  

epai  and st engthen the loo  of s in

it ino s un nomie ino s ms ieda bo as na ts lai  at auno ot 
un stip inot du  pada ot to tvi t u

тот увлажня щий, успокаива щий крем работает ночь , 
чтобы помочь восстановить и улучшить внешний вид кожи

€20

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

ELIZABETH ARDEN

ISI LE I ERENCE  RE INIG MOIST RE 
CREAM COMPLE   L. u  1 best selling moistu ise  

i h  emollient and p ote tive  it ushions s in ith moistu e fo  
a diffe en e ou an see and feel  4  of omen sa  a d amati  
imp ovement in s in s h d ation in as little as  ee s   

su vispopul ais das mit in t s  ies tin ts  m stino s un 
ai sa g o s ms  u a ieda b ba i  a m ed ama  4  sievie u 
nov o b tis us das st vo a u labo umus vien  ned u lai

аш самый продаваемый увлажня щий крем  асыщенный, 
смягча щий и защитный, насыщает кожу необходимой 
влагой, что становится очевидным   женщин увидели 
значительное улучшение состояния кожи всего за  недели

€20

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

-14%€29 SAVE

EIGHT HOUR® CREAM
All-Over Miracle Oil

ADDS SHINE TO
DRY, DULL HAIR1 REDUCES DRY,

ROUGH SKIN2

POST-SHAVE
MOISTURE4

SCENT PROMOTES
A SENSE OF 
WELL-BEING8

MASSAGE AWAY
STRESS5

INSTANT
SHINE6

COUTICULE
SOFTENER3

ALL-OVER
MOISTURE7

BEAUTY
Skaistumam  ля красоты

208 / airBaltic.com

M2BEAUTÉ 

 E ELASH ACTI ATING SER M   ML. ashes g o  to ne  and beautiful lengths  elp ou  lashes to a hieve thei  full potential  
natu all  tive and nut itional ing edients p omote longe  and thi e  lashes b  an ave age of 0  in onl  si  ee s

Se uma ieda b b  s opstas i aug iev o ami ga as  al d iet sav m s opst m eali t to poten i lu dabis  e  i manto ot o s opstu se umu  
as satu  a t vas  ba o o as vielas  as vei ina bie u  ga u un stip u s opstu aug anu pa  0  6 ned s vien  vai o ot su s aistumu

овые длинные и красивые ресницы  омогите своим ресницам полность  реализовать свой потенциал с той активиру щей сывороткой  
ктивные и питательные ингредиенты способству т росту более густых,  длинных, сильных ресниц в среднем на 0  всего за  недель

€99 -21%€126 SAVE

WONDER.
FULL.
NOW.

89%
OF THE TESTERS*

RECOMMEND THE
EYEL ASH ACTIVATING

SERUM!

BEFORE/AFTER

FOR LONGER AND THICKER LASHES IN ONLY 6 WEEKS
EYELASH ACTIVATING SERUM

YVES SAINT LAURENT

 TO CHE ECLAT N  .  ML. nstant must have highlighte  
fo  adding a tou h of light o  banishing shado s and signs of fatigue f om 
the e e a ea  the hollo  of the hin  the ontou  of the lips and the sides 
of the nose

t ieda b gs un efe t vs i gaismot s das to a o e i m  lai nosegtu 
tum os lo us un g umbi as em a m un pasv t otu l pu  deguna un 
oda ont as

егендарная кисточка-хайлайтер для коррекции тона кожи  С 
каждым штрихом она стирает темные круги под глазами и придает 
яркость чертам лица

€30

YVES SAINT LAURENT

MASCARA OL ME E ET A  CILS N  LAC  
.  ML. he most emblemati  of S  false lash effe ts  n e lusive 
ombination of a soft b istled b ush and a eam fo mula in edibl  

intensifies the loo  mp oved fo mula  

isp lie ino ais m sl go s opstu efe ts S  pied v um  sta 
bi st te un pa a tu as fo mula nod o ina neatvai mu s atienu  auna  
u labota fo mula  

астоящий символ по создани  ффекта накладных ресниц от S  
кскл зивное сочетание мягкой щеточки и кремовой формулы  

секрет создания притягательного взгляда  лучшенный состав

€29-14%€35 SAVE

-15%€34 SAVE

MASCARA OL ME E ET A  CILS N  

N° 2 Luminous IvoryN° 2 Luminous Ivory
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CLARINS

 INSTANT LIGHT LIP PER ECTOR O  ROSE AN  APRICOT SHIMMER.  
melting gel ith a deli iousl  s eet flavou  and 3  shimme  fo  lus ious  smooth  shin  lips 
and a natu al olou ed  luminous smile  t nou ishes  epai s and p ote ts lips to leave them 
in edibl  beautiful  nstant ight ip e fe to  uo ontains  01 ose shimme   0  

p i ot shimme

sto s g ls a  saldu a om tu un 3  sp dumu  as mit ina un nogludina l pas un pie i  t m 
sp dumu  al ams ba o  at auno un ai sa g  l pas  omple t  ietilpst  01 o  un 0  
ap i o u  sp dums

а щий гель с восхитительным ароматом и 3  блеском сделает ваши губы более 
чувственными, гладкими и яркими  альзам питает, восстанавливает и защищает 
кожу губ   наборе два оттенка  01 розовый  и 0  абрикосовый

€29.50

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

CLARINS

 RA IANCE PL S GOL EN GLOW OOSTER   ML.
dd ustomised adian e and a health  glo  to ou  dail  s in a e outine 
ith la ins ne  adian e lus olden lo  ooste  e matologi all  

tested  on omedogeni  Suitable fo  all s in t pes

manto iet l d e li la ins ne  adian e lus olden lo  ooste  lai 
pie i tu dai mi d umu un vasa gi vesel gu i s atu  e matolo is i 
p baud ts  ne omedog nis s  de  visiem das tipiem

Сыворотка для сияния кожи larins ne  adiance- lus olden 
lo  ooster сделает вашу кожу сия щей и здоровой  Средство 

протестировано дерматологами, некомедогенно, подходит для 
всех видов кожи

€24 -11%€27 SAVE

CLARINS

O LE SER M   ML. he most omplete anti ageing t eatment  
he onl  dual phase h d i  and lipidi  anti ageing t eatment i h in 0 1 

plant e t a ts  ts dual fo mula ombines 0 of the most po e ful anti ageing 
plant e t a ts ith tu me i  e t a t to effe tivel  and visibl  t eat the signs of 
ageing

pa i efe t vs p etnove o an s l d e lis  am i  div a fo mula  as sast v 
no 0 ieda b giem augu e st a tiem  nod o inot hid olip du l d sva u un 
omple su p etnove o an s ieda b bu

Комплексная омолажива щая двойная сыворотка  никальное 
средство ухода с двойной гидролипидной формулой, об единя щей 
более 0 растительных кстрактов и оказыва щей комплексное 
антивозрастное воздействие

€72 -13%€83 SAVE

th

BEAUTY
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-23%€37.80
SAVE

STENDERS 

RO AL ELL  SET.  set featu ing ou  
ultimate s in omfo t essentials  a po e blend 
fa ial t eatment oil to boost the moistu e level fo  a 
smooth  luminous omple ion  and a nou ishing lip 
balm to p ovide lasting p ote tion and leave ou  
lips smooth and i esistible  

Sp ino s omple ts intens vai se as das 
op anai  a a  bi u m u pe u pieni u 

nostip in s mit uma ai sa gba e u  pada s du 
gludu un sta o o u  i sa g o s l pu bal ams 
nogludin s l pas  lai t s tu neatvai mas  

Комплект косметики для комфорта кожи 
 масло для интенсивного ухода за кожей 

лица, которое укрепит защитный слой кожи, 
препятству щий потере влаги, делая ее гладкой 
и сия щей, и защитный, питательный бальзам 
для губ, который выровнит кожу губ и сделает
их неотразимыми

€29-18%€21.90
SAVE

-20%€23.70
SAVE

STENDERS 

LIP TTER SET.  t io of deepl  
nou ishing s in p ote tive balms featu ing 
a ose and anbe  s ented lip butte s fo  

ell h d ated  velvet  lips  and a 100  pu e 
shea butte   a t ue on the go multitas ing 
s in a e he o

i i ba o o u un ai sa g o u p odu tu 
t io  o u un d ve u l pu sviests intens vi 
mit in t m  samtain m l p m un 100  
t s  dabis s  sviests ienad u  l pu un 
daud fun ion lai sausas das op anai 
e o umu lai  

ри глубоко пита щих и защища щих 
кожу продукта  розовое и кл квенное 
масло для губ для их интенсивного 
увлажнения и бархатистости, и 100  чистое 
масло ши для многофункционального 
ухода за кожей во время путешествий

€19

STENDERS 

RO AL ELL  O ERNIGHT 
RECO ER  MAS   ML. 

pplied ight befo e bedtime this deepl  
eplenishing no inse t eatment ith 
o al ell  esto es lost moistu e fo  

imp oved appea an e and elasti it  of 
ou  s in

das mit umu at auno o  na ts se as 
mas a  as nav nos alo  u l ta 
mi li pi ms miega  d i i paba os se as 
du  u labo ot t s i s atu un elast bu  
ag tin ta a  bi u m u pe u pieni u  

ащитная ночная маска с маточным 
молочком, нанесенная на кожу лица 
перед сном, восстановит утраченну  
влагу, делая кожу лица упругой и 
сия щей  аску не нужно смывать 
водой

€18

STENDERS STENDERS 
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befo e afte

www.fine-deodorant.com
[fì-ne] deodorant
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FINE 

 CREAM EO ORANT   . otall  pu e  o gani  and 
absolutel  effe tive eam deodo ant  a efull  sele ted ing edients 
safel  p event undesi ed odou  100  vegan  o aluminium salts  
nano  gluten  pa aben  pet o hemi al  ade in e man  nise  

bsol ti t s  o ganis s un t gi efe t vs ms de odo ants  
p gi pieme l tas sast vda as d o i nov  nev lamas sma as  100  

veg nis s  esatu  alum ni a s us  nanoda i as  glut nu  pa ab nus  
a ots i  nise

ine  абсол тно чистый, органический и сверх ффективный 
крем-дезодорант  щательно подобранные ингредиенты безопасно 
предотвраща т нежелательный запах  100  веганский  ез солей 
ал миния и О  е содержит гл тен и парабены  Сделано в 

ермании  апах легкий - унисекс

€29 -17%€35 SAVE

-25%€65 SAVE

SEASCAPE 

 SLEEP OIL   ML. a d  inning oil ontains 100  natu al 
essential oils of e se  avende  to ela  and alm  and the oils f om ape 
Seed  S eet lmond  itte  ange lo e  and anda in ange eel to 
balan e the mind and delive  a gentle f ag an e  he 8 ml Sleep il is the 
pe fe t handbag  t avel si e and is eas  to use ith the olle ball appli ato  

is godalgotais p odu ts sast v no 100  dabis as lavandas te is s 
e as  as pal d  atsl bin ties un nomie ina   a  no v nogu auli u 
e as  saldo mande u e as  apels nu iediem un manda nu mi i m  

ai i  pat ams  liegs a om ts  8ml Sleep il i m s i  lielis i piem ots 
e o umiem  to i  viegli u l t a  olle ball apli ato u

деальный продукт для тех, у кого есть проблемы со сном, или 
кто нуждается в релаксации в течение дня  100  натуральные 
фирные масла лаванды, масла из виноградного семени, сладкого 

миндаля, цветов апельсина и мандариновой цедры, позволя щие 
сбалансировать моциональное состояние и расслабиться   

€10 -17%€12 SAVE

TRANSFORMULAS 

SET  LIP OL ME (  L)  E ELI TING GEL (  L). illiant best selle s no  ome as a duo fo  ma imum e e and lip impa t  a d 
inning ip olume t eatment se um instantl  ma imises ou  pout b  up to 40  lt a h d ating  it softens s in  minimi ing age lines  delive ing a 3  

effe t  u  mi a le e e t eatment delive s an instant e e lifting  tightening effe t  e asing fine lines and giving e es that ide e ed  effe t

ivi pa i popul i s aistum op anas l d e i tagad piee ami omple t  lai su l pas un a is i s at tos ma sim li efe t vi  odalgotais ip olume 
se ums palielina l pu ap omu l d  40  pa i mit ino ais se ums m stina du  pada a l pas gludas un nod o ina 3  efe tu  Savu t a u op anas 
l d e lis ma ina pla sti u piet umu  i l d ina un i as un i ple  a is

ва самых популярных продукта от бренда, в наборе с максимальным ффектом для глаз и губ  Отмеченная наградами лечебная сыворотка 
ip olume увеличивает об ем губ до 0  льтра-увлажня щая, она смягчает кожу, сокращает возрастные линии, обеспечивает 3 - ффект  

Средство для кожи вокруг глаз обеспечивает мгновенный подтягива щий ффект, раглаживает тонкие морщинки, и раскрывает  глаза

€49

befo e afteafte

befo e afte
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LAVERTU 

 SET O   LONG LASTING LIPSTIC S WHICH CHANGE COLO R. ong lasting lipsti  ellent a entuates the natu al lip 
glo  b  adapting to the s in t pe  he p value of the s in ensu es that the olou  hi h appea s on the lips is uni ue fo  eve one   ith loe 

e a  anolin and bees a  4 shades

otu g  l pu sa ellent pasv t o l pu dabis o sp dumu  piel go oties das tipam  das p  l menis nod o ina individu lu  ti ai ums 
a stu gu l pu su  Satu  alve u  lanol nu un bi u vas u  4 da di to i

абор сверх-стойких помад, меня щих цвет  омады cellent адаптиру тся к типу p  кожи - цвет, который появляется на губах, 
является уникальным и подходит к л бому оттенку кожи  С ало  вера, ланолином и пчелиным воском   наборе  оттенка

€34

SWISS SMILE 

 SNOW WHITE TOOTHPASTE  TOOTH R SH SET   ML. he set ontains a toothpaste  pu e hitening po e  that 
emoves pe sistent stains and gives the tooth su fa e its natu al  hite shine being ind to the enamel  and a soft toothb ush ith mi o 
leaning pa ti les on the b ush s e te io  b istles that emove pla ue and pe sistent stains  he densel  a anged filaments in the 

middle of the b ush head gentl  polish and lean the tooth su fa e

omple t  ietilpst obupasta  as efe t vi no em t aipus no obiem un at auno dabis u  baltu vi smu be  obu bo umu is a  un m sta obu 
bi ste a  att o m mi oda i m u  bi stes iem sa iem  as no em apli umu un t aipus  atent tie bl vie  sa i obu bi stes vid  
maigi pul  un att a obu vi smu

Комплект содержит зубну  пасту с повышенным отбелива щим ффектом и мягку  зубну  щетку  никальная формула пасты 
снимает пигментаци  и обеспечивает естественну  белизну зубов, не повреждая маль  ягкая зубная щетка, содержащая 
микрочастицы на наружной поверхности щетинок, удаляет зубной налет мягко и ффективно  апатентованные щетинки  в 
средней части щетки полиру т и очища т поверхность зубов

€49

A  S M I L E 
C A N  C H A N G E  

T H E  W O R L D
www.swiss-smile-beauty.com

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE
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EGYPTIAN MAGIC

ALLRO N CREAM   ML. his all pu pose  all natu al balm 
is made f om si  of natu e s most po e ful moistu i ing and healing 
ing edients  se as a fa ial moistu i e  and e e eam  hai  onditione  
lip balm  nail and uti le onditione  and to t eat onditions li e e ema  
pso iasis and atopi  de matitis  ts fo mula also ma es it pe fe t fo  
helping to fade s a s  heal blemishes and p event st et h ma s

is unive s lais un piln gi dabis ais bal ams i  i gatavots no se iem 
visieda b g a iem mit ino a iem un d iedino a iem l d e iem  as 
sastopami dab  ieto iet to  se as das mit in t u un a u mu  matu 
ondi ionie i  l pu bal amu  nagu un uti ulu ondi ionie i   a  lai 

u vei tu e mu  pso i i un atopis o de mat tu  atei oties uni la am 
sast vam  bal amu a  va  i mantot tu apst dei  pigmenta plan umu un 
st i u li vid anai

тот универсальный, полность  натуральный бальзам сделан из шести 
самых мощных увлажня щих и целебных ингредиентов природы  

спользуйте в качестве увлажня щего крема для лица и крема для 
глаз, кондиционера для волос, бальзама для губ, кондиционера для 
ногтей и кутикулы, а также для лечения таких состояний, как кзема, 
псориаз и атопический дерматит  ормула бальзама также делает его 
идеальным средством для устранения шрамов, пигментных пятен и 
предотвращения растяжек  

€30

 

S   

  S  

S  S S

S  S   S  
 S

TRANSONIC

 MICRO NEE LE ROLLER.  p ofessional effe tive s in 
pe fe ting tool hi h ou an use at home  40 su gi al steel 
needles of 0  mm length ill help ou to effe tivel  smoothen fine 
lines  stimulate ell fun tioning and egene ation  help fi m up the 
s in te tu e and boost pe fo man e of ou  favou ite s in a e  

ofesion ls  efe t vs das op anas s  as i manto ams a  
m as apst os  40 adati as  at a 0  mm ga a  pal d  i l d in t 

un i as  vei ina nu da b bu un at auno anos  pada a du 
tvi t u un u labo su m  das op anas l d e a ieda b bu  

олик ransonic для микронидлинга  то профессиональный 
и ффективный способ улучшить кожу лица в домашних 
условиях  0 иголочек 0,  мм длиной из хирургической стали 

ффективно разгладят мелкие морщинки, помогут вашей 
коже восстановиться, повысят выработку коллагена и улучшат 
впитывание л бимых средств по уходу за кожей  

€49

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE TRANSONIC 

  ACE O  MASSAGE ROLLER. Stimulates and massages 
fa e and bod  than s to advan ed 3  oll te hnolog  assage olls aptu e 
ou  s in in a gentle but fi m a  p oviding the hole ange of positive effe ts  
elps to edu e appea an e of fa ial fine lines and in les  tones s in and 
ontou s  uppe  a ms  legs and stoma h  

atei oties p og es vai 3  tehnolo i ai  masa ie a veltn i efe t vi stimul  un 
mas  se u un e meni  pa ie veltn i viegli  bet sting i satve  du  as i aisa 
veselu po it vo efe tu l stu  asa ie is pal d  ti t va  no un i m un 
g umb m  pada a du tvi t u  u labo o u  u un v de a i s atu

никальное лечебное воздействие на кожу лица, а также непревзойденный 
массаж тела достигается благодаря технологии 3 -роликов  3 -ролики 
нежно захватыва т и массиру т вашу кожу, обеспечивая весь спектр 
положительных ффектов  омогает уменьшить появление мимических 
линий и морщин на лице, приводит в тонус кожу и помогает улучшить 
контуры на внутренней поверхности плеч и бедер и в области живота

€52

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

MASSAGE ROLLER 
3D Face&Body

eleb ities  best ept beaut  se et fo  a 
beautiful and health  s in

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE
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TOUCHBEAUTY

LTRASONIC EA T  E ICE. eatu es ult asoni  vib ations  
negative and positive ions fo  omplete s in t eatment  t uses ult asoni  vib ations 

ith positive ions to effe tivel  lean the s in  ult asoni  vib ations ith negative 
ions p omote nut ients abso ption  ult asoni  vib ations ith positive and negative 
ions lift the s in   multi fun tion beaut  devi e to give ou health  eplenished  
and ounge loo ing s in

 ult as a as s aistum op anas ie e i manto ult as a as vib i as   a  
negat vos un po it vos onus das op anai  lt as a as vib i as a  po it va iem 
oniem efe t vi att a du  ult as a as vib i as a  negat va iem oniem vei ina 
ba o o o vielu ies anos d  ult as a as vib i as a  po it va iem un negat va iem 
oniem at auno du  aud fun i u ie e  as pal d s ums ieg t vesel gu  
at aunotu un aune l gu du

льтразвуковое устройство с вибрацией и отрицательными и 
положительными ионами для комплексного омоложения кожи  

стройство использует ультразвуковые вибрации с положительными 
ионами для ффективной очистки кожи  с отрицательными ионами для 
максимальной впитываемости кожей питательных веществ
с положительными и отрицательными ионами для лифтинга кожи

€99

TOUCHBEAUTY

E E CREAM OOSTER. Soothe  h d ate  and 
e uvenate ou  e es  his ompa t devi e utili es soni  

vib ation  40  a m massage  and 630nm ed light the ap  
to t eat the e es  he diffe ent te hnologies o  togethe  to 
smooth fine lines  soothe ti ed e es  de ease da  i les
and puffiness   

ie ina  mit ina un at auno du ap a m  ompa t  ie e 
i manto s a as vib i as  siltu mas u 40  tempe at  un 
630nm sa an s gaismas te api u  s da d s tehnolo i as 
da bo as op  lai i l d in tu un i as  nomie in tu 
nogu u as a is  ma in tu lo us un piet umu em a m  

Оказывает омолажива щий, успокаива щий и 
увлажня щий ффект на кожу вокруг глаз  то 
компактное устройство использует звукову  вибраци , 
теплый массаж 0o  и терапи  красного света 30 нм  

азличные технологии работа т вместе, чтобы разгладить 
тонкие линии, успокоить усталые глаза, уменьшить 
темные круги и отечность  

€69-17%€119 SAVE

-13%€79 SAVE
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COLLISTAR 

P RE ACTI ES O     L. he mole ules of outh in a duo 
pa  alu oni  id 30 ml  lifts and h d ates the s in  stimulates s in ell 
metabolism  ollagen 30 ml  edu es in les and p events thei  fo mation  

aun bas mole ulas   divi l d e i vien  omple t  ialu ons be 30 ml  
mit ina du un pada a to tvi t u  vei ina nu metabolismu  olag ns 30 ml  
sama ina un as un nov  to a anos

олекулы молодости   два средства в одной упаковке  иалуроновая 
кислота подтягивает и увлажняет кожу, стимулирует клеточный метаболизм  
Коллаген разглаживает морщины и предотвращает их формирование

€75

COLLISTAR 

P RE ACTI ES ANTICELL LITE CAPS LES CA EINE  ESCIN  
CAPS LES. he ne  f ontie  in de mo osmeti  esea h fo  a sho  a tion against 
ellulite impe fe tions  Single dose gelatine apsules ontain the optimum dose of affeine 

and es in in thei  pu est fo ms  f ee of ate  and p ese vatives  n onl   ee s the  
edu e the antiaestheti  o ange peel effe t  and da  afte  da  edu e the impe fe tions 
aused b  ellulite  

aun ais at l ums de matolo is a  osm ti  pa i ieda b gai elul ta p obl mu 
isin anai  elat na apsulas satu  optim lu t a ofe na un es na devu be  dens un 
onse vantiem  ien  ned u lai  t s ma ina apels na mi as  efe tu un pal d  nov st 
itas elul ta i ais t s p obl mas

овое достижение в дермо-косметических исследованиях для шокового воздействия 
на целл литные дефекты  Одноразовые желатиновые капсулы содержат 
оптимальну  дозу кофеина и сцина в самой чистой форме, без воды и консервантов  

сего за  недели они уменьша т не стетичный ффект апельсиновой корки  и изо 
дня в день уменьша т недостатки, вызванные целл литом

€35 -13%€40.15
SAVE

-22%
€96.20 SAVE

RETAIL VALUE

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

BEAUTY
Skaistumam  ля красоты

216 / airBaltic.com

PROTECT YOUR CARDS!

ÖGON DESIGNS 

 SMART AL MINI M WALLET  CAR ON I RE E ITION.

legant allet made in an e  his light and st ong allet gives a supe fast a ess and an optimum p ote tion  esigned to open ith one 
hand  o  10 a ds and ash   Safe  p ote tion against demagneti ation and ele t oni  data theft

an i  a ots elegants ma s  as i  viegls  i tu gs  nod o ina tu pie uvi ma a satu am un t  optim lu ai sa d bu  tve ams a  vienu 
o u  ieta 10 a t m un s aid ai naudai   ai sa d ba p et demagneti i u un ele t onis o datu d b m

егкий и надежный кошел к, сделанный во ранции  деальная защита и быстрый доступ  открытие одной рукой  мещает 10 
банковских карт и куп ры  ащита ваших карт от размагничивания и бесконтактной кражи данных

uilted design  etal lo  Si e  10 8  7    m  eight  78 g

e stilmo a as di ains  et la sl d ene  m s  10 8  7    m  Sva s  78 g

Стеганый дизайн, металлический замок, размер  10,   ,    см  ес   г

a bon fib e design  Si e  11  7 4 1 m  70 g

gle a ied as  di ains  m s  11  7 4  1 m  70 g  

изайн карбон  азмер  11  ,   ,1 см  ес  0 г

ÖGON DESIGNS 

 ILTE  AL MINI M WALLET. 

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

€38 €38

FEET FRIENDS 

 HEALTH  SOC S. ts spe iall  shaped te  fab i  loops gentl  sepa ate and massage 
ou  toes  ea  the so s afte  a long da  at o  a o  out o  a night full of dan ing  and ou 
ill e pe ien e elief  t s also a g eat help hile polishing ou  nails  Si e  36 40  

pa i veidotas f ot  auduma ilpas maigi atdala un mas  su u pi stus  vel iet e es p  ga as 
da ba dienas  t eni a vai node otas na ts  un i baudiet atvieglo umu  o t s snied  su m  s 
e es a  lielis i node  so ot nagus  m i  36 40

Специальные петли из махровой ткани мягко разделя т и массиру т пальцы ног  адевайте 
носки после долгого рабочего дня, занятий спортом или веселых танцев вс  ночь напролет 
и уже через некоторое время вы почувствуете облегчение  акже отличное решение для 
педик ра в домашних условиях  азмер  3 - 0

€49

3 EASY STEPS
TO MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS

* For wearing intensity
please refer to the instruction.

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

ACCESSORIES
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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BEURER 

 E RER LS  L GGAGE SCALE. o table luggage 
s ale that ill help ou avoid e ess luggage ha ges  Small  
hand  and eas  to use  omes e uipped ith a p a ti al to h and 
a fastening st ap fo  spa e saving sto age  ith a eight apa it  
of 0 g  

o tat vie sva i  as pal d es i vai ties no bag as p sniegt  
sva a ma sas  ie sva i i  ma i  pa o gi un viegli lieto ami  a  
ieb v tu p a tis u lu tu ti un si sni u  da sva u l d  0 g  

лагодаря портативным весам от euer, вы сможете 
избежать доплат за сверхнормативный багаж  Компактный, 
удобный и легкий в использовании, дополнительно 
оснащенный практичным фонариком и ремешком  

аксимальный вес  0 кг   

€25

CABEAU 

 AIR E OL TION TRA EL PILLOW. 
f ou li e to t avel light  then the a a d
inning   is the inflatable t avel 

pillo  ou need   d ustable ai  o e and omes 
ith a soda an si ed po table pou h

a ums pat  e ot  ne emot l d i daud  mantu  
tad   i  tie i t ds piep amais 
spilvens  ds ums i  nepie ie ams  Spilvena 
m stums i  egul ams  ad tas i  nepiep sts  
spilvens satilpst t  limon des bund as 
i m a somi  

сли вам нравится путешествовать 
комфортно и налегке, то получившая 
множество наград надувная подушка  

  то незаменимый выбор  
   имеет дополнительный 

надувной отсек, а также удобный чехол 
размером с банку лимонада  

€19

CABEAU 

 
f ou li e to t avel light  then the a a d
inning   is the inflatable t avel 

pillo  ou need   d ustable ai  o e and omes 
ith a soda an si ed po table pou h

a ums pat  e ot  ne emot l d i daud  mantu  
tad   i  tie i t ds piep amais 
spilvens  ds ums i  nepie ie ams  Spilvena 
m stums i  egul ams  ad tas i  nepiep sts  
spilvens satilpst t  limon des bund as 
i m a somi  

сли вам нравится путешествовать 
комфортно и налегке, то получившая 
множество наград надувная подушка  

  то незаменимый выбор  
   имеет дополнительный 

надувной отсек, а также удобный чехол 
размером с банку лимонада  

€19

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

27 cm

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
eļojuma komfortam  Комфорт в путешествии
TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
eļojuma komfortam  Комфорт в путешествии
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XTORM 

 POWER AN  AIR . eve  find ou self ith an 
empt  batte  again hile ou e at o  on the go o  t avelling  
han s to su h hand  featu es as the emovable mi o S  able  

e t a fast ha ging and the abilit  to ha ge t o mobile devi es at 
on e  this o e  an  is the pe fe t ha ging solution  he 6000m h 
inte nal batte  allo s ou to ha ge ou  telephone 3  times

atei oties ai ie ei  ums vai s ne ad nen sies at l t  a t l unis 
i  i l d ies  neat a gi no t  vai esat da b  b au at vai e o at  

atei oties t d m ta m fun i m  atvieno ams mi o S  
vads  pa t in ta u l de un iesp a u l d t divas mobil s ie es 
vienlai gi  is po tativais a umulato s i  ide ls isin ums  lai su 
t l unis vienm  b tu u l d ts  6000m h ie ais a umulato s 
au  u l d t t l uni 3  ei es

ольше не волнуйтесь о пустой батарее в пути или на работе  
лагодаря таким удобным функциям как сверхскоростная зарядка, 

с мный кабель S  и зарядка х устройств одновременной тот 
внешний аккумулятор станет идеальным решением  мкость 

000 м ч позволит зарядить ваш телефон 3,  раза

€35

ALLROUNDO® 

 THE ALL IN ONE CA LE. nables ha ging and data t ansfe  fo  all 
mobile devi es at an  time i o S  ightning   S  and S

p to 70 m abel  he pe fe t t avel and eve da  ompanion  

l des un datu abelis de  vis m popul a m mobila m ie m
t d m  viedt l u i un plan etes  su bag  vai s neb s vadu mud e lis  

ompa ts i m s un 70 m ga  abelis  ielis s pal gs gan e o um  gan i dien

Кабель для зарядки все в одном, для зарядки л бых мобильных устройств  
даптеры icro- S , ightning,  S -  и S -  для необходимого соединения 

и безопасной передачи данных  Компактный размер и кабель длиной 0 см  

€30

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

TOP 5
TRAVEL

S S

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
eļojuma komfortam  Комфорт в путешествии

    S

POC ET M RELLA PAGE 

DOPPLER

AL MINI M WALLET PAGE 

ÖGON DESIGNS

CAR ON OPTICS WALLET PAGE 

I-CLIP

TRA EL PILLOW  PAGE 

CABEAU

L GGAGE SCALE  PAGE 

BEURER

FITS EASILY INTO A POCKET OR HANDBAGFITS EASILFITS EASILY INTO A POCKET OR HANDBAG

-10%€39 SAVE

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
eļojuma komfortam  Комфорт в путешествии
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he smallest of the allets   ompa t  safe and an elegant a  to a  up to 1  a ds and notes  e e a full g ain natu all  tanned o hide ith a 
th illing a bon finish in bla  o  pe fo ation in amel olo  ith   shields fo  p ote tion against ele t oni  data theft

a ais no visiem ma iem  ompa ts  d o s un elegants a  1  a u un ban no u ietilp bu  agad no dab gi mie tas te das a  ogle a pe fo i as 
p l umu meln  vai amie das s     a t m  as nod o ina ai sa d bu p et ele t onis o datu d b m

Самый миниат рный кошелек  легантный, компактный и безопасный способ хранения для 1  карточек и банкнот  С отделкой из телячьей кожи 
натурального дубления под ч рный карбон или песочно-бежевого цвета с перфорацией   комплекте   карты для защиты от бесконтактной 
кражи лектронных данных

-20%€45 SAVE

-22%€50 SAVE

I-CLIP 

 CAR ON OPTICS WALLET INCL. R I  SHIEL S. 
I-CLIP 

 A ANTAGE CARAMEL INCL. R I  SHIEL S. 

€36 €39

MADE IN
GERMANY

CHROME-FREE
TANNING

UP TO
12 CARDS

ULTRALIGHT 
18 GRAMS

RFID
SAFE

ACCESSORIES 
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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ACTIVE BIRD 

 AC PAC  LTRALIGHT. a  ou  adventu es  ult a light  foldable and ate p oof ba pa  fo  ou  t ips  he ba pa  is folded 
onl  palm si e  eas  to ta e ith ou on all ou  t ips  4 lite  ba pa   

auns pal gs su pied vo umos  t gi viegla  salo ma un densi tu ga mugu soma  Salo t  veid  mugu soma i  vien plau stas lielum  
ilpums  4 lit i

апакуйте ваши прикл чения и вперед  ультра-легкий, маленький в сложенном виде и водонепроницаемый  идеальный р кзак для 
л бых поездок  кзак складывается в мини-формат размером с ладонь  местимость   литра

€49

POKITO 

 POP P C P  LACK he e o f iendl  and eusable up  pe fe t fo  hot o  old d in s  t is supe  po table  foldable do n to a fe  
entimet es and eighing onl  1 0 g  t is in edibl  ve satile popping up to 3 diffe ent si es  g ande 47  ml  medio 3 0 ml  o  esp esso 30 ml  
ade in itain  f ee and dish ashe  safe  a e it ith ou  

abai d aud ga un vai t lieto ama e a stiem vai au stiem d ieniem  Sali t  st vo l  t  i  vien da us entimet us augsta un sve  
ti ai 1 0 g  o va  p veidot 3 da du i m u s  g ande 47  ml  medio 3 0 ml  vai esp esso 30 ml  gatavota ielb it ni  esatu  
bisfenolu  to va  ma g t t au u ma g ama  ma n  ta l d em anai

кологичная и многоразовая чашка, идеально подходит для горячих и холодных напитков  ашка складывается до нескольких сантиметров 
и весит всего 1 0 г  егко превращается в кружку 3 разных размеров  гранде  мл , медио 3 0 мл  или спрессо 30 мл  Сделана в 

ритании, не содержит бисфенол  и подходит для мытья в посудомоечной машине  озьми ее с собой

€17

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

COMPACT 
ATTACHED 
STORAGE BAG

ULTRA - LIGHT 
DESIGN 
155 GRAMS

WATERPROOF 
ROLLTOP 
CONSTRUCTION

PUNCTURE 
RE SISTANT

24 LITER 
CAPACITY

POKITO IS AN AMAZING FOLDABLE CUP  THAT’S 
INCREDIBLY PORTABLE, VERY VERSATILE AND SUPER SAFE.
POKITO IS AN AMAZING FOLDABLE CUP  THAT’S 

ACCESSORIES
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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www.carbonsteel.eu

STRONG - FLEXIBLE - LIGHTWEIGHT

100
km/h

   w

indtunnel tested

5 years guarante
e

with registration

DOPPLER 

 POC ET M RELLA CAR ON STEEL MINI SLIM  NA  L E. l a s ith ou  as light as a feathe  small and slim  his umb ella is 
small enough to fit in eve  po et  a bonsteel te hnolog  ma es this model supe  light eight and at the same time p ovides stable p ote tion 
against eathe  and ind up to 100 m h  3 m thin  0 m diamete  onl  170 g

ienm  a  ums  viegls  spalva  ma s un pl ns  is lietussa gs i  ti  ma s  a to va  ieli t eb u  abat  am i  ogle a t auda mis  t d  lietussa gs i  
neti ami viegls  tom  nod o ina efe t vu ai sa d bu p et lietu un l d  pat 100 m h stip u v u  3 m pl ns  0 m diamet  ti ai 170 g

сегда с вами  легкий как перышко, маленький, тонкий и суперпрочный, тот зонтик поместится в л бой карман  ехнология карбоновой стали 
делает ту модель сверхлегкой и в то же время обеспечивает стабильну  защиту от погодных условий и ветра до 100 км ч  

олщина 3 см, диаметр 0 см, всего 1 0 г

€29

SPACE WALLET 

PEA  MILANO . he ve  fi st mini allet 
fo  mode n omen  St lish  p a ti al  minimalisti  
nough spa e fo  up to 1  a ds  notes and even 
oins  igh ualit  eal leathe  andmade in u ope  

Si e 6 7  7  1  m  

asaul  pi mais mini ma i  mode n m sieviet m  
Stil gs  p a tis s  minim listis s  a  pietie  vietas 
l d  1  a t m  ban not m un pat mon t m  sta 
augstas valit tes da  o u da bs  gatavots i op

m s  6 7  7  1  m

ервый мини-кошелек для современных женщин  
Стильный, практичный, минималистический  

мещает до 1  карт, банкноты и даже монеты  
ысококачественная натуральная кожа  Сделан 

вручну  в вропе  азмер     1  см

€26 -13%€29.90
SAVE

AVIATOR 

 OL ING S NGLASSES. la  metal f ames ith smo e g e  lens
oldable f ames and a ms ma e it ompa t and easil  fit into an  po et  ull  

p ote tion  omes ith a leaning loth and a velou  t avel pou h  

elns met la ietva s a  d mu pel m l m  atei oties salie ama am ietva am 
un i m  saulesb illes va  ompa ti salo t un viegli ieli t eb u a i m a abat  

iln ga ai sa d ba p et  sta o umu  omple t  ietilpst b i u t m  d ni a un 
fil a b i u ma s  

рная металлическая оправа со ст клами цвета серой дымки  лагодаря 
компактной складной оправе и дужкам очки легко помеща тся в карман

олная защита от ультрафиолета   комплект входит чистящая ткань и 
вел ровый дорожный чехол  

€30

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

ACCESSORIES 
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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TRUE UTILITY 

 I R   IN  M LTITOOL. eighs onl  40 g ams  lip to an thing and simpl  t ist into set positions to use it to open pa els  
envelopes o  bottles  set s e s and mu h mo e  Stainless steel  oated ith gold and bla  titanium  la  leathe  p ote tion ove  in luded

evolu ion s daud fun i u s a  0 inst umentiem  as sve  nie a 40 g amus  p ots a  a ab ni  ag ie iet a ent lo da u  lai 
lietotu attie go inst umentu  un s va at atv t s t umus  aplo snes vai pudeles  s v t un da t daud  o itu  gatavots no ne s o a 
t auda a  elta un meln  tit na p l umu  omple t  a  melnu das ma i u

ultitool совмещает в себе 0 функций, но весит всего 0 граммов  росто поверните средн  часть в указанные позиции для открытия 
посылок, конвертов или бутылок, завинчивания винтов и многого другого  Сделан из нержаве щей стали, покрыт ч рным титаном и 
позолотой   наборе кожаный чехол

€23

eighs onl  40 g ams  lip to an thing and simpl  t ist into set positions to use it to open pa els  
envelopes o  bottles  set s e s and mu h mo e  Stainless steel  oated ith gold and bla  titanium  la  leathe  p ote tion ove  in luded

evolu ion s daud fun i u s a  0 inst umentiem  as sve  nie a 40 g amus  p ots a  a ab ni  ag ie iet a ent lo da u  lai 

AIR DECK 

THE LTIMATE TRA EL PLA ING CAR S  O LE ACK. ith the i  e  ou an pla  an he e  an time  hile 
egula  pape  pla ing a ds tea  stain  bend and b ea  easil  i  e  is in edibl  esistant and ate p oof

atei oties i  e  s va at sp l t tis eb u  viet  un eb d  lai  a ast s tis va  nosm t  salo t  t s viegli pl st  i  e  tis i  
oti sting as un densi tu gas

С ir eck вы можете играть повс ду в л бое время   то время как обычные игральные карты рвутся, окрашива тся, изгиба тся и 
лома тся, ir eck невероятно прочные и водонепроницаемые

€14

ACCESSORIES
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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FOOOTY 

THE ALL THAT ITS IN E ER  POC ET   ne  a  to pla  an he e ou ant  eate ou  favou ite ball shapes ith the 
sma t   li  s stem  in pa   bundles to ma e  balls and mu h mo e

auns veids   sp l t bumbu eb u  u  v lies  ielis i node  e o ot  tas i  ti lieto ams un sag d s daud  aut u b u  omple t   gabali

грайте в л бом месте  Создавайте свои л бимые фигуры с помощь  смарт-системы   click   комплекте  шт

€25

YE!! AIRTWINS 

 TR E WIRELESS L ETOOTH EAR S. n o  the f eedom of these i eless ea buds hi h pai  automati all  and onne t via luetooth  
i h and lea  sound e pe ien e  omes in a 800m h po e  ase fo  sto age and eeping them ha ged  n ludes ea tips of diffe ent si es  ands f ee 

mi ophone ith 3  hou s tal  time

baudiet b v bu  o snied  s be vadu austi as  utom tis s luetooth savieno ums  a  augstas valit tes s a a  omple t  a  800m h po tat vo 
l d t u  as a  pa ed ts austi u u glab anai  a du i m u austi u u ga i  v o u mi ofons  sa unu e ma da b bas lai s l d  3  stund m

аслаждайтесь свободой с тими беспроводными наушниками, которые автоматически соединя тся через luetooth  Качественный и чистый 
звук   комплект входит зарядный кейс на 00 м ч для подзарядки и хранения  кл чает в себя амбуш ры разных размеров  

еспроводной микрофон на 3,  часа разговора  

€129
BITMORE 

E IN EAR HEA PHONES i ed in ea  i i 
headphones ith i  volume ont ol  stop  sta t  pause 
and magnetised ea buds fo  tangle f ee eas  a ing

i i austi as a  mi ofonu  s a uma egul t u  stop  ats a ot 
un pau es fun i m  un magneti tiem ieau iem  as nov  
vadu samud in anos

аушники i i с микрофоном, регулировкой громкости, 
функцией остановки, воспроизведения, паузы и 
магнитными насадками, предотвраща щими спутывание

€12

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

THE BALL THAT FITS EVERY POCKET

ACCESSORIES 
ksesuāri  ксессуары
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SPROUT 

 PLANT O R PENCIL   PENCILS AN  COLORING OO .
nt odu ing the o iginal sustainable Sp out pen il that g o s into plants 
su h as asil  alendula  o get e ot  avende  emon alm  int  

egano and ed la  ut the seeds in moist soil  then add ate  and 
sunlight  se it du ing ou  flight o  bu  as a gift

epa stieties a  uni lu  ilgtsp gu mu u omple tu  ie mu i 
i aug pa  ba ili u  li e ti  neai mi stuli  lavandu  melissu  
pipa m t u  o egano un sa ano linu  evieto iet s las mit  augsn  
un pievieno iet saules gaismu un deni  ielis a d vana vai labs lai a 
av lis lido uma lai

динственный карандаш, который вырастает в растение  базилик, 
календула, незабудка, лаванда, мелисса, мята, орегано и красный 
лен  абор может быть использован во время полета или 
послужить прекрасным подарком  Карандаши содержат семена и 
выраста т в растения при посадке во влажну  почву  

€20

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

© DISNEY 

  ISNE  RO EN GIRL S WATCH. eatu ing ha a te s 
f om the movie  his timepie e ill be the pe fe t gift fo  ou  little 
p in ess  She ill love spending time ith he  favou ite ha a te s

eite u pul stenis  u u ot  att li no  isne a multfilmas edus 
si ds  ielis s pul stenis su ma a ai p in esei  i ai pati s pavad t 
lai u a  saviem m a iem pe son iem

 isne  rozen часы для девочек с л бимым персонажем из 
фильма станут прекрасным подарком для вашей маленькой 
принцессы  Она пол бит проводить время со своими 
л бимыми персонажами  

€25

TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVETRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

he at h has a plasti  ase 
ith stainless steel ase ba  

and p inted  st ap

at h si e 3  3 3  1 17 m

©2018 The LEGO Group. All Rights Reserved. 
Produced by ClicTime Holdings Ltd under license 
from the LEGO Group.

LEGO 

 NIN AGO MO IE LLO  MINI IG RE LIN  WATCH. 
ith ou  favou ite in ago  ha a te  integ ated into ou  at h 

st ap ou a e full  e uipped to be ome an ultimate aste  of 
Spin it u  he multi olou ed  inte hangeable lin s offe  plent  of 
design possibilities to build a at h that fits all ist si es    

ad su m ais in ago  va onis i  piestip in ts pie su pul ste a 
ap o es  s esat piln b  gatavs t pa  spind itsu lielmeista u  

saini  nomain mi ap o es posmi  no u iem va  u b v t uni lu 
o as pul steni a  ap o i  as de  visiem i m iem   

етские часы с л бимым персонажем injago , встроенным 
в ремешок для часов - ты полность  кипирован, чтобы 
стать настоящим мастером Spinjitzu  азноцветные 
взаимозаменяемые звенья предлага т множество 
возможностей для создания часов, подходящих для всех 
размеров запястья  Судьба индзяго в ваших руках    

€26

FIREFLY 

  TRANS ORMERS OR M  LITTLE PON  LIGHT 
P  SO N  TOOTH R SH. ess the button and the b ush ill 

light up fo  one minute to time ou  leaning  n ludes authenti  sounds 
and en ou aging ph ases f om ou  favou ite ansfo me s and  ittle 

on  ha a te s  he ove  doubles up to p ote t the b ush espe iall  hen 
t avelling  atte ies in luded

ospiediet pogu un obu bi ste iedegsies u  vienu min ti  am  t t 
obus  utentis as s a as un u mund ino as f es no su m a iem 
ansfo me s un  ittle on  va o iem  obu bi stes apval s lielis i 

node  e o uma lai  omple t  ie autas bate i as  

ажмите кнопку, и щетка загорится на одну минуту, чтобы засечь 
время чистки зубов  вуковые ффекты и вдохновля щие фразы 
от ваших л бимых персонажей  рансформеры и  ittle on  

ыдвига щаяся крышка-футляр для защиты щетки во время 
путешествий  атарейки входят в комплект  

€12

KIDS
ērniem  ля детей
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 LAT IA  TE  EAR.  ne  addition to 
edd  olle tibles  

tis atvi ai 100  auns papildin ums ota u l u ole i ai

едвежонок атвии 100  ополнение в коллекции медвежат

€10

 CAN IES GOTI A. atvian andies in a tin an ith t aditional 
motifs  10 p s

onfe tes oti a  alum ni a b  a  tautis iem mot viem  10 gab  

Конфеты otiņa  в ал миниевой коробке с народными мотивами, 10 шт

€9

 ALLPOINT PEN WITH AIR ALTIC LOGO.
ate ial  plasti  ength  14 m

od u pildspalva a  ai alti  logotipu  ate i ls  plastmasa  m s  14 m

ариковая ручка с логотипом air altic  атериал  пластик  азмер  1  см

€1.90

 NEC  STRAP. e  st ap ith p inted ai alti  logo
ate ial  fab i  ength  80 m

a la lenta a  ai alti  logotipa u d u u  ate i ls  audums  m s  80 m  

ента с логотипом air altic  атериал  ткань  азмер  0 см

€4.90

 SILICONE AN . and ith t aditional atvian signs

Sili ona ap o e a  senlatvie u a stiem  

Силиконовый браслет с традиционным латвийским узором

€2

 PIN I    LAT IA .  hea t shaped pin in atvian flag olou s

Si ds fo mas no m te atvi as a oga s s  

начок - сердечко в цветах латвийского флага

€3

4

3

2

1

1

3

4

and ith t aditional atvian signs

Sili ona ap o e a  senlatvie u a stiem  

Силиконовый браслет с традиционным латвийским узором

 PIN I    LAT IA .  hea t shaped pin in atvian flag olou s

Si ds fo mas no m te atvi as a oga s s  

начок - сердечко в цветах латвийского флага

PIN I    LAT IA . PIN I    LAT IA . 

3

2

€10

 NEC  STRAP. e  st ap ith p inted ai alti  logo

a e ai alti  ith ou  

LATVIANSOUVENIRS
atvijas suvenīri  атвийские сувениры
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4G LTE International SIM Card
With airBalticcard Mobile SIM you surf the Internet and make outgoing calls
in most countries cheaper than local rates and receive incoming calls
in 150 countries free of charge

o  mo e info mation as  abin e
ai  info m i as aut iet ap alpei

    

ai alti a d obile S  pie em be ma sas vanus 1 0 valst s  bet inte neta ta ifi
un vani vai s valst s i  a  em m i ma s m ne  viet ie ta ifi

ai alti a d obile S     1 0    
          

6  
t auno anas a te a  € 0 ed tu

    € 0

€20
4 S    €10 

Sta ta omple ts a  €10 ed tu
    €10

€20

6

t auno anas a te a  € 0 ed tu

€20
4

    €10

€20

Free incoming calls in 150 countries
e ma sas ien o ie vani 1 0 valst s

    1 0 

0.00 €

No monthly or additional fees
e du egul o ma s umu

     

Outgoing calls from 150 countries
e o ie vani no 1 0 valst m

   1 0 

Mobile internet in 135 countries
obilais inte nets 13  valst s

   13  

0.00 €/Min

from0.15 €/Min

from2.00 €/GB
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For any suggestions on our product selection, please write to  a ums i  ietei umi vai oment i pa  pied v to p e u l stu  l d am tos s t t u  e pastu           

info@airo.lv

S  S

 o iniem a  ma s umu a t m pie emam ti ai a tes a  
ipu  a umi a  magn tis o oslu a t m netie  nod o in ti

 a ma s ums a  ma s umu a ti p snied  70  
u da pe sonu aplie ino s do uments i ums a  vienu 

ma s umu a ti ned st p sniegt 0  op  pi umu 
summa a  ma s umu a t m no vienas pe sonas ned st 
p sniegt 00 

 S aid as naudas ma s umus pie emam ti ai  val t
 isas enas no d tas a  atbilsto i piem o amo 
 a  at u pi umu ai alti  st ua ti i sniegs ums e u vai 

sting s u s aites v ti
 odu tu un iepa o umu att li no d ti ti ai info mat v  

nol  un va  at i ties no e l  p odu ta
 aut iet st ua tiem pa  malt tes piee am bu su eis   a  

pa  p odu tu sast vu un ta os eso a iem ale g niem

 e a ept pa ment fo  pu hases onl  b  a ds ith an 
embedded hip  e a e unable to p o ess pa ments made b  
a ds ith a magneti  st ipe

 o  pa ment a d pu hases e eeding  70   must be 
p ovided   pu hase ith a single a d ma  not e eed  

 0 and total pa ment b  a ds pe  one ustome   
ma  not e eed  00

 ash pa ments a e a epted onl  in 
 ll p i es in lude  he e appli able
 o  ea h pu hase made on ai alti  flights the abin e  

ill p ovide ou a e eipt
 ll pi tu es of p odu ts and pa aging a e fo  illust ative 

pu poses onl  and ma  diffe  f om the eal p odu t
 s  the abin e  about the meal availabilit  on ou  flight 

toda  and fo  the ing edients of a given p odu t o  hat 
alle gens it ontains

   
         

       
      

         

         
     ai balti meal om

S   S  
 siet piesa d gi  a ums i  ale i a p et du no p ti as 

p odu tiem  s neu emamies atbild bu pa  ale is u 
ea i u no p ti as p odu tiem  o esat pat u i vai a  o 

esat non u i sas a sm  lidma n
 a ums i  pa as p as bas attie b  u  p ti u  va at i v l ties 

un pas t t malt ti pi ms lido uma vietn  ai balti meal om

e a ept the follo ing pa ment a ds

  SS S
 assenge s having food alle gies must assume esponsibilit  

fo  this is  e ill not assume an  liabilit  fo  alle gi  
ea tions to the foods onsumed o  onta ted on boa d

 f ou have spe ifi  food e ui ements  ou an hoose and 
p e o de  food fo  ou  flight at ai balti meal om

pma sai tie  pie emtas das ma s umu a tes

eg d oties aviobi eti  s esat pie itis ai alti  pasa ie u 
p vad anas notei umiem  as pa ed  a ai alti  
lidma n s nav at auts lietot na oti as  l d pa emtos 
al oholis os d ienus un sm t t s  ele t onis s 
iga etes   a  i  iev o visp pie emt s pie l gas 

u ved bas no mas  a b s pamats u s at t  a su 
u ved ba neatbilst notei umiem  vei sim nepie ie am s 
da b bas  lai du u ved bu nov stu

l oholis os d ienus ai liegts p dot pe son m  u as  
i  aun as pa  18 gadiem

emiet v  a p e u daud ums va  b t ie obe ots

hen pu hasing a flight ti et  ou have a epted the 
ai alti  e ms of assenge  a iage  hi h state that it is 
not pe missible on boa d ai alti  ai aft to use na oti s  
onsume al oholi  beve ages that ou have b ought on 

boa d  smo e an  t pe of iga ette in luding ele t oni  
iga ettes  assenge s must obe  a no ledged standa ds 

of polite behaviou  Should e have an  eason to believe that 
ou  behaviou  does not ompl  ith these ules  e ill ta e 

an  and all ne essa  a tion to stop su h behaviou

t is p ohibited to sell al oholi  beve ages to pe sons unde  
18 ea s of age

lease note that all items a e sub e t to availabilit

     
  ai alti   

  ai alti    
     

       
     

       
      
    

     18  

       
 

    

         
     

       70   
     

       
  0      

       00
        
        
        

  
        

 
         

         
  

RULES / July

BOARDING TAXI BEFORE
TAKE-OFF

TAKE-OFF CRUISE APPROACH
AND LANDING

TAXI AFTER
LANDING

No calls

Handheld
devices
e. g. tablets, 
e-readers and
mobile phones

Connectivity
GSM, 
Bluetooth,
Flight Mode

Heavy devices
e. g. laptops and
notebooks

Shall be stowed in overhead bin or under the front seat inside an appropriate bag.

S     S

228 / airBaltic.com
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Gates

Arrival

Gates

Gates

GatesC

Non-Schengen passport
and security control

Security control

Transfer Centre

Arrival

Non-Schengen
transfer desk

airBaltic’s home base, the Riga International 
Airport is modern and comfortable, with 
many shops and cafés. At the same time it 
is very compact, so transferring from one 
flight to another can be easily done on foot.
 
Please take into account the following average 
transit times:
• From Non-Schengen passport and security control 

1st floor to Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
• From Security control 2nd floor to:

Schengen departure gates – 15 minutes;
Non-Schengen departure gates – 22 minutes.

2nd floor

1st floor
Information O�ce

Information Point

Elevator

Elevator & Stairs

Stairs

Arrival Service

Café and Restaurant

Self-Check-In Kiosk

First Aid

Business Lounge

Currency Exchange

Car Rental

Baggage Claim

Baggage Storage

Shop

Post O�ce

Pharmacy

WC

Smoking Area

Passport Control

Security Control

Public Zone

Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Shop

Arrival Service

Information O�ce

Information Point

Elevator

Elevator & Stairs

Stairs

Arrival Service

Café and Restaurant

Self-Check-In Kiosk

First Aid

Business Lounge

Currency Exchange

Car Rental

Baggage Claim

Baggage Storage

Shop

Post O�ce

Pharmacy

WC

Smoking Area

Passport Control

Security Control

Public Zone

Non-Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

Schengen Zone–Departure/Arrival

0 floor

AIRPORT / July

    

Gates

Arrival

Gates

Gates

GatesC

Non-Schengen passport
and security control

Security control

Transfer Centre

Arrival

Non-Schengen
transfer desk
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